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㈉⊩䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᕷẸⓗ䚸ᨻⓗ䚸⤒῭ⓗ䚸♫ⓗཬ䜃ᩥⓗศ㔝䛻ᆒ➼䛺ᶵ

㻌 䛂ྜ⌮ⓗ㓄៖䛃䛸䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䛩䜉䛶䛾ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䜢ா᭷䛧䚸ཪ䛿⾜
䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᚲせ䛛䛴㐺ᙜ䛺ኚ᭦ཬ䜃ㄪᩚ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸≉ᐃ䛾ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶ᚲせ
䛸䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸ᆒ⾮䜢ኻ䛧䛯ཪ䛿㐣ᗘ䛾㈇ᢸ䜢ㄢ䛥䛺䛔䜒䛾䜢䛔䛖䚹㻌
㻌 䛂䝴䝙䝞䞊䝃䝹䝕䝄䜲䞁䛃䛸䛿䚸ㄪᩚཪ䛿≉ู䛺タィ䜢ᚲせ䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟䚸᭱㝈ྍ⬟䛺⠊ᅖ䛷
䛩䜉䛶䛾ே䛜⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛾䛷䛝䜛〇ရ䚸⎔ቃ䚸ィ⏬ཬ䜃㻌 䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾タィ䜢䛔䛖䚹䝴䝙䝞䞊䝃䝹
䝕䝄䜲䞁䛿䚸≉ᐃ䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾㞟ᅋ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᨭ⨨䛜ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛣䜜䜢㝖䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷
䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
➨୕᮲㻌 ୍⯡ཎ๎㻌
㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ཎ๎䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛸䛚䜚䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ᅛ᭷䛾ᑛཝ䚸ಶே䛾⮬ᚊ䠄⮬䜙㑅ᢥ䛩䜛⮬⏤䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅ཬ䜃ಶே䛾⮬❧䜢ᑛ㔜䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛻䜘䜚ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ಁ㐍䛩㻌 䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಙ䛧䛶䚸㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ᕪู䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 ḟ䛾䛸䛚䜚༠ᐃ䛧䛯䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ♫䛻䛛䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛻ཧຍ䛧䚸ཬ䜃♫䛻ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
➨୍᮲㻌 ┠ⓗ㻌
㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 ே㛫䛾ከᵝᛶཬ䜃ே㛫ᛶ䛾୍㒊䛸䛧䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᕪ␗䜢ᑛ㔜䛧䚸ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜
㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䜘䜛䛒䜙䜖䜛ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䛾䛛䛴ᖹ➼䛺ா᭷䜢ಁ

䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㐍䛧䚸ಖㆤ䛧䚸ཬ䜃☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᅛ᭷䛾ᑛཝ䛾ᑛ㔜䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌
㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䛿䚸㛗ᮇⓗ䛺㌟యⓗ䚸⢭⚄ⓗ䚸▱ⓗཪ䛿ឤぬⓗ䛺㞀ᐖ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸ᵝ䚻䛺㞀

㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 ᶵ䛾ᆒ➼㻌 㻌

ቨ䛸䛾┦స⏝䛻䜘䜚䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻♫䛻䛛䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ጉ䛢䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䛾
䛒䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼒䠅㻌 タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾⏝䜢ྍ⬟䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

➨᮲㻌 ᐃ⩏㻌

㻌 䠄㼓䠅㻌 ⏨ዪ䛾ᖹ➼㻌 㻌

㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾㐺⏝ୖ䚸㻌

㻌 䠄㼔䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛾Ⓨ㐩䛧䛴䛴䛒䜛⬟ຊ䜢ᑛ㔜䛧䚸ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛜䛭䛾ྠ୍ᛶ䜢ಖ

㻌 䛂ពᛮ㏻䛃䛸䛿䚸ゝㄒ䚸ᩥᏐ⾲グ䚸ⅬᏐ䚸ゐぬ䜢䛳䛯ពᛮ㏻䚸ᣑᩥᏐ䚸⏝ྍ⬟䛺䝬䝹

ᣢ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ᑛ㔜䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䝏䝯䝕䜱䜰୪䜃䛻➹グ䚸⫈ぬ䚸ᖹ᫆䛺ゝⴥཬ䜃ᮁㄞ⪅䛻䜘䜛ព㻌 ᛮ㏻䛾ᙧែ䚸ᡭẁཬ䜃ᵝᘧ୪
䜃䛻⿵ຓⓗཬ䜃௦᭰ⓗ䛺ពᛮ㏻䛾ᙧែ䚸ᡭẁཬ䜃ᵝᘧ䠄⏝ྍ⬟䛺ሗ㏻ಙᢏ⾡䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅

➨ᅄ᮲㻌 ୍⯡ⓗ⩏ົ㻌

2

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛ᕪู䜒䛺䛧䛻䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏ

㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䜢ᐇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ἲ௧ཬ䜃ᨻ⟇䛾సᡂཬ䜃ᐇ䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䚸୪䜃䛻䛭䛾

ⓗ⮬⏤䜢䛻ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛧䚸ཬ䜃ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ḟ䛾

䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛻㛵䛩䜛ၥ㢟䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ពᛮỴᐃ㐣⛬䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䠄㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢

䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

௦⾲䛩䜛ᅋయ䜢㏻䛨䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛸⥭ᐦ䛻༠㆟䛧䚸ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ⪅䜢✚ᴟⓗ䛻㛵䛥䛫䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䛾ᐇ⌧䛾䛯䜑䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺❧ἲᥐ⨨䚸⾜ᨻᥐ⨨䛭

㻠㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛つᐃ䜒䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ἲᚊཪ䛿⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䛴䛔䛶ຠຊ䜢᭷䛩䜛ᅜ㝿ἲ䛻ྵ䜎䜜

䛾䛾ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜛つᐃ䛷䛒䛳䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䛾ᐇ⌧䛻୍ᒙ㈉⊩䛩䜛䜒䛾䛻㻌 ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹䛣䛾᮲
⣙䛾䛔䛪䜜䛛䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶ἲᚊ䚸᮲⣙䚸つ๎ཪ䛿័⩦䛻䜘䛳䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䚸ཪ䛿Ꮡ䛩䜛ேᶒ

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᕪู䛸䛺䜛᪤Ꮡ䛾ἲᚊ䚸つ๎䚸័⩦ཬ䜃័⾜䜢ಟṇ䛧䚸ཪ䛿ᗫṆ䛩䜛䛯䜑

ཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸䛣㻌 䛾᮲⣙䛜䛭䜜䜙䛾ᶒⱝ䛧䛟䛿⮬⏤䜢ㄆ䜑䛶䛔䛺䛔䛣䛸ཪ䛿䛭

䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䠄❧ἲ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛾ㄆ䜑䜛⠊ᅖ䛜䜘䜚⊃䛔䛣䛸䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶䚸䛭䜜䜙䛾ᶒཬ䜃⮬⏤䜢ไ㝈䛧䚸ཪ䛿䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᨻ⟇ཬ䜃ィ⏬䛻䛚䛔䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ேᶒ䛾ಖㆤཬ䜃ಁ㐍䜢⪃៖䛻ධ䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛸୧❧䛧䛺䛔䛔䛛䛺䜛⾜Ⅽཪ䛿័⾜䜒ᕪ䛧᥍䛘䚸䛛䛴䚸බ䛾ᙜᒁཬ䜃ᶵ㛵䛜䛣䛾

䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻡㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛ไ㝈ཪ䛿እ䜒䛺䛧䛻䚸㐃㑥ᅜᐙ䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᆅᇦ䛻䛴䛔䛶㐺⏝䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

᮲⣙䛻ᚑ䛳䛶⾜ື䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

➨᮲㻌 ᖹ➼ཬ䜃ᕪู䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸㻌

㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 ಶே䚸ᅋయཪ䛿Ẹ㛫ᴗ䛻䜘䜛㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪู䜢᧔ᗫ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛜䚸ἲᚊ䛾๓䛻ཪ䛿ἲᚊ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶ᖹ➼䛷䛒䜚䚸୪䜃䛻䛔䛛䛺䜛ᕪู

ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜒䛺䛧䛻ἲᚊ䛻䜘䜛ᖹ➼䛾ಖㆤཬ䜃┈䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼒䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䜘䜛⏝ྍ⬟ᛶཬ䜃⏝䜢ಁ㐍䛧䚸୪䜃䛻ᇶ‽ཬ䜃ᣦ㔪䛾ᩚഛ䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䝴䝙䝞

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛䛒䜙䜖䜛ᕪู䜢⚗Ṇ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛⌮⏤䛻䜘䜛ᕪู䛻ᑐ

䞊䝃䝹䝕䝄䜲䞁䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸➨᮲䛻ᐃ䜑䜛䛩䜉䛶㻌 䛾ே䛜⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛾䛷䛝䜛〇ရ䚸䝃

䛧䛶䜒ᖹ➼䛾䛛䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛺ἲⓗಖㆤ䜢㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ಖ㞀䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䞊䝡䝇䚸タഛཬ䜃タ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻≉᭷䛾䝙䞊䝈䜢‶䛯䛩䛯䜑䛻ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚᭱ప㝈䛾ㄪ
ᩚཬ䜃᭱ᑠ㝈䛾㈝⏝䜢せ䛩䜛㻌 䜒䛾䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾◊✲ཬ䜃㛤Ⓨ䜢⣙᮰䛧䚸ཪ䛿ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᖹ➼䜢ಁ㐍䛧䚸ཬ䜃ᕪู䜢᧔ᗫ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛧䛶䚸ྜ⌮ⓗ㓄៖䛜ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸
䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼓䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻㐺䛧䛯᪂䛯䛺ᢏ⾡䠄ሗ㏻ಙᢏ⾡䚸⛣ື⿵ຓල䚸⨨ཬ䜃ᨭᢏ⾡䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛷
䛒䛳䛶䚸ጇᙜ䛺㈝⏝䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢ඃඛ䛥䛫䛯䜒䛾䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾◊✲ཬ䜃㛤Ⓨ䜢⣙᮰䛧䚸ཪ䛿ಁ㐍䛧䚸

㻠㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᐇୖ䛾ᖹ➼䜢ಁ㐍䛧䚸ཪ䛿㐩ᡂ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺≉ู䛾ᥐ⨨䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻つᐃ

୪䜃䛻䛭䛾᪂䛯䛺ᢏ⾡䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶཬ䜃⏝䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛩䜛ᕪู䛸ゎ䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼔䠅㻌 ⛣ື⿵ຓල䚸⨨ཬ䜃ᨭᢏ⾡䠄᪂䛯䛺ᢏ⾡䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅୪䜃䛻䛾ᙧែ䛾ຓ䚸ᨭ䝃䞊

➨භ᮲㻌 㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ዪᏊ㻌

䝡䝇ཬ䜃タ䛻㛵䛩䜛ሗ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䛸䛳䛶⏝ྍ⬟䛺䜒䛾䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ዪᏊ䛜」ྜⓗ䛺ᕪู䜢ཷ䛡䛶䛔䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ㆑䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛣䛾Ⅼ䛻㛵䛧䚸㞀
㻌 䠄㼕䠅㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䛻䜘䛳䛶ಖ㞀䛥䜜䜛ᨭཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢䜘䜚Ⰻ䛟ᥦ౪䛩䜛

ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ዪᏊ䛜䛩䜉䛶䛾ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䜢䛛䛴ᖹ➼䛻ா᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾

䛯䜑䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛸ඹ䛻⾜ື䛩䜛ᑓ㛛ᐙཬ䜃⫋ဨ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛◊ಟ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸⤒῭ⓗ䚸♫ⓗཬ䜃ᩥⓗᶒ䛻㛵䛧䛶䛿䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䛾䛺ᐇ⌧䜢㐍ⓗ

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ዪᏊ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᐃ䜑䜛ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䜢⾜䛧䚸ཬ䜃ா᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢

䛻㐩ᡂ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸⮬ᅜ䛻䛚䛡䜛⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᡭẁ䜢᭱㝈䛻㻌 ⏝䛔䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸䜎䛯䚸ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ

ಖ㞀䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛧䛶䚸ዪᏊ䛾䛺⬟ຊ㛤Ⓨ䚸ྥୖཬ䜃⮬ᚊⓗ䛺ពᛮỴᐃຊ䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯

䛻䛿ᅜ㝿༠ຊ䛾ᯟෆ䛷䚸ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᐃ䜑䜛⩏ົ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸ᅜ

䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㝿ἲ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶┤䛱䛻㐺⏝㻌 ྍ⬟䛺䜒䛾䛻ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
➨᮲㻌 㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺㻌
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㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛜䛾ඣ❺䛸ᖹ➼䛻䛩䜉䛶䛾ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䜢䛻ா᭷

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ၨⓎ䛾䛯䜑䛾◊ಟィ⏬䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᚲせ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨᮲㻌 タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ㻌
㻞㻌 㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛻㛵䛩䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛻ᙜ䛯䛳䛶䛿䚸ඣ❺䛾᭱ၿ䛾┈䛜䛸䛧䛶⪃
៖䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⮬❧䛧䛶⏕ά䛧䚸ཬ䜃⏕ά䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ഃ㠃䛻䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟
䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛧䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸㒔㻌 ᕷཬ䜃㎰ᮧ䛾᪉䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸⮬↛⎔ቃ䚸

㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛜䚸⮬ᕫ䛻ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛩䜉䛶䛾㡯䛻䛴䛔䛶⮬⏤䛻⮬ᕫ䛾ព

㍺㏦ᶵ㛵䚸ሗ㏻ಙ䠄ሗ㏻ಙᢏ⾡ཬ䜃ሗ㏻ಙ䝅䝇䝔䝮䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅୪䜃䛻බ⾗䛻㛤ᨺ䛥䜜䚸ཪ

ぢ䜢⾲᫂䛩䜛ᶒ୪䜃䛻䛣䛾ᶒ䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㞀ᐖཬ䜃㻌 ᖺ㱋䛻㐺䛧䛯ᨭ䜢ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛

䛿ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛾タཬ㻌 䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨

ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛾ពぢ䛿䚸䛾ඣ❺䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸

䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾ᥐ⨨䛿䚸タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ䛻䛚䛡䜛㞀ᐖཬ䜃㞀ቨ䜢≉ᐃ䛧䚸ཬ䜃㻌 ᧔

䛭䛾ඣ❺䛾ᖺ㱋ཬ䜃ᡂ⇍ᗘ䛻㻌 ᚑ䛳䛶┦ᛂ䛻⪃៖䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᗫ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྵ䜐䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸≉䛻ḟ䛾㡯䛻䛴䛔䛶㐺⏝䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ඵ᮲㻌 ព㆑䛾ྥୖ㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ᘓ≀䚸㐨㊰䚸㍺㏦ᶵ㛵䛭䛾䛾ᒇෆཬ䜃ᒇእ䛾タ䠄Ꮫᰯ䚸ఫᒃ䚸་⒪タཬ䜃⫋ሙ䜢
ྵ䜐䚹䠅㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛾䛯䜑䛾༶䛾䚸ຠᯝⓗ䛺䛛䛴㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ሗ䚸㏻ಙ䛭䛾䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䠄㟁Ꮚ䝃䞊䝡䝇ཬ䜃⥭ᛴែ䛻ಀ䜛䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻㛵䛩䜛♫య䠄ᐙ᪘䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛾ព㆑䜢ྥୖ䛥䛫䚸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒཬ䜃ᑛ
ཝ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᑛ㔜䜢⫱ᡂ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䜎䛯䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛾䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 䛒䜙䜖䜛άືศ㔝䛻䛚䛡䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䛻㛵䛩䜛ᐃᆺ䛥䜜䛯ほᛕ䚸೫ぢཬ䜃᭷ᐖ䛺័⾜䠄ᛶ

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 බ⾗䛻㛤ᨺ䛥䜜䚸ཪ䛿ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ䛻㛵䛩䜛᭱పᇶ‽ཬ䜃

ཬ䜃ᖺ㱋䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛸ᡓ䛖䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

ᣦ㔪䛾ᐇ䜢Ⓨᒎ䛥䛫䚸බ⾲䛧䚸ཬ䜃┘ど䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾⬟ຊཬ䜃㈉⊩䛻㛵䛩䜛ព㆑䜢ྥୖ䛥䛫䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 බ⾗䛻㛤ᨺ䛥䜜䚸ཪ䛿ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛Ẹ㛫䛾ᅋయ䛜䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻
䛸䛳䛶䛾タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ഃ㠃䜢⪃៖䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸㻝 䛾ᥐ⨨䛻䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜┤㠃䛧䛶䛔䜛タཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ䛻ಀ䜛ၥ㢟䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾◊ಟ䜢㛵ಀ
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛾䛯䜑䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛺බ⾗䛾ព㆑䛾ၨⓎάື䜢㛤ጞ䛧䚸ཬ䜃⥔ᣢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌

⪅䛻ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䠄㼕䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛⌮ゎ䜢⫱䛶䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 බ⾗䛻㛤ᨺ䛥䜜䛯ᘓ≀䛭䛾䛾タ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ⅬᏐ䛾ᶆ㆑ཬ䜃ㄞ䜏䜔䛩䛟䚸䛛䛴䚸⌮ゎ䛧

䠄㼕㼕䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛⫯ᐃⓗㄆ㆑ཬ䜃୍ᒙ䛾♫䛾ၨⓎ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
䠄㼕㼕㼕䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᢏ⾡䚸౯್ཬ䜃⬟ຊ୪䜃䛻⫋ሙཬ䜃ປാᕷሙ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䛾㈉⊩䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾
ㄆ㆑䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ᩍ⫱ไᗘ䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ẁ㝵䠄ᗂᖺᮇ䛛䜙䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ඣ❺䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᩍ⫱ไᗘ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻䛚䛔
䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䜢ᑛ㔜䛩䜛ែᗘ䜢⫱ᡂ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾䝯䝕䜱䜰ᶵ㛵䛜䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾┠ⓗ䛻㐺ྜ䛩䜛䜘䛖䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ᥥ䛩䜛䜘䛖ዡບ䛩
䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜔䛩䛔ᙧᘧ䛾ᶆ㆑䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 බ⾗䛻㛤ᨺ䛥䜜䛯ᘓ≀䛭䛾䛾タ䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾⏕άᨭཬ䜃௰
䛩䜛⪅䠄ෆ⪅䚸ᮁㄞ⪅ཬ䜃ᑓ㛛䛾ᡭヰ㏻ヂ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼒䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䜘䜛ሗ䛾⏝䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᙧែ䛾ຓཬ䜃ᨭ
䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼓䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䜘䜛᪂䛯䛺ሗ㏻ಙᢏ⾡ཬ䜃ሗ㏻ಙ䝅䝇䝔䝮䠄䜲䞁䝍䞊䝛䝑䝖䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛾⏝
䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
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㻌 䠄㼔䠅㻌 ሗ㏻ಙᢏ⾡ཬ䜃ሗ㏻ಙ䝅䝇䝔䝮䜢᭱ᑠ㝈䛾㈝⏝䛷⏝ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸᪩䛔ẁ㝵䛷䚸

➨༑୕᮲㻌 ྖἲᡭ⥆䛾⏝㻌

⏝ྍ⬟䛺ሗ㏻ಙᢏ⾡ཬ䜃ሗ㏻ಙ䝅䝇䝔䝮䛾タィ䚸㛤Ⓨ䚸⏕⏘ཬ䜃ศ㓄䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛩䜉䛶䛾ἲⓗᡭ⥆䠄ᤚᰝẁ㝵䛭䛾ணഛⓗ䛺ẁ㝵䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻䛚䛔䛶┤
➨༑᮲㻌 ⏕䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᶒ㻌

᥋ཬ䜃㛫᥋䛾ཧຍ⪅䠄ドே䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛸䛧䛶ຠᯝⓗ䛺ᙺ㻌 䜢ᯝ䛯䛩䛣䛸䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸ᡭ⥆
ୖ䛾㓄៖ཬ䜃ᖺ㱋䛻㐺䛧䛯㓄៖䛜ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸➼䛻䜘䜚䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ྖἲᡭ⥆

㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾ே㛫䛜⏕䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᅛ᭷䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ㄆ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸㞀ᐖ

䜢ຠᯝⓗ䛻⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜㻌 ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䛭䛾ᶒ䜢ຠᯝⓗ䛻ா᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᚲせ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢
䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ྖἲᡭ⥆䜢ຠᯝⓗ䛻⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻ᙺ❧䛶䜛䛯䜑䚸ྖἲ䛻ಀ䜛ศ㔝䛻ᦠ
䜟䜛⪅䠄㆙ᐹᐁཬ䜃ฮົᐁ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㐺ᙜ䛺◊ಟ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑୍᮲㻌 ༴㝤䛺≧ἣཬ䜃ே㐨ୖ䛾⥭ᛴែ㻌
➨༑ᅄ᮲㻌 ㌟య䛾⮬⏤ཬ䜃Ᏻ㻌
㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿ἲ䠄ᅜ㝿ே㐨ἲཬ䜃ᅜ㝿ேᶒἲ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⮬ᅜ䛾⩏ົ䛻ᚑ䛔䚸༴㝤䛺
≧ἣ䠄Ṋຊ⣮த䚸ே㐨ୖ䛾⥭ᛴែཬ䜃⮬↛⅏ᐖ䛾Ⓨ⏕䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻䛚䛔䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ಖㆤཬ䜃

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

Ᏻ䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᚲせ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ㌟య䛾⮬⏤ཬ䜃Ᏻ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢ா᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌 ἲᚊ䛾๓䛻䜂䛸䛧䛟ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ἲ䛻ཪ䛿ពⓗ䛻⮬⏤䜢ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛⮬⏤䛾䛿䛟ዣ䜒ἲᚊ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶⾜䜟䜜
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛩䜉䛶䛾ሙᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶ἲᚊ䛾๓䛻ே䛸䛧䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸

䜛䛣䛸ཬ䜃䛔䛛䛺䜛ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒⮬⏤䛾䛿䛟ዣ䛜㞀ᐖ䛾Ꮡᅾ䛻䜘䛳䛶ṇᙜ䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜢☜ㄆ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛔䛪䜜䛾ᡭ⥆䜢㏻䛨䛶⮬⏤䜢ዣ䜟䜜䛯ሙྜ䛷䛒䛳䛶䜒䚸ᙜヱ㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⏕ά䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ഃ㠃䛻䛚䛔䛶䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ἲⓗ⬟ຊ䜢ா᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢

䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ᅜ㝿ேᶒἲ䛻䜘䜛ಖ㞀䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾┠ⓗཬ䜃ཎ

ㄆ䜑䜛䚹㻌 㻌

๎䛻ᚑ䛳䛶ྲྀ䜚ᢅ䜟䜜䜛䛣䛸䠄ྜ⌮ⓗ㓄៖䛾ᥦ౪䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛭䛾ἲⓗ⬟ຊ䛾⾜䛻ᙜ䛯䛳䛶ᚲせ䛸䛩䜛ᨭ䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛

➨༑᮲㻌 ᣝၥཪ䛿ṧ䛺䚸㠀ே㐨ⓗ䛺ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ရ䜢യ䛴䛡䜛ྲྀᢅ䛔ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ฮ⨩䛛䜙䛾⮬⏤㻌

䜘䛖䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 䛔䛛䛺䜛⪅䜒䚸ᣝၥཪ䛿ṧ䛺䚸㠀ே㐨ⓗ䛺ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ရ䜢യ䛴䛡䜛ྲྀᢅ䛔ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ฮ⨩䜢ཷ
㻠㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ἲⓗ⬟ຊ䛾⾜䛻㛵㐃䛩䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ᥐ⨨䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸℃⏝䜢㜵Ṇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛛

䛡䛺䛔䚹≉䛻䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛⪅䜒䚸䛭䛾⮬⏤䛺ྠព䛺䛧䛻་Ꮫⓗཪ䛿⛉Ꮫⓗᐇ㦂䜢ཷ䛡䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛺ಖㆤ䜢ᅜ㝿ேᶒἲ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶ᐃ䜑䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩㻌 䜛䚹ᙜヱಖㆤ䛿䚸ἲⓗ⬟ຊ䛾⾜䛻
㛵㐃䛩䜛ᥐ⨨䛜䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䚸ពᛮཬ䜃㑅ዲ䜢ᑛ㔜䛩䜛䛣䛸䚸┈┦䜢⏕䛨䛥䛫䛪䚸ཬ䜃

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᣝၥཪ䛿ṧ䛺䚸㠀ே㐨ⓗ䛺ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ရ䜢യ䛴䛡䜛ྲྀᢅ䛔ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ฮ

ᙜ䛺ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛥䛺䛔䛣䛸䚸㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾≧ἣ䛻ᛂ䛨䚸䛛䛴䚸㐺ྜ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚸ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚▷䛔ᮇ㛫䛻

⨩䜢ཷ䛡䜛䛣䛸䜢㜵Ṇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸䛾⪅䛸䛾ᖹ➼䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧䛶䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛺❧ἲୖ䚸⾜ᨻ

㐺⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛䚸⊂❧䛾䚸䛛䛴䚸බᖹ䛺ᙜᒁཪ䛿ྖἲᶵ㛵䛻䜘䜛ᐃᮇⓗ䛺ᑂᰝ㻌

ୖ䚸ྖἲୖ䛭䛾䛾ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛾ᑐ㇟䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹ᙜヱಖㆤ䛿䚸ᙜヱᥐ⨨䛜㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒཬ䜃┈䛻ཬ䜌
䛩ᙳ㡪䛾⛬ᗘ䛻ᛂ䛨䛯䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻡㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛖䛣䛸䜢᮲௳䛸䛧䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㈈⏘䜢ᡤ᭷䛧䚸ཪ䛿┦⥆䛧䚸⮬ᕫ
䛾ィ䜢⟶⌮䛧䚸ཬ䜃㖟⾜㈚䛡䚸ᙜ䛭䛾䛾ᙧែ䛾㻌 㔠⼥ୖ䛾ಙ⏝䛻䛴䛔䛶ᆒ➼䛺ᶵ䜢
᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᖹ➼䛾ᶒ䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛛䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䜒䛾䛸

➨༑භ᮲㻌 ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཬ䜃ᚅ䛛䜙䛾⮬⏤㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᐙᗞ䛾ෆእ䛻䛚䛡䜛䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཬ䜃ᚅ䠄ᛶู䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛䜒䛾䜢
ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛛䜙㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺❧ἲୖ䚸⾜ᨻୖ䚸♫ୖ䚸ᩍ⫱ୖ䛭䛾䛾
ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛧䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛭䛾㈈⏘䜢ព㻌 ⓗ䛻ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
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㻞㻌 䜎䛯䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸≉䛻䚸㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᐙ᪘୪䜃䛻ㆤ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㐺ᙜ䛺ᙧែ䛾ᛶูཬ䜃ᖺ

㻞㻌 㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛿䚸ฟ⏕䛾ᚋ┤䛱䛻Ⓩ㘓䛥䜜䜛䚹㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛿䚸ฟ⏕䛾䛛䜙Ặྡ䜢᭷

㱋䛻㓄៖䛧䛯ຓཬ䜃ᨭ䠄ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཬ䜃ᚅ䛾䜢㻌 㜵Ṇ䛧䚸ㄆ㆑䛧䚸ཬ䜃ሗ࿌䛩䜛᪉ἲ

䛩䜛ᶒཬ䜃ᅜ⡠䜢ྲྀᚓ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䜎䛯䚸䛷䛝䜛㝈䜚䛭䛾∗ẕ䜢▱䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸䛭

䛻㛵䛩䜛ሗཬ䜃ᩍ⫱䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾

䛾∗ẕ䛻䜘䛳䛶㣴⫱䛥䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཬ䜃ᚅ䜢㜵㻌 Ṇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ಖㆤᴗ䛜ᖺ㱋䚸
ᛶูཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䛻㓄៖䛧䛯䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑᮲㻌 ⮬❧䛧䛯⏕άཬ䜃ᆅᇦ♫䛻ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸㻌

㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཬ䜃ᚅ䛾Ⓨ⏕䜢㜵Ṇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᙺ❧䛴䛣䛸

㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛾㑅ᢥ䛾ᶵ䜢䜒䛳䛶ᆅᇦ♫䛷⏕ά

䜢ពᅗ䛧䛯䛩䜉䛶䛾タཬ䜃ィ⏬䛜⊂❧䛧䛯ᙜᒁ䛻䜘䜚ຠᯝⓗ䛻┘ど䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛩䜛ᖹ➼䛾ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸䛣䛾ᶒ䜢㻌 䛻ாཷ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻ᆅᇦ♫䛻
䛻ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜙䜜䚸ཬ䜃ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛛䛴㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾ᥐ

㻠㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཪ䛿ᚅ䛾⿕ᐖ⪅䛸䛺䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䛾㌟యⓗ䚸ㄆ▱ⓗཬ䜃

⨨䛻䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣㻌 䛸䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

ᚰ⌮ⓗ䛺ᅇཬ䜃䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁୪䜃䛻♫ᖐ䜢ಁ㻌 㐍䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨
䠄ಖㆤᴗ䛾ᥦ౪䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺ᅇཬ䜃ᖐ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᗣ䚸⚟♴䚸

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸ᒃఫᆅ䜢㑅ᢥ䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛹䛣䛷ㄡ䛸⏕ά䛩䜛䛛䜢㑅ᢥ䛩䜛ᶵ

⮬ᑛᚰ䚸ᑛཝཬ䜃⮬ᚊ䜢⫱㻌 ᡂ䛩䜛⎔ቃ䛻䛚䛔䛶⾜䜟䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ᛶูཬ䜃ᖺ㱋䛻ᛂ䛨䛯䝙䞊

䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻≉ᐃ䛾ᒃఫタ䛷⏕ά䛩䜛⩏ົ䜢㈇䜟䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䝈䜢⪃៖䛻ධ䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ᆅᇦ♫䛻䛚䛡䜛⏕άཬ䜃ᆅᇦ♫䜈䛾ཷධ䜜䜢ᨭ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻ᆅᇦ♫䛛䜙䛾Ꮩ❧ཬ

㻡㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᦢྲྀ䚸ᭀຊཬ䜃ᚅ䛾䛜≉ᐃ䛥䜜䚸ᤚᰝ䛥䜜䚸ཬ䜃㐺ᙜ䛺ሙ

䜃㝸㞳䜢㜵Ṇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺ᅾᏯ䝃䞊䝡䝇䚸ᒃఫ䝃䞊䝡䝇䛭䛾䛾ᆅᇦ♫ᨭ䝃䞊䝡䝇

ྜ䛻䛿ッ㏣䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛺ἲ௧ཬ䜃ᨻ⟇䠄ዪᏊཬ䜃ඣ❺䛻㔜Ⅼ䜢⨨䛔䛯

䠄ேⓗᨭ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

ἲ௧ཬ䜃ᨻ⟇䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢ᐇ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ୍⯡ఫẸྥ䛡䛾ᆅᇦ♫䝃䞊䝡䝇ཬ䜃タ䛜䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䛸䛳䛶䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻⏝ྍ⬟

➨༑᮲㻌 ಶே䛜䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䛾ಖㆤ㻌

䛷䛒䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾䝙䞊䝈䛻ᑐᛂ䛧䛶䛔䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛿䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸䛭䛾ᚰ㌟䛜䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢ᑛ㔜䛥䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑᮲㻌 ಶேⓗ䛺⛣ື䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸㻌

➨༑ඵ᮲㻌 ⛣ື䛾⮬⏤ཬ䜃ᅜ⡠䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ㻌

㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛷䛝䜛㝈䜚⮬❧䛧䛶⛣ື䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ຠᯝ
ⓗ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾ᥐ⨨䛻䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸➼䛻䜘䜚䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻⛣ື䛾
⮬⏤䚸ᒃఫ䛾⮬⏤ཬ䜃ᅜ⡠䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸⮬䜙㑅ᢥ䛩䜛᪉ἲ䛷䚸⮬䜙㑅ᢥ䛩䜛䛻䚸䛛䛴䚸ጇᙜ䛺㈝⏝䛷ಶேⓗ䛻⛣ື䛩
䜛䛣䛸䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ᅜ⡠䜢ྲྀᚓ䛧䚸ཬ䜃ኚ᭦䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻䛭䛾ᅜ⡠䜢ពⓗ䛻ཪ䛿㞀ᐖ䜢⌮
⏤䛸䛧䛶ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㉁䛾㧗䛔⛣ື⿵ຓල䚸⨨䚸ᨭᢏ⾡䚸⏕άᨭཬ䜃௰䛩䜛⪅䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣
䛸䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䠄䛣䜜䜙䜢ጇᙜ䛺㈝⏝䛷⏝ྍ⬟䛺䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䚹㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ᅜ⡠䛻ಀ䜛ᩥ᭩ⱝ䛧䛟䛿㌟ඖ䛻ಀ䜛䛾ᩥ᭩䜢ධᡭ䛧䚸ᡤ᭷䛧䚸ཬ䜃⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸ཪ䛿⛣
ື䛾⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䛾⾜䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛㛵㐃ᡭ⥆䠄䛘䜀䚸ฟධᅜ䛾

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ⪅䛸ඹ䛻⾜ື䛩䜛ᑓ㛛⫋ဨ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸⛣ືᢏ⾡䛻㛵䛩䜛◊ಟ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣

ᡭ⥆䠅䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢䚸㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 䛔䛪䜜䛾ᅜ䠄⮬ᅜ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛛䜙䜒⮬⏤䛻㞳䜜䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 ⛣ື⿵ຓල䚸⨨ཬ䜃ᨭᢏ⾡䜢⏕⏘䛩䜛ᴗయ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾⛣ື䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ഃ㠃
䜢⪃៖䛩䜛䜘䛖ዡບ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 ⮬ᅜ䛻ᡠ䜛ᶒ䜢ពⓗ䛻ཪ䛿㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑୍᮲㻌 ⾲⌧ཬ䜃ពぢ䛾⮬⏤୪䜃䛻ሗ䛾⏝㻌 㻌

6

㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸➨᮲䛻ᐃ䜑䜛䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾ពᛮ㏻䛷䛒䛳䛶⮬䜙㑅ᢥ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛻䜘

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜Ꮚ䛾ᩘཬ䜃ฟ⏘䛾㛫㝸䜢⮬⏤䛻䛛䛴㈐௵䜢䜒䛳䛶Ỵᐃ䛩䜛ᶒ୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅

䜚䚸⾲⌧ཬ䜃ពぢ䛾⮬⏤䠄䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ሗཬ䜃⪃䛘䜢㻌 ồ䜑䚸ཷ䛡䚸ཬ䜃ఏ䛘䜛⮬⏤䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅

䛜ᖺ㱋䛻㐺䛧䛯ሗ䚸⏕Ṫཬ䜃ᐙ᪘ィ⏬䛻ಀ䜛ᩍ⫱䜢ாཷ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䚸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛣

䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾ᥐ

䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺ᡭẁ䜢ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

⨨䛻䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛻䜘㻌 䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䠄ඣ❺䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛜䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻⏕Ṫ⬟ຊ䜢ಖᣢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䚸ᵝ䚻䛺✀㢮䛾㞀ᐖ䛻┦ᛂ䛧䛯⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᵝᘧཬ䜃ᢏ⾡䛻䜘䜚䚸㐺䛻䚸䛛
䛴䚸㏣ຍ䛾㈝⏝䜢క䜟䛪䚸୍⯡බ⾗ྥ䛡䛾ሗ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸Ꮚ䛾ᚋぢ䚸㣴Ꮚ⦕⤌ཪ䛿䛣䜜䜙䛻㢮䛩䜛ไᗘ䛜ᅜෆἲ௧䛻Ꮡᅾ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛭
䜜䜙䛾ไᗘ䛻ಀ䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒཬ䜃㈐௵䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹䛒䜙㻌 䜖䜛ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸Ꮚ䛾᭱ၿ䛾┈

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 බⓗ䛺άື䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ᡭヰ䚸ⅬᏐ䚸⿵ຓⓗཬ䜃௦᭰ⓗ䛺ពᛮ㏻୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⮬䜙㑅

䛿⮳ୖ䛷䛒䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜Ꮚ䛾㣴⫱䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㈐௵䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䚸ᙜヱ㞀ᐖ⪅

ᢥ䛩䜛䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾⏝ྍ⬟䛺ពᛮ㏻䛾ᡭẁ䚸ᙧែཬ䜃ᵝᘧ䜢⏝䛔䜛䛣䛸䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜䚸ཬ䜃

䛻ᑐ䛧䛶㐺ᙜ䛺ຓ䜢䛘䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛜ᐙᗞ⏕ά䛻䛴䛔䛶ᖹ➼䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ୍⯡බ⾗䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䝃䞊䝡䝇䠄䜲䞁䝍䞊䝛䝑䝖䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛Ẹ㛫䛾ᅋయ䛜

䛿䚸䛣䛾ᶒ䜢ᐇ⌧䛧䚸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛾㞃༏䚸㑇Რ䚸ᨺ㻌 ⨨ཬ䜃㝸㞳䜢㜵Ṇ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㞀

ሗཬ䜃䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䛸䛳䛶⏝ྍ⬟ཪ䛿⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᵝᘧ䛷ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᐙ᪘䛻ᑐ䛧䚸ໟᣓⓗ䛺ሗ䚸䝃䞊䝡䝇ཬ䜃ᨭ䜢᪩ᮇ䛻ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙
᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 䝬䝇䝯䝕䜱䜰䠄䜲䞁䝍䞊䝛䝑䝖䜢㏻䛨䛶ሗ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛⪅䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛜䛭䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢㞀ᐖ⪅
䛻䛸䛳䛶⏝ྍ⬟䛺䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䜘䛖ዡບ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻠㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ඣ❺䛜䛭䛾∗ẕ䛾ពᛮ䛻䛧䛶䛭䛾∗ẕ䛛䜙ศ㞳䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸
ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ᙜᒁ䛜ྖἲ䛾ᑂᰝ䛻ᚑ䛖䛣䛸䜢᮲௳䛸䛧䛶㻌 㐺⏝䛾䛒䜛ἲᚊཬ䜃ᡭ⥆䛻ᚑ䛔䛭䛾ศ㞳

㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 ᡭヰ䛾⏝䜢ㄆ䜑䚸ཬ䜃ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌 䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊䛾ᑛ㔜㻌
㻝㻌 䛔䛛䛺䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䜒䚸ᒃఫᆅཪ䛿ᒃఫタ䛾䛔䛛䜣䜢ၥ䜟䛪䚸䛭䛾䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊䚸ᐙ᪘䚸ఫᒃཪ
䛿㏻ಙ䛭䛾䛾ᙧែ䛾ពᛮ㏻䛻ᑐ䛧䛶ពⓗ䛻ཪ䛿㻌 ἲ䛻ᖸ΅䛥䜜䛪䚸䜎䛯䚸ྡཬ䜃ಙ
⏝䜢ἲ䛻ᨷᧁ䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㞀ᐖ⪅䛿䚸䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺ᖸ΅ཪ䛿ᨷᧁ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ἲᚊ䛾ಖㆤ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ
䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ಶே䚸ᗣཬ䜃䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛻㛵䛩䜛ሗ䛻ಀ䜛
䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑୕᮲㻌 ᐙᗞཬ䜃ᐙ᪘䛾ᑛ㔜㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸፧ጻ䚸ᐙ᪘ཬ䜃ぶᏊ㛵ಀ䛻ಀ䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾㡯䛻㛵䛧䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻
ᑐ䛩䜛ᕪู䜢᧔ᗫ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛛䛴㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾ᥐ⨨䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣
䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ፧ጻ䜢䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛ᖺ㱋䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸୧ᙜ⪅䛾⮬⏤䛛䛴䛺ྜព䛻ᇶ
䛵䛔䛶፧ጻ䜢䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸ᐙ᪘䜢ᙧᡂ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛜ඣ❺䛾᭱ၿ䛾┈䛾䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛷䛒䜛䛸Ỵᐃ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸䛣䛾㝈䜚䛷䛺䛔䚹䛔䛛䛺䜛ሙྜ䛻䜒䚸
ඣ❺䛿䚸⮬ᕫ䛜㞀ᐖ䜢㻌 ᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸ཪ䛿∗ẕ䛾୍᪉ⱝ䛧䛟䛿᪉䛜㞀ᐖ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶
∗ẕ䛛䜙ศ㞳䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻡㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㏆ぶ䛾ᐙ᪘䛜㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䜢┘ㆤ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸୍ᒙᗈ䛔⠊ᅖ
䛾ᐙ᪘䛾୰䛷௦᭰ⓗ䛺┘ㆤ䜢ᥦ౪䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛣䜜䛜ྍ⬟䛺䛸䛝䛿䚸ᆅᇦ♫䛾୰䛷ᐙᗞⓗ䛺⎔
ቃ䛻䜘䜚௦᭰ⓗ䛺┘ㆤ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜘䛖䛒䜙䜖䜛ດຊ䜢ᡶ䛖䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑ᅄ᮲㻌 ᩍ⫱㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᩍ⫱䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾ᶒ䜢ᕪู䛺䛧䛻䚸䛛䛴䚸
ᶵ䛾ᆒ➼䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧䛶ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛䛒䜙䜖䜛ẁ㝵䛻䛚䛡䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ໟ
ᐜ䛩䜛ᩍ⫱ไᗘཬ䜃⏕ᾭᏛ⩦䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ே㛫䛾₯ᅾ⬟ຊ୪䜃䛻ᑛཝཬ䜃⮬ᕫ䛾౯್䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ព㆑䜢༑ศ䛻Ⓨ㐩䛥䛫䚸୪䜃䛻
ேᶒ䚸ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤ཬ䜃ே㛫䛾ከᵝᛶ䛾ᑛ㔜䜢ᙉ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸䛭䛾ே᱁䚸ᡯ⬟ཬ䜃㐀ຊ୪䜃䛻⢭⚄ⓗཬ䜃㌟యⓗ䛺⬟ຊ䜢䛭䛾ྍ⬟䛺᭱
㝈ᗘ䜎䛷Ⓨ㐩䛥䛫䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
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㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⮬⏤䛺♫䛻ຠᯝⓗ䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻡㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸ᕪู䛺䛧䛻䚸䛛䛴䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻㧗➼ᩍ⫱୍⯡䚸⫋ᴗカ⦎䚸ᡂேᩍ⫱
ཬ䜃⏕ᾭᏛ⩦䛾ᶵ䜢䛘䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ྜ⌮ⓗ㓄៖䛜㞀ᐖ⪅䛻

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㻝 䛾ᶒ䛾ᐇ⌧䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶ᩍ⫱ไᗘ୍⯡䛛䜙㝖䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛜㞀

➨༑᮲㻌 ᗣ㻌

ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶↓ൾ䛾䛛䛴⩏ົⓗ䛺ึ➼ᩍ⫱䛛䜙ཪ䛿୰➼ᩍ⫱䛛䜙㝖䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪู䛺䛧䛻฿㐩ྍ⬟䛺᭱㧗Ỉ‽䛾ᗣ䜢ாཷ䛩䜛ᶒ
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸⮬ᕫ䛾⏕ά䛩䜛ᆅᇦ♫䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ໟᐜ䛥䜜䚸㉁䛜㧗䛟䚸䛛

䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᛶู䛻㓄៖䛧䛯㻌 ಖ䝃䞊䝡䝇䠄ಖ䛻㛵㐃䛩䜛䝸䝝

䛴䚸↓ൾ䛾ึ➼ᩍ⫱䛾ᶵཬ䜃୰➼ᩍ⫱䛾ᶵ䜢䛘䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ಶே䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛ྜ⌮ⓗ㓄៖䛜ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸䛭䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛺ᩍ⫱䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺ᨭ䜢ᩍ⫱ไᗘ୍⯡䛾ୗ䛷ཷ䛡
䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 Ꮫၥⓗཬ䜃♫ⓗ䛺Ⓨ㐩䜢᭱䛻䛩䜛⎔ቃ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛺ໟᐜ䛸䛔䛖┠ᶆ䛻ྜ⮴䛩䜛
ຠᯝⓗ䛷ಶู䛥䜜䛯ᨭᥐ⨨䛜䛸䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᆅᇦ♫䛾ᵓᡂဨ䛸䛧䛶ᩍ⫱䛻䛛䛴ᖹ➼䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩
䜛䛯䜑䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⏕ά䛩䜛ୖ䛷䛾ᢏ⬟ཬ䜃♫ⓗ䛺Ⓨ㐩䛾䛯䜑䛾ᢏ⬟䜢⩦ᚓ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸
䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢ྵ䜐㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ⅬᏐ䚸௦᭰ⓗ䛺ᩥᏐ䚸ពᛮ㏻䛾⿵ຓⓗཬ䜃௦᭰ⓗ䛺ᙧែ䚸ᡭẁཬ䜃ᵝᘧ୪䜃䛻㐺ᛂཬ
䜃⛣ື䛾䛯䜑䛾ᢏ⬟䛾⩦ᚓ୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅┦䛻䜘䜛ᨭཬ䜃ຓゝ䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ᡭヰ䛾⩦ᚓཬ䜃⫈ぬ㞀ᐖ⪅䛾♫䛾ゝㄒⓗ䛺ྠ୍ᛶ䛾ಁ㐍䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸≉䛻䚸ḟ䛾㻌 䛣䛸䜢⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䛾⪅䛻ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸ྠ୍䛾⠊ᅖ䚸㉁ཬ䜃Ỉ‽䛾↓ൾ䛾ཪ䛿ጇᙜ䛺
ಖཬ䜃ಖィ⏬䠄ᛶཬ䜃⏕Ṫ䛻ಀ䜛ᗣ୪䜃䛻ఫẸ䛾䛯䜑䛾බ⾗⾨⏕ィ⏬䛾ศ㔝䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅
䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜≉䛻䛭䛾㞀ᐖ䛾䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛸䛩䜛ಖ䝃䞊䝡䝇䠄㐺ᙜ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸᪩ᮇⓎぢཬ
䜃᪩ᮇ㛵䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅୪䜃䛻≉䛻ඣ❺ཬ䜃㧗㱋⪅䛾㛫䛷㞀ᐖ䛾ᝏ䜢᭱ᑠ㝈䛻䛧䚸ཬ䜃㜵Ṇ䛩
䜛䛯䜑䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 䛣䜜䜙䛾ಖ䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢䚸㞀ᐖ⪅⮬㌟䛜ᒓ䛩䜛ᆅᇦ♫䠄㎰ᮧ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛾ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚㏆䛟
䛻䛚䛔䛶ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 ಖ䛻ᚑ䛩䜛⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䚸≉䛻䚸◊ಟ䜢㏻䛨䛶ཬ䜃බ⚾䛾ಖ䛻㛵䛩䜛⌮ᇶ‽䜢ᐃ䜑
䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䛳䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ேᶒ䚸ᑛཝ䚸⮬❧ཬ䜃䝙䞊䝈䛻㻌 㛵䛩䜛ព㆑䜢㧗䜑䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸䛾⪅
䛸ྠ୍䛾㉁䛾་⒪䠄䛘䜀䚸ሗ䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⮬⏤䛺ྠព䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧䛯་⒪䠅䜢㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜘䛖
せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 どぬ㞀ᐖⱝ䛧䛟䛿⫈ぬ㞀ᐖཪ䛿䛣䜜䜙䛾㔜」㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛⪅䠄≉䛻ඣ❺䠅䛾ᩍ⫱䛜䚸䛭䛾ಶ
ே䛻䛸䛳䛶᭱䜒㐺ᙜ䛺ゝㄒ୪䜃䛻ពᛮ㏻䛾ᙧែཬ䜃ᡭẁ䛷䚸䛛䛴䚸Ꮫၥⓗཬ䜃♫ⓗ䛺Ⓨ㐩
䜢᭱䛻䛩䜛⎔ቃ䛻䛚䛔䛶⾜䜟䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻠㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㻝 䛾ᶒ䛾ᐇ⌧䛾☜ಖ䜢ຓ㛗䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛧䛶䚸ᡭヰཪ䛿ⅬᏐ䛻䛴䛔䛶⬟ຊ䜢
᭷䛩䜛ᩍဨ䠄㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ᩍဨ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢㞠⏝䛧䚸୪䜃㻌 䛻ᩍ⫱䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ẁ㝵䛻ᚑ䛩䜛ᑓ㛛ᐙ
ཬ䜃⫋ဨ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛◊ಟ䜢⾜䛖䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾◊ಟ䛻䛿䚸㞀ᐖ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ព㆑䛾ྥ
ୖ䜢⤌䜏ධ䜜䚸䜎䛯䚸㐺㻌 ᙜ䛺ពᛮ㏻䛾⿵ຓⓗཬ䜃௦᭰ⓗ䛺ᙧែ䚸ᡭẁཬ䜃ᵝᘧ䛾⏝୪䜃
䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ᨭ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᩍ⫱ᢏἲཬ䜃ᩍᮦ䛾⏝䜢⤌䜏ධ䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 ᗣಖ㝤ཬ䜃ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䜚ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿⏕ಖ㝤䛾ᥦ౪䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䚸බṇ䛛䛴
ጇᙜ䛺᪉ἲ䛷⾜䛔䚸ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᕪู䜢⚗Ṇ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼒䠅㻌 ಖⱝ䛧䛟䛿ಖ䝃䞊䝡䝇ཪ䛿㣗⣊ཬ䜃㣧ᩱ䛾ᥦ౪䛻㛵䛧䚸㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪูⓗ䛺ᣄ
ྰ䜢㜵Ṇ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑භ᮲㻌 䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸᭱㝈䛾⮬❧୪䜃䛻༑ศ䛺㌟యⓗ䚸⢭⚄ⓗ䚸♫ⓗཬ䜃⫋ᴗⓗ䛺⬟ຊ
䜢㐩ᡂ䛧䚸ཬ䜃⥔ᣢ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻⏕ά䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ഃ㠃䛻㻌 䛻ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜙䜜䚸ཬ䜃ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢
㐩ᡂ䛧䚸ཬ䜃⥔ᣢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛛䛴㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䠄㞀ᐖ⪅┦䛻䜘䜛ᨭ䜢
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㏻䛨䛯䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢䛸㻌 䜛䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸≉䛻䚸ಖ䚸㞠⏝䚸ᩍ⫱ཬ䜃♫䛻ಀ䜛䝃䞊

㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 ປാᕷሙ䛻䛚䛔䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䛾㞠⏝ᶵ䛾ቑ䜢ᅗ䜚䚸ཬ䜃䛭䛾᪼㐍䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻

䝡䝇䛾ศ㔝䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ໟᣓⓗ䛺䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇ཬ䜃䝥䝻䜾䝷䝮䜢⏬䛧䚸㻌 ᙉ䛧䚸

⫋ᴗ䜢ồ䜑䚸䛣䜜䛻ᑵ䛝䚸䛣䜜䜢⥅⥆䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛭䛾⫋ᴗ䛻ᖐ䛩䜛㝿䛾ᨭ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

ཬ䜃ᣑᙇ䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇ཬ䜃䝥䝻䜾䝷䝮䛿䚸ḟ䛾䜘䛖䛺䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼒䠅㻌 ⮬Ⴀάື䛾ᶵ䚸㉳ᴗ⬟ຊ䚸༠ྠ⤌ྜ䛾Ⓨᒎཬ䜃⮬ᕫ䛾ᴗ䛾㛤ጞ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚ึᮇ䛾ẁ㝵䛻䛚䛔䛶㛤ጞ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻ಶே䛾䝙䞊䝈ཬ䜃㛗ᡤ䛻㛵䛩䜛⥲ྜⓗ䛺
ホ౯䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼓䠅㻌 බⓗ㒊㛛䛻䛚䛔䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䜢㞠⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ᆅᇦ♫ཬ䜃♫䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ഃ㠃䜈䛾ཧຍཬ䜃ཷධ䜜䜢ᨭ䛧䚸⮬Ⓨⓗ䛺䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸୪䜃

㻌 䠄㼔䠅㻌 㐺ᙜ䛺ᨻ⟇ཬ䜃ᥐ⨨䠄✚ᴟⓗᕪูṇᥐ⨨䚸ዡບᥐ⨨䛭䛾䛾ᥐ⨨䜢ྵ䜑䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝

䛻㞀ᐖ⪅⮬㌟䛜ᒓ䛩䜛ᆅᇦ♫䠄㎰ᮧ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛾ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚㏆䛟䛻䛚䛔䛶⏝ྍ⬟䛺䜒䛾䛸䛩

䜛䚹䠅䜢㏻䛨䛶䚸Ẹ㛫㒊㛛䛻䛚䛡䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䛾㞠⏝䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䛻ᚑ䛩䜛ᑓ㛛ᐙཬ䜃⫋ဨ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ึᮇ◊ಟཬ䜃
⥅⥆ⓗ䛺◊ಟ䛾ᐇ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾䛯䜑䛻タィ䛥䜜䛯ᨭ⨨ཬ䜃ᨭᢏ⾡䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛻
㛵㐃䛩䜛䜒䛾䛾⏝ྍ⬟ᛶ䚸▱㆑ཬ䜃⏝䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌 ປാཬ䜃㞠⏝㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ປാ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛻
䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶㛤ᨺ䛥䜜䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜䚸ཬ䜃㞀㻌 ᐖ⪅䛻䛸䛳䛶⏝ྍ⬟䛺ປാᕷሙཬ
䜃ປാ⎔ቃ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜⮬⏤䛻㑅ᢥ䛧䚸ཪ䛿ᢎㅙ䛩䜛ປാ䛻䜘䛳䛶⏕ィ䜢❧䛶䜛ᶵ䜢
᭷䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ྵ䜐䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㻌 ≉䛻ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛾䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䠄❧ἲ䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢䛸
䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸ປാ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䠄㞠⏝䛾㐣⛬䛷㞀ᐖ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䛸䛺䛳䛯⪅䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅㻌 䛾ᶒ

㻌 䠄㼕䠅㻌 ⫋ሙ䛻䛚䛔䛶ྜ⌮ⓗ㓄៖䛜㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼖䠅㻌 㛤䛛䜜䛯ປാᕷሙ䛻䛚䛔䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᐇົ⤒㦂䜢ྲྀᚓ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼗䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾⫋ᴗ䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䚸⫋ᴗ䛾ಖᣢཬ䜃⫋ሙᖐィ⏬䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸ያ㞔䛾≧ែཪ䛿㞔ᒓ≧ែ䛻⨨䛛䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸ཬ䜃䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ᙉไ
ປാ䛛䜙ಖㆤ䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑ඵ᮲㻌 ┦ᙜ䛺⏕άỈ‽ཬ䜃♫ⓗ䛺ಖ㞀㻌
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᐙ᪘䛾┦ᙜ䛺⏕άỈ‽䠄┦ᙜ䛺㣗⣊䚸⾰㢮ཬ䜃ఫᒃ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻
䛴䛔䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ୪䜃䛻⏕ά᮲௳䛾᩿䛾ᨵၿ䛻䛴䛔㻌 䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䜒䛾䛸
䛧䚸㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪู䛺䛧䛻䛣䛾ᶒ䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ಖ㞀䛧䚸ཬ䜃ಁ㐍䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ
⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛜ᐇ⌧䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢ಖ㞀䛧䚸ཬ䜃ಁ㐍䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸♫ⓗ䛺ಖ㞀䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪู䛺䛧䛻䛣䛾ᶒ
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾㞠⏝䛻ಀ䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾㡯䠄ເ㞟䚸᥇⏝ཬ䜃㞠⏝䛾᮲௳䚸㞠⏝䛾⥅⥆䚸᪼
㐍୪䜃䛻Ᏻ䛛䛴ᗣⓗ䛺సᴗ᮲௳䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻㛵䛧䚸㞀ᐖ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪู䜢⚗Ṇ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸බṇ䛛䛴Ⰻዲ䛺ປാ᮲௳䠄䛘䜀䚸ᆒ➼䛺ᶵཬ䜃ྠ୍౯್䛾ປാ䛻
䛴䛔䛶䛾ྠ୍ሗ㓘䠅䚸Ᏻ䛛䛴ᗣⓗ䛺సᴗ᮲௳䠄䛘䜀䚸᎘䛜䜙䛫䛛䜙䛾ಖㆤ䠅ཬ䜃ⱞ䛻ᑐ
䛩䜛ᩆ῭䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ປാ⤌ྜ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛
䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛣䛾ᶒ䛾ᐇ⌧䜢ಖ㞀䛧䚸ཬ䜃ಁ㐍
䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䛾ᥐ⨨䛻䛿䚸ḟ䛾ᥐ⨨䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜Ύί䛺Ỉ䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢ᖹ➼䛻⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛧䚸ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㞀ᐖ䛻㛵㐃
䛩䜛䝙䞊䝈䛻ಀ䜛㐺ᙜ䛛䛴⏝ྍ⬟䛺䝃䞊䝡䝇䚸⨨䛭䛾䛾ຓ䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯
䜑䛾ᥐ⨨㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䠄≉䛻䚸㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ዪᏊཬ䜃㧗㱋⪅䠅䛜♫ⓗ䛺ಖ㞀ཬ䜃㈋ᅔ๐ῶ䛻㛵䛩䜛ィ⏬
䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᥐ⨨㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᢏ⾡ཬ䜃⫋ᴗ䛾ᣦᑟ䛻㛵䛩䜛୍⯡ⓗ䛺ィ⏬䚸⫋ᴗ⤂䝃䞊䝡䝇୪䜃䛻⫋ᴗカ
⦎ཬ䜃⥅⥆ⓗ䛺カ⦎䜢ຠᯝⓗ䛻⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
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㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ㈋ᅔ䛾≧ἣ䛻䛚䛔䛶⏕ά䛧䛶䛔䜛㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᐙ᪘䛜㞀ᐖ䛻㛵㐃䛩䜛㈝⏝䜢క䛳䛯ᅜ

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ᩥⓗ䛺⏕ά䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸㞀ᐖ⪅

䛾ຓ䠄㐺ᙜ䛺◊ಟ䚸䜹䜴䞁䝉䝸䞁䜾䚸㈈ᨻⓗຓཬ䜃ఇᜥㆤ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ

䛜ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᥐ⨨㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᵝᘧ䜢㏻䛨䛶䚸ᩥⓗ䛺సရ䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜බႠఫᏯィ⏬䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᥐ⨨㻌 㻌
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᵝᘧ䜢㏻䛨䛶䚸䝔䝺䝡䝆䝵䞁␒⤌䚸ᫎ⏬䚸₇䛭䛾䛾ᩥⓗ䛺άື䜢ாཷ䛩
㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㏥⫋䛻క䛖⤥ཬ䜃ィ⏬䜢ᖹ➼䛻⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᥐ⨨㻌 㻌

䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑᮲㻌 ᨻⓗཬ䜃බⓗάື䜈䛾ཧຍ㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ᩥⓗ䛺බ₇ཪ䛿䝃䞊䝡䝇䛜⾜䜟䜜䜛ሙᡤ䠄䛘䜀䚸ሙ䚸༤≀㤋䚸ᫎ⏬㤋䚸ᅗ᭩㤋䚸ほ
ග䝃䞊䝡䝇䠅䜈䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇䜢ாཷ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻䛷䛝䜛㝈䜚⮬ᅜ䛾ᩥⓗ䛻㔜せ䛺グᛕ≀ཬ䜃㑇㊧䜈

㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶ᨻⓗᶒ䜢ಖ㞀䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䛣䛾ᶒ䜢ாཷ䛩䜛ᶵ

䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜢ಖ㞀䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸⮬ᕫ䛾┈䛾䛯䜑䛾䜏䛷䛺䛟䚸♫䜢㇏䛛䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻䜒䚸㐀ⓗ䚸ⱁ
㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ≉䛻ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸┤᥋䛻䚸ཪ䛿⮬⏤䛻㑅䜣䛰௦⾲⪅䜢㏻䛨䛶䚸

⾡ⓗཬ䜃▱ⓗ䛺₯ᅾ⬟ຊ䜢㛤Ⓨ䛧䚸ཬ䜃ά⏝䛩䜛ᶵ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ

䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ᨻⓗཬ䜃බⓗάື䛻ຠᯝⓗ䛛䛴䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䠄㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᢞ

⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

⚊䛧䚸ཬ䜃㑅ᣲ䛥䜜䜛ᶒཬ䜃ᶵ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿ἲ䛻ᚑ䛔䚸▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒ䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛ἲᚊ䛜䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜ᩥⓗ䛺సရ䜢ாཷ䛩䜛
㻌 䠄㼕䠅㻌 ᢞ⚊䛾ᡭ⥆䚸タഛཬ䜃㈨ᩱ䛜㐺ᙜ䛷䛒䜚䚸⏝ྍ⬟䛷䛒䜚䚸୪䜃䛻䛭䛾⌮ゎཬ䜃⏝䛜ᐜ

ᶵ䜢ጉ䛢䜛ᙜ䛺ཪ䛿ᕪูⓗ䛺㞀ቨ䛸䛺䜙䛺䛔䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸

᫆䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼕㼕䠅㻌 㐺ᙜ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿ᢏ⾡ᨭཬ䜃᪂䛯䛺ᢏ⾡䛾⏝䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸㑅ᣲ

㻠㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛿䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䚸䛭䛾⊂⮬䛾ᩥⓗཬ䜃ゝㄒⓗ䛺ྠ୍ᛶ䠄ᡭヰཬ䜃⫈ぬ㞀ᐖ⪅䛾

ཬ䜃ᅜẸᢞ⚊䛻䛚䛔䛶⬣㏕䜢ཷ䛡䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟⛎ᐦᢞ㻌 ⚊䛻䜘䛳䛶ᢞ⚊䛩䜛ᶒ୪䜃䛻㑅ᣲ䛻❧ೃ

ᩥ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛾ᢎㄆཬ䜃ᨭᣢ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

⿵䛩䜛ᶒ୪䜃䛻ᨻᗓ䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛ẁ㝵䛻䛚䛔䛶ຠᯝⓗ䛻ᅾ⫋䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛒䜙䜖䜛බົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛
ᶒ䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻡㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁䚸వᬤཬ䜃䝇䝫䞊䝒䛾άື䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣
䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛧䛶䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䛾䛯䜑䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼕㼕㼕䠅㻌 㑅ᣲே䛸䛧䛶䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ពᛮ䛾⮬⏤䛺⾲᫂䜢ಖ㞀䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸
㞀ᐖ⪅䛾せㄳ䛻ᛂ䛨䛶ᙜヱ㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㑅ᢥ䛩䜛⪅䛜ᢞ⚊䛾㝿䛻ຓ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛒䜙䜖䜛Ỉ‽䛾୍⯡䛾䝇䝫䞊䝒άື䛻ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ዡບ䛧䚸ཬ䜃ಁ
㐍䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䚸ᕪู䛺䛧䛻䚸䛛䛴䚸䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ᨻ䛻ຠᯝⓗ䛛䛴䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷
䛝䜛⎔ቃ䜢✚ᴟⓗ䛻ಁ㐍䛧䚸ཬ䜃ᨻ䜈䛾㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ཧຍ䜢ዡບ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹ᨻ䜈䛾ཧຍ䛻䛿䚸ḟ

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜㞀ᐖ䛻ᛂ䛨䛯䝇䝫䞊䝒άືཬ䜃䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁άື䜢⤌⧊䛧䚸ཬ䜃Ⓨᒎ䛥䛫䚸୪

䛾䛣䛸䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

䜃䛻䛣䜜䜙䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛ᶵ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸㐺ᙜ䛺ᣦᑟ䚸◊ಟཬ䜃㈨※䛜
䛾⪅䛸ᖹ➼䛻ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䜘䛖ዡບ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼕䠅㻌 ᅜ䛾බⓗཬ䜃ᨻⓗάື䛻㛵ಀ䛾䛒䜛㠀ᨻᗓᶵ㛵ཬ䜃㠀ᨻᗓᅋయ䛻ཧຍ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻ᨻඪ
䛾άືཬ䜃㐠Ⴀ䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䝇䝫䞊䝒䚸䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁ཬ䜃ほග䛾ሙᡤ䜈䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇䜢ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ
䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼕㼕䠅㻌 ᅜ㝿䚸ᅜෆ䚸ᆅᇦཬ䜃ᆅ᪉䛾ྛẁ㝵䛻䛚䛔䛶㞀ᐖ⪅䜢௦⾲䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾⤌⧊䜢⤖ᡂ䛧䚸୪
䜃䛻䛣䜜䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ඣ❺䛜㐟䜃䚸䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁䚸వᬤཬ䜃䝇䝫䞊䝒άື䠄Ꮫᰯไᗘ䛻䛚䛡䜛䛣䜜
䜙䛾άື䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜈䛾ཧຍ䛻䛴䛔䛶ᆒ➼䛺ᶵ䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌 ᩥⓗ䛺⏕ά䚸䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁䚸వᬤཬ䜃䝇䝫䞊䝒䜈䛾ཧຍ㻌
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㻌 䠄㼑䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁䚸ほග䚸వᬤཬ䜃䝇䝫䞊䝒άື䛾⏬䛻㛵䛩䜛⪅䛻䜘䜛䝃䞊

㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⩏ົ䜢ᒚ⾜䛩䜛ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾⩏ົ䛻ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿

䝡䝇䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑୍᮲㻌 ⤫ィཬ䜃㈨ᩱ䛾㞟㻌

➨୕༑୕᮲㻌 ᅜෆ䛻䛚䛡䜛ᐇཬ䜃┘ど㻌

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᨻ⟇䜢❧䛧䚸ཬ䜃ᐇ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㐺

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸⮬ᅜ䛾ไᗘ䛻ᚑ䛔䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ䛻㛵㐃䛩䜛㡯䜢ྲྀ䜚ᢅ䛖୍ཪ䛿௨ୖ䛾୰

ᙜ䛺ሗ䠄⤫ィ㈨ᩱཬ䜃◊✲㈨ᩱ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢㞟䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ሗ䜢㞟䛧䚸ཬ䜃

ኸ㐃⤡ඛ䜢ᨻᗓෆ䛻ᣦᐃ䛩䜛䚹䜎䛯䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸␗䛺䜛㒊㛛ཬ䜃ẁ㝵䛻䛚䛡䜛㛵㐃䛾䛒䜛άື

ಖᏑ䛩䜛㐣⛬䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢‶䛯䛥䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸ᨻᗓෆ䛻䛚䛡䜛ㄪᩚ䛾䛯䜑䛾⤌䜏䛾タ⨨ཪ䛿ᣦᐃ䛻༑ศ䛺⪃៖䜢ᡶ䛖䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾⛎ᐦ䛾ಖᣢཬ䜃䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊䛾ᑛ㔜䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸ἲ௧䛻䜘䛳䛶ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䛯

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸⮬ᅜ䛾ἲᚊୖཬ䜃⾜ᨻୖ䛾ไᗘ䛻ᚑ䛔䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ䜢ಁ㐍䛧䚸ಖㆤ䛧䚸ཬ䜃

ಖㆤ䠄㈨ᩱ䛾ಖㆤ䛻㛵䛩䜛ἲ௧䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢㑂Ᏺ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌

┘ど䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᯟ⤌䜏䠄㐺ᙜ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸୍ཪ䛿௨ୖ䛾㻌 ⊂❧䛧䛯⤌䜏䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢⮬ᅜෆ
䛻䛚䛔䛶⥔ᣢ䛧䚸ᙉ䛧䚸ᣦᐃ䛧䚸ཪ䛿タ⨨䛩䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺⤌䜏䜢ᣦᐃ䛧䚸ཪ䛿タ

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ேᶒཬ䜃ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᅜ㝿ⓗ䛻ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜙䜜䛯つ⠊୪䜃䛻⤫ィ䛾㞟

⨨䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ேᶒ䛾ಖ㻌 ㆤཬ䜃ಁ㐍䛾䛯䜑䛾ᅜෆᶵᵓ䛾ᆅཬ䜃ᙺ䛻㛵䛩䜛ཎ๎䜢⪃៖

ཬ䜃⏝䛻㛵䛩䜛⌮ୖ䛾ཎ๎䜢㑂Ᏺ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛻ධ䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶㞟䛥䜜䛯ሗ䛿䚸㐺ᐅศ㢮䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⥾⣙ᅜ

㻟㻌 ᕷẸ♫䠄≉䛻䚸㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃㞀ᐖ⪅䜢௦⾲䛩䜛ᅋయ䠅䛿䚸┘ど䛾㐣⛬䛻༑ศ䛻㛵䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸

䛾⩏ົ䛾ᒚ⾜䛾ホ౯䛻ᙺ❧䛶䜛䛯䜑䚸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛜䛭䛾ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛㝿䛻┤㠃䛩䜛㞀ቨ䜢

ཧຍ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

≉ᐃ䛧䚸ཬ䜃ᙜヱ㞀ቨ䛻ᑐฎ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻⏝䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨୕༑ᅄ᮲㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ጤဨ㻌
㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾⤫ィ䛾ᬑཬ䛻䛴䛔䛶㈐௵䜢㈇䛖䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸㞀ᐖ⪅ཬ䜃䛾⪅䛜ᙜヱ⤫ィ
䜢⏝ྍ⬟䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ጤဨ䠄௨ୗ䛂ጤဨ䛃䛸䛔䛖䚹䠅䜢タ⨨䛩䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸௨ୗ䛻ᐃ䜑䜛
௵ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌 ᅜ㝿༠ຊ㻌
㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ຠຊⓎ⏕䛾䛿༑ே䛾ᑓ㛛ᐙ䛷ᵓᡂ䛩䜛䚹᭦䛻භ༑䛾ᅜ䛜䛣䛾᮲
㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾┠ⓗཬ䜃㊃᪨䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾⮬ᅜ䛾ດຊ䜢ᨭ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᅜ㝿༠

⣙䜢ᢈ䛧䚸ཪ䛿䛣䜜䛻ຍධ䛧䛯ᚋ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾ᩘ䜢භே䜎䛷ቑຍ䛥䛫䚸᭱䛷༑ඵே䛸

ຊཬ䜃䛭䛾ಁ㐍䛜㔜せ䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ㆑䛧䚸䛣䛾Ⅼ䛻㛵䛧䚸㻌 ᅜᐙ㛫䛻䛚䛔䛶୪䜃䛻㐺ᙜ䛺ሙྜ

䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛻䛿㛵㐃䛾䛒䜛ᅜ㝿ⓗཬ䜃ᆅᇦⓗᶵ㛵୪䜃䛻ᕷẸ♫䠄≉䛻㞀ᐖ⪅䛾⤌⧊䠅䛸㐃ᦠ䛧䛶䚸㐺ᙜ
䛛䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛣䜜䜙㻌 䛾ᥐ⨨䛻䛿䚸≉䛻ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢ྵ䜐䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻟㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ಶே䛾㈨᱁䛷⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ᚨᮃ䛜㧗䛟䚸䛛䛴䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛜ᑐ㇟
䛸䛩䜛ศ㔝䛻䛚䛔䛶⬟ຊཬ䜃⤒㦂䜢ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛯⪅䛸䛩䜛䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾ೃ⿵⪅䜢ᣦྡ䛩䜛䛻

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ᅜ㝿༠ຊ䠄ᅜ㝿ⓗ䛺㛤Ⓨィ⏬䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛜䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛻䛸䛳䛶⏝

ᙜ䛯䜚䚸➨ᅄ᮲ 㻟 䛾つᐃ䛻༑ศ䛺⪃៖䜢ᡶ䛖䜘䛖せㄳ䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ྍ⬟䛺䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻠㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛜䚸ጤဨ䛾㓄ศ䛜ᆅ⌮ⓗ䛻⾮ᖹ䛻⾜䜟䜜䜛䛣䛸䚸␗䛺䜛ᩥ
㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ⬟ຊ䛾㛤Ⓨ䠄ሗ䚸⤒㦂䚸◊ಟィ⏬ཬ䜃᭱Ⰻ䛾ᐇ䛾ཬ䜃ඹ᭷䜢㏻䛨䛯䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅

᫂ᙧែཬ䜃せ䛺ἲయ⣔䛜௦⾲䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䚸⏨ዪ䛜⾮ᖹ䛻௦⾲䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻㞀ᐖ䛾䛒䜛ᑓ

䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛧䚸ཬ䜃ᨭ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㛛ᐙ䛜ཧຍ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⪃៖䛻ධ䜜䛶㑅ฟ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼏䠅㻌 ◊✲䛻䛚䛡䜛༠ຊ୪䜃䛻⛉Ꮫཬ䜃ᢏ⾡䛻㛵䛩䜛▱㆑䛾⏝䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻡㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䛾ྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜚ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ᅜẸ䛾୰䛛䜙ᣦ

㻌 䠄㼐䠅㻌 㐺ᙜ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᢏ⾡ຓཬ䜃⤒῭ຓ䠄⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᨭᢏ⾡䛾⏝ཬ䜃ඹ᭷䜢ᐜ᫆䛻
䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜛ຓ୪䜃䛻ᢏ⾡⛣㌿䜢㏻䛨䛯ຓ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

ྡ䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾ྡ⡙䛾୰䛛䜙⛎ᐦᢞ⚊䛻䜘䜚㑅ฟ䛥䜜䜛䚹⥾⣙㻌 ᅜ㆟䛾ྜ䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛾୕ศ
䛾䜢䜒䛳䛶ᐃ㊊ᩘ䛸䛩䜛䚹䛣䜜䜙䛾ྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛿䚸ฟᖍ䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸ᢞ⚊䛩䜛⥾⣙ᅜ䛾௦⾲䛻䜘
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䛳䛶ᢞ䛨䜙䜜䛯⚊䛾᭱ከᩘ䛷䚸㻌 䛛䛴䚸㐣༙ᩘ䛾⚊䜢ᚓ䛯⪅䜢䜒䛳䛶ጤဨ䛻㑅ฟ䛥䜜䛯ጤဨ䛸䛩

㻞㻌 䛭䛾ᚋ䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᑡ䛺䛟䛸䜒ᅄᖺ䛤䛸䛻䚸᭦䛻ጤဨ䛜せㄳ䛩䜛䛸䛝䛿䛔䛴䛷䜒䚸䛭䛾ᚋ䛾ሗ

䜛䚹㻌 㻌

࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻢㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾᭱ึ䛾㑅ᣲ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ຠຊⓎ⏕䛾᪥䛾ᚋභ⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻⾜䛖䚹ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ

㻟㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸ሗ࿌䛾ෆᐜ䛻䛴䛔䛶㐺⏝䛥䜜䜛ᣦ㔪䜢Ỵᐃ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾㑅ᣲ䛾᪥䛾㐜䛟䛸䜒ᅄ⟠᭶๓䜎㻌 䛷䛻䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸⮬ᅜ䛜ᣦྡ
䛩䜛⪅䛾Ặྡ䜢⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻ᥦฟ䛩䜛䜘䛖᭩⡆䛷せㄳ䛩䜛䚹䛭䛾ᚋ䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛯

㻠㻌 ጤဨ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶ໟᣓⓗ䛺᭱ึ䛾ሗ࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛧䛯⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛭䛾ᚋ䛾ሗ࿌䛻䛚䛔䛶䛿䚸᪤䛻ᥦ

⪅䛾䜰䝹䝣䜯䝧䝑䝖㡰䛻䜘䜛ྡ㻌 ⡙䠄䛣䜜䜙䛾⪅䜢ᣦྡ䛧䛯⥾⣙ᅜྡ䜢⾲♧䛧䛯ྡ⡙䛸䛩䜛䚹䠅䜢స

౪䛧䛯ሗ䜢⧞䜚㏉䛩ᚲせ䛿䛺䛔䚹⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛻ᑐ㻌 䛩䜛ሗ࿌䜢సᡂ䛩䜛䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䚸බ㛤䛥

ᡂ䛧䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸㏱᫂ᛶ䛾䛒䜛㐣⛬䛻䛚䛔䛶సᡂ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢᳨ウ䛧䚸ཬ䜃➨ᅄ᮲ 㻟 䛾つᐃ䛻༑ศ䛺⪃៖
䜢ᡶ䛖䜘䛖せㄳ䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻣㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ᅄᖺ䛾௵ᮇ䛷㑅ฟ䛥䜜䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸୍ᅇ䛾䜏㑅䛥䜜䜛㈨᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛯
䛰䛧䚸᭱ึ䛾㑅ᣲ䛻䛚䛔䛶㑅ฟ䛥䜜䛯ጤဨ䛾䛖䛱භே䛾ጤ㻌 ဨ䛾௵ᮇ䛿䚸ᖺ䛷⤊䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸

㻡㻌 ሗ࿌䛻䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⩏ົ䛾ᒚ⾜䛾⛬ᗘ䛻ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩せᅉཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䜢グ㍕䛩䜛䛣䛸

䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾භே䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸᭱ึ䛾㑅ᣲ䛾ᚋ┤䛱䛻䚸㻡 䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ྜ䛾㆟㛗䛻䜘䜚䛟䛨ᘬ䛷㑅䜀

䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻤㻌 ጤဨ䛾භே䛾㏣ຍⓗ䛺ጤဨ䛾㑅ᣲ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾㛵㐃䛩䜛つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶ᐃᮇ㑅ᣲ䛾㝿䛻⾜
䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑භ᮲㻌 ሗ࿌䛾᳨ウ㻌
㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸ྛሗ࿌䜢᳨ウ䛩䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸ᙜヱሗ࿌䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸㐺ᙜ䛸ㄆ䜑䜛ᥦཬ䜃୍⯡ⓗ
䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛່࿌䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙㻌 䛾ᥦཬ䜃୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛່࿌

㻥㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛜Ṛஸ䛧䚸㎡௵䛧䚸ཪ䛿䛾⌮⏤䛾䛯䜑䛻⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛟䛺䛳䛯

䜢㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹ᙜヱ㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸⮬ᅜ䛜㑅ᢥ䛩䜛ሗ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛

䛣䛸䜢ᐉゝ䛧䛯ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᙜヱጤဨ䜢ᣦྡ䛧䛯⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ṧవ䛾ᮇ㛫⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䛾ᑓ㛛

䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚ᅇ⟅䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷㻌 䛝䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ䛻㛵㐃䛩䜛㏣ຍ䛾ሗ䜢ᙜヱ㛵ಀ

ᐙ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸㈨᱁䜢᭷䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾㛵㐃つᐃ䛻ᐃ䜑䜛᮲௳䜢‶䛯䛩䜒䛾䜢௵䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

⥾⣙ᅜ䛻せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻜㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛭䛾ᡭ⥆つ๎䜢ᐃ䜑䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛔䛪䜜䛛䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜛ሗ࿌䛾ᥦฟ䛜ⴭ䛧䛟㐜ᘏ䛧䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ጤဨ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛻䛸䛳
䛶⏝ྍ⬟䛺ಙ㢗䛧ᚓ䜛ሗ䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧䛶ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㻌 䛚䛡䜛䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ≧ἣ䜢ᑂᰝ䛩䜛

㻝㻝㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ጤဨ䛜䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᐃ䜑䜛௵ົ䜢ຠᯝⓗ䛻㐙⾜䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺⫋

䛣䛸䛜ᚲせ䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏻ሗ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸䛣䛾ᑂᰝ䛿䚸㛵㐃䛩䜛ሗ࿌

ဨཬ䜃౽┈䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ጤဨ䛾᭱ึ䛾ྜ䜢ᣍ㞟䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛜䛭䛾㏻ሗ䛾ᚋ୕⟠᭶௨㻌 ෆ䛻ᥦฟ䛥䜜䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛾䜏⾜䜟䜜䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛜䛭
䛾ᑂᰝ䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䚹ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛜㛵㐃䛩䜛ሗ࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚ᅇ⟅䛩䜛ሙ㻌

㻝㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶タ⨨䛥䜜䜛ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ⥲䛜ጤဨ䛾௵ົ䛾㔜せᛶ䜢

ྜ䛻䛿䚸㻝 䛾つᐃ䜢㐺⏝䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

⪃៖䛧䛶Ỵᐃ䛩䜛᮲௳䛻ᚑ䛔䚸ྠ⥲䛾ᢎㄆ䜢ᚓ䛶䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾㈈※䛛䜙ሗ㓘䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸㻝 䛾ሗ࿌䜢䛩䜉䛶䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛜⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛻䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻟㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾≉ᶒཬ䜃ච㝖䛻㛵䛩䜛᮲⣙䛾㛵㐃つᐃ䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ
䛾䛯䜑䛾⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛ᑓ㛛ᐙ䛾౽┈䚸≉ᶒཬ䜃ච㝖䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻠㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㻝 䛾ሗ࿌䜢⮬ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶බ⾗䛜ᗈ䛟⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛻䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ሗ࿌䛻
㛵㐃䛩䜛ᥦཬ䜃୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛່࿌䛾⏝䜢ᐜ᫆䛻䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜛ሗ࿌㻌
㻡㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸㐺ᙜ䛸ㄆ䜑䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛛䜙䛾ሗ࿌䛻グ㍕䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ᢏ⾡ⓗ䛺ຓゝⱝ䛧䛟
㻝㻌 ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⩏ົ䜢ᒚ⾜䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻䛸䛳䛯ᥐ⨨ཬ䜃䛣䜜䜙䛾ᥐ⨨䛻䜘䜚䜒䛯

䛿ຓ䛾せㄳཪ䛿䛣䜜䜙䛾ᚲせᛶ䛾グ㍕䛻ᑐฎ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㻌 䛣䜜䜙䛾せㄳཪ䛿ᚲせᛶ䛾グ㍕䛻

䜙䛥䜜䛯㐍Ṍ䛻㛵䛩䜛ໟᣓⓗ䛺ሗ࿌䜢䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛜⮬ᅜ䛻䛴䛔䛶ຠຊ䜢⏕䛨䛯ᚋᖺ௨ෆ䛻ᅜ

㛵䛩䜛ጤဨ䛾ぢゎཬ䜃່࿌䛜䛒䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿ᙜヱぢゎཬ䜃່࿌䛸䛸䜒䛻䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾ᑓ㛛ᶵ㛵䚸

㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䜢㏻䛨䛶ጤဨ䛻ᥦฟ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᇶ㔠ཬ䜃ィ⏬䛭䛾䛾ᶒ㝈䛾䛒㻌 䜛ᶵ㛵䛻ᙜヱሗ࿌䜢㏦䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

12

➨୕༑᮲㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛸ጤဨ䛸䛾㛫䛾༠ຊ㻌

㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐤク⪅䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛸༠ຊ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ጤဨ䛾௵ົ䛾㐙⾜䜢ᨭ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌 ⨫ྡ㻌

㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛸䛾㛵ಀ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾⬟ຊ䜢ྥୖ䛥䛫

㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸༓ᖺ୕᭶୕༑᪥䛛䜙䚸䝙䝳䞊䝶䞊䜽䛻䛒䜛ᅜ㝿㐃ྜᮏ㒊䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾

䜛᪉ἲཬ䜃ᡭẁ䠄ᅜ㝿༠ຊ䜢㏻䛨䛯䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛻༑ศ䛺⪃៖䜢ᡶ䛖䚹㻌 㻌

ᅜཬ䜃ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛻䜘䜛⨫ྡ䛾䛯䜑䛻㛤ᨺ䛧䛶䛚䛟䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑ඵ᮲㻌 ጤဨ䛸䛾ᶵ㛵䛸䛾㛵ಀ㻌

➨ᅄ༑୕᮲㻌 ᣊ᮰䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ྠព㻌

㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ຠᯝⓗ䛺ᐇ䜢ಁ㐍䛧䚸ཬ䜃䛣䛾᮲⣙䛜ᑐ㇟䛸䛩䜛ศ㔝䛻䛚䛡䜛ᅜ㝿༠ຊ䜢ዡບ

㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸⨫ྡᅜ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᢈ䛥䜜䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛪䚸䜎䛯䚸⨫ྡ䛧䛯ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾

䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㻌 㻌

ᶵ㛵䛻䜘䛳䛶ṇᘧ☜ㄆ䛥䜜䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸䛣䜜䛻⨫ྡ䛧䛶䛔䛺䛔ᅜཬ䜃ᆅᇦⓗ
䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛻䜘䜛ຍධ䛾䛯䜑䛻㛤ᨺ䛧䛶䛚䛟䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䠄㼍䠅㻌 ᑓ㛛ᶵ㛵䛭䛾䛾ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾ᶵ㛵䛿䚸䛭䛾௵ົ䛾⠊ᅖෆ䛻䛒䜛㡯䛻㛵䛩䜛䛣䛾᮲⣙
䛾つᐃ䛾ᐇ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾᳨ウ䛻㝿䛧䚸௦⾲䜢ฟ䛩ᶒ䜢᭷㻌 䛩䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸㐺ᙜ䛸ㄆ䜑䜛ሙྜ

➨ᅄ༑ᅄ᮲㻌 ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵㻌

䛻䛿䚸ᑓ㛛ᶵ㛵䛭䛾䛾ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ᶵ㛵䛻ᑐ䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ᶵ㛵䛾௵ົ䛾⠊ᅖෆ䛻䛒䜛㡯䛻㛵
䛩䜛䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ䛻䛴䛔䛶ᑓ㻌 㛛ᐙ䛾ຓゝ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸ᑓ

㻝㻌 䛂ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛃䛸䛿䚸≉ᐃ䛾ᆅᇦ䛾ᶒᅜᐙ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᵓᡂ䛥䜜䜛ᶵ㛵䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸

㛛ᶵ㛵䛭䛾䛾ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾ᶵ㛵䛻ᑐ䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ᶵ㛵䛾௵ົ䛾⠊ᅖෆ䛻䛒䜛㡯䛻㛵䛩䜛䛣䛾

䛣䛾᮲⣙䛜つᚊ䛩䜛㡯䛻㛵䛧䛶䛭䛾ᵓᡂᅜ䛛䜙ᶒ㝈㻌 䛾ጤㆡ䜢ཷ䛡䛯䜒䛾䜢䛔䛖䚹ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫

᮲㻌 ⣙䛾ᐇ䛻䛴䛔䛶ሗ࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾つᚊ䛩䜛㡯䛻㛵䛩䜛䛭䛾ᶒ㝈䛾⠊ᅖ䜢䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ṇᘧ☜ㄆ
᭩ཪ䛿ຍධ᭩䛻䛚䛔䛶ᐉゝ䛩㻌 䜛䚹䛭䛾ᚋ䚸ᙜヱᶵ㛵䛿䚸䛭䛾ᶒ㝈䛾⠊ᅖ䛾ᐇ㉁ⓗ䛺ኚ᭦䜢ᐤ

㻌 䠄㼎䠅㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛭䛾௵ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䛻ᙜ䛯䜚䚸䛭䜜䛮䜜䛾ሗ࿌䛻ಀ䜛ᣦ㔪䚸ᥦཬ䜃୍⯡ⓗ

ク⪅䛻㏻ሗ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛່࿌䛾ᩚྜᛶ䜢☜ಖ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻䛭䛾௵ົ䛾㐙⾜䛻䛚䛡䜛㔜」䜢㑊䛡䜛䛯䜑䚸㐺
ᙜ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ேᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ᅜ㝿᮲⣙䛻䜘䛳䛶タ⨨䛥䜜䛯䛾㛵㐃䛩䜛⤌⧊䛸༠㆟䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶䛂⥾⣙ᅜ䛃䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾つᐃ䛿䚸ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛾ᶒ㝈䛾⠊ᅖෆ
䛷ᙜヱᶵ㛵䛻䛴䛔䛶㐺⏝䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌 ጤဨ䛾ሗ࿌㻌
㻟㻌 ḟ᮲ 㻝 ୪䜃䛻➨ᅄ༑᮲ 㻞 ཬ䜃 㻟 䛾つᐃ䛾㐺⏝ୖ䚸ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛜ᐤク䛩䜛
㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛭䛾άື䛻䛴䛝ᖺ䛤䛸䛻ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ⥲ཬ䜃⤒῭♫⌮䛻ሗ࿌䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸

ᩥ᭩䛿䚸䛣䜜䜢ᩘ䛻ຍ䛘䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

䜎䛯䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛛䜙ᚓ䛯ሗ࿌ཬ䜃ሗ䛾᳨ウ䛻ᇶ䛵䛟ᥦཬ㻌 䜃୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛່࿌䜢⾜䛖
䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛣䜜䜙䛾ᥦཬ䜃୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛່࿌䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛛䜙ពぢ䛜䛒䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿

㻠㻌 ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛿䚸䛭䛾ᶒ㝈䛾⠊ᅖෆ䛾㡯䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛷䛒䜛

䛭䛾ពぢ䛸䛸䜒䛻䚸ጤဨ䛾㻌 ሗ࿌䛻グ㍕䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛭䛾ᵓᡂᅜ䛾ᩘ䛸ྠᩘ䛾⚊䜢⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䛻䛚䛔䛶ᢞ䛪䜛ᶒ㻌 䜢⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ᙜヱᶵ
㛵䛿䚸䛭䛾ᵓᡂᅜ䛜⮬ᅜ䛾ᢞ⚊ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᢞ⚊ᶒ䜢⾜䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛭䛾㏫

➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ㆟㻌

䛾ሙྜ䜒䚸ྠᵝ䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᐇ䛻㛵䛩䜛㡯䜢᳨ウ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸ᐃᮇⓗ䛻⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䜢㛤ദ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌 ຠຊⓎ⏕㻌

㻞㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛜ຠຊ䜢⏕䛨䛯ᚋභ⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛜ᣍ㞟䛩䜛䚹䛭

㻝㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸༑␒┠䛾ᢈ᭩ཪ䛿ຍධ᭩䛜ᐤク䛥䜜䛯ᚋ୕༑᪥┠䛾᪥䛻ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛾ᚋ䛾⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䛿䚸ᖺ䛤䛸䛻ཪ䛿⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䛾Ỵᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛝ྠົ⥲㛗䛜ᣍ㞟䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸༑␒┠䛾ᢈ᭩䚸ṇᘧ☜ㄆ᭩ཪ䛿ຍධ᭩䛜ᐤク䛥䜜䛯ᚋ䛻䛣䜜䜢ᢈ䛧䚸ⱝ
➨ᅄ༑୍᮲㻌 ᐤク㻌

䛧䛟䛿ṇᘧ☜ㄆ䛧䚸ཪ䛿䛣䜜䛻ຍධ䛩䜛ᅜཪ䛿ᆅᇦⓗ䛺⤫ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᶵ㛵䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸䛭䛾ᢈ
᭩䚸ṇᘧ☜ㄆ᭩ཪ䛿ຍධ᭩䛾ᐤク䛾ᚋ୕༑᪥┠䛾᪥䛻ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䚹㻌 㻌
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➨ᅄ༑භ᮲㻌 ␃ಖ㻌

㻌 ௨ୖ䛾ドᣐ䛸䛧䛶䚸ୗྡ䛾ᶒጤဨ䛿䚸ྛ⮬䛾ᨻᗓ䛛䜙ṇᙜ䛻ጤ௵䜢ཷ䛡䛶䛣䛾᮲⣙䛻⨫ྡ䛧
䛯䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾㊃᪨ཬ䜃┠ⓗ䛸୧❧䛧䛺䛔␃ಖ䛿䚸ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ␃ಖ䛿䚸䛔䛴䛷䜒᧔ᅇ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌 ᨵṇ㻌
㻝㻌 䛔䛪䜜䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䜒䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䛾ᨵṇ䜢ᥦ䛧䚸ཬ䜃ᨵṇ䜢ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻ᥦฟ䛩䜛䛣
䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ྠົ⥲㛗䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸ᨵṇ䜢㏦㻌 䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜛ᨵṇ䛾
ᑂ㆟ཬ䜃Ỵᐃ䛾䛯䜑䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛾㆟䛾㛤ദ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㈶ྰ䜢㏻ሗ䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䚹䛭䛾㏦
䛾᪥䛛䜙ᅄ⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻⥾⣙ᅜ㻌 䛾୕ศ䛾୍௨ୖ䛜㆟䛾㛤ദ䛻㈶ᡂ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ྠົ⥲
㛗䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾ദ䛾ୗ䛻㆟䜢ᣍ㞟䛩䜛䚹㆟䛻䛚䛔䛶ฟᖍ䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸ᢞ⚊䛩䜛⥾⣙ᅜ䛾
୕ศ䛾㻌 ௨ୖ䛾ከᩘ䛻䜘䛳䛶᥇ᢥ䛥䜜䛯ᨵṇ䛿䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛻䜘䜚䚸ᢎㄆ䛾䛯䜑䛻ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ
⥲䛻㏦䛥䜜䚸䛭䛾ᚋཷㅙ䛾䛯䜑䛻䛩䜉䛶䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 㻝 䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚᥇ᢥ䛥䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸ᢎㄆ䛥䜜䛯ᨵṇ䛿䚸ᙜヱᨵṇ䛾᥇ᢥ䛾᪥䛻䛚䛡䜛⥾⣙ᅜ䛾୕
ศ䛾௨ୖ䛜ཷㅙ᭩䜢ᐤク䛧䛯ᚋ୕༑᪥┠䛾᪥䛻ຠຊ䜢㻌 ⏕䛪䜛䚹䛭䛾ᚋ䛿䚸ᙜヱᨵṇ䛿䚸䛔
䛪䜜䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䛴䛔䛶䜒䚸䛭䛾ཷㅙ᭩䛾ᐤク䛾ᚋ୕༑᪥┠䛾᪥䛻ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䚹ᨵṇ䛿䚸䛭䜜
䜢ཷㅙ䛧䛯⥾⣙ᅜ䛾䜏䜢ᣊ᮰䛩㻌 䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ㆟䛜䝁䞁䝉䞁䝃䝇᪉ᘧ䛻䜘䛳䛶Ỵᐃ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸㻝 䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚᥇ᢥ䛥䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸
ᢎㄆ䛥䜜䛯ᨵṇ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸➨୕༑ᅄ᮲ཬ䜃➨୕༑ඵ᮲䛛㻌 䜙➨ᅄ༑᮲䜎䛷䛻䛾䜏㛵㐃䛩䜛䜒䛾
䛿䚸ᙜヱᨵṇ䛾᥇ᢥ䛾᪥䛻䛚䛡䜛⥾⣙ᅜ䛾୕ศ䛾௨ୖ䛜ཷㅙ᭩䜢ᐤク䛧䛯ᚋ୕༑᪥┠䛾᪥
䛻ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨ᅄ༑ඵ᮲㻌 ᗫᲠ㻌
㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻ᑐ䛧䛶᭩㠃䛻䜘䜛㏻࿌䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸䛣䛾᮲⣙䜢ᗫᲠ䛩䜛䛣
䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ᗫᲠ䛿䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛜䛭䛾㏻࿌䜢ཷ㡿䛧䛯᪥䛾ᚋ୍ᖺ䛷ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌 ⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᵝᘧ㻌
㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᵝᘧ䛷ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌 ṇᩥ㻌
㻌 䛣䛾᮲⣙䛿䚸䜰䝷䝡䜰ㄒ䚸୰ᅜㄒ䚸ⱥㄒ䚸䝣䝷䞁䝇ㄒ䚸䝻䝅䜰ㄒཬ䜃䝇䝨䜲䞁ㄒ䜢䜂䛸䛧䛟ṇᩥ䛸䛩
䜛䚹㻌 㻌

14

−1−

15

−2−

−3−

16

−4−

−5−

17

−6−

−7−

18

−8−

−9−

19

− 10 −

− 11 −

20

− 12 −

− 13 −

21

− 14 −

− 15 −

22

− 16 −

− 17 −

23

− 18 −

− 19 −

24

− 20 −

− 21 −

25

− 22 −

− 23 −

26

− 24 −

− 25 −

27

− 26 −

− 27 −

28

− 28 −

− 29 −

29

− 30 −

− 31 −

30

ᕷẸⓗཬ䜃ᨻⓗᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ᅜ㝿つ⣙䠄㻮 つ⣙䠅㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛭䛾㡿ᇦෆ䛻䛒䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸䛭䛾⟶㎄䛾ୗ䛻䛒䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ಶே䛻ᑐ䛧䚸
ே✀䚸⓶䛾Ⰽ䚸ᛶ䚸ゝㄒ䚸᐀ᩍ䚸ᨻⓗពぢ䛭䛾䛾ពぢ䚸㻌 ᅜẸⓗⱝ䛧䛟䛿♫ⓗฟ㌟䚸㈈⏘䚸
㻌

ฟ⏕ཪ䛿䛾ᆅ➼䛻䜘䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛ᕪู䜒䛺䛧䛻䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䜢ᑛ㔜䛧ཬ
䜃☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㻌
㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ᠇❶䛻䛚䛔䛶ᐉ᫂䛥䜜䛯ཎ๎䛻䜘䜜䜀䚸ே㢮♫䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᵓᡂဨ䛾ᅛ᭷䛾ᑛཝཬ

㻞㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸❧ἲᥐ⨨䛭䛾䛾ᥐ⨨䛜䜎䛰䛸䜙䜜䛶䛔䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻

䜃ᖹ➼䛾䛛䛴ዣ䛔ᚓ䛺䛔ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䛣䛸䛜ୡ⏺䛻䛚䛡䜛⮬⏤䚸ṇ⩏ཬ䜃ᖹ䛾ᇶ♏䜢䛺䛩䜒

䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺❧ἲᥐ⨨䛭䛾䛾ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛯䜑䚸⮬ᅜ䛾᠇ἲ

䛾䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢⪃៖䛧䚸㻌

ୖ䛾ᡭ⥆ཬ䜃䛣䛾つ⣙䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶ᚲせ䛺⾜ື䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䛣䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䛜ே㛫䛾ᅛ᭷䛾ᑛཝ䛻⏤᮶䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䚸㻌
㻌 ୡ⏺ேᶒᐉゝ䛻䜘䜜䜀䚸⮬⏤䛺ே㛫䛿ᕷẸⓗཬ䜃ᨻⓗ⮬⏤୪䜃䛻ᜍᛧཬ䜃Ḟஈ䛛䜙䛾⮬

㻟㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

⏤䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䛸䛾⌮䛿䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛜䛭䛾⤒῭ⓗ䚸♫㻌 ⓗཬ䜃ᩥⓗᶒ䛸䛸䜒
䛻ᕷẸⓗཬ䜃ᨻⓗᶒ䜢ா᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䛾䛷䛝䜛᮲௳䛜స䜚ฟ䛥䜜䜛ሙྜ䛻ึ䜑䛶㐩ᡂ䛥䜜䜛䛣

㻌 㻔㼍㻕㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒཪ䛿⮬⏤䜢ᐖ䛥䜜䛯⪅䛜䚸බⓗ㈨᱁䛷⾜ື䛩

䛸䛻䛺䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䚸㻌

䜛⪅䛻䜘䜚䛭䛾ᐖ䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯ሙྜ䛻䜒䚸ຠᯝⓗ䛺ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䜢ཷ䛡䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣

㻌 ேᶒཬ䜃⮬⏤䛾ᬑ㐢ⓗ䛺ᑛ㔜ཬ䜃㑂Ᏺ䜢ຓ㛗䛩䜉䛝⩏ົ䜢ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ᠇❶䛻ᇶ䛵䛝ㅖᅜ䛜㈇

䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛳䛶䛔䜛䛣䛸䜢⪃៖䛧䚸㻌

㻌 㻔㼎㻕㻌 ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䜢ồ䜑䜛⪅䛾ᶒ䛜ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ྖἲୖ䚸⾜ᨻୖⱝ䛧䛟䛿❧ἲୖ䛾ᶵ㛵ཪ

㻌 ಶே䛜䚸ே䛻ᑐ䛧ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᒓ䛩䜛♫䛻ᑐ䛧䛶⩏ົ䜢㈇䛖䛣䛸୪䜃䛻䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑

䛿ᅜ䛾ἲไ䛷ᐃ䜑䜛䛾ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ᶵ㛵䛻䜘䛳䛶Ỵᐃ䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸ཬ䜃ྖ

䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䛾ቑ㐍ཬ䜃᧦ㆤ䛾䛯䜑䛻ດຊ䛩䜛㈐௵䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ㆑䛧䛶䚸㻌 ḟ䛾䛸䛚䜚༠ᐃ䛩

ἲୖ䛾ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䛾ྍ⬟ᛶ䜢Ⓨᒎ䛥䛫䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 㻔㼏㻕㻌 ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䛜䛘䜙䜜䜛ሙྜ䛻ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ᶵ㛵䛻䜘䛳䛶ᇳ⾜䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣
䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻌

➨୕᮲㻌

㻌
➨୍㒊㻌

㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻ᐃ䜑䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ᕷẸⓗཬ䜃ᨻⓗᶒ䛾ா᭷䛻䛴䛔䛶⏨ዪ
䛻ྠ➼䛾ᶒ䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୍᮲㻌
➨ᅄ᮲㻌
㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ேẸ䛿䚸⮬Ỵ䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛻ᇶ䛵䛝䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾ேẸ䛿䚸䛭䛾ᨻⓗᆅ
䜢⮬⏤䛻Ỵᐃ䛧୪䜃䛻䛭䛾⤒῭ⓗ䚸♫ⓗཬ䜃ᩥⓗⓎᒎ䜢⮬⏤䛻㏣ồ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ᅜẸ䛾⏕Ꮡ䜢⬣䛛䛩බ䛾⥭ᛴ㻌 ែ䛾ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛭䛾⥭ᛴែ䛾Ꮡᅾ䛜බᘧ䛻ᐉゝ䛥䜜
䛶䛔䜛䛸䛝䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ែ䛾⥭ᛴᛶ䛜┿䛻ᚲせ䛸䛩䜛㝈ᗘ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻

㻞㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ேẸ䛿䚸ᜨ䛾ཎ๎䛻ᇶ䛵䛟ᅜ㝿ⓗ⤒῭༠ຊ䛛䜙⏕䛪䜛⩏ົཬ䜃ᅜ㝿ἲୖ䛾⩏ົ

ᇶ䛵䛟⩏㻌 ົ䛻㐪䛩䜛ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸䛭䛾ᥐ⨨䛿䚸ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛜ᅜ㝿ἲ䛻ᇶ

䛻㐪䛧䛺䛔㝈䜚䚸⮬ᕫ䛾䛯䜑䛻䛭䛾ኳ↛䛾ᐩཬ䜃㈨※䜢⮬⏤䛻ฎศ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ேẸ䛿䚸

䛵䛝㈇䛖䛾⩏ົ䛻ゐ䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛪䚸䜎䛯䚸ே✀䚸⓶䛾Ⰽ䚸ᛶ䚸ゝ㻌 ㄒ䚸᐀ᩍཪ䛿♫ⓗฟ㌟

䛔䛛䛺䜛ሙྜ䛻䜒䚸䛭䛾⏕Ꮡ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᡭẁ䜢ዣ䜟䜜䜛䛣䛸䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

䛾䜏䜢⌮⏤䛸䛩䜛ᕪู䜢ྵ䜣䛷䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻟㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䠄㠀⮬ᆅᇦཬ䜃ಙク⤫ᆅᇦ䛾ᨻ䛾㈐௵䜢᭷䛩䜛ᅜ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛿䚸ᅜ

㻞㻌 ୍䛾つᐃ䛿䚸➨භ᮲䚸➨᮲䚸➨ඵ᮲ 㻝 ཬ䜃 㻞䚸➨༑୍᮲䚸➨༑᮲䚸➨༑භ᮲୪䜃䛻➨༑ඵ

㝿㐃ྜ᠇❶䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛔䚸⮬Ỵ䛾ᶒ䛜ᐇ⌧䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢ಁ㐍䛧ཬ䜃⮬Ỵ䛾ᶒ䜢ᑛ㔜䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

᮲䛾つᐃ䛻㐪䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢チ䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

➨㒊㻌

㻟㻌 ⩏ົ䛻㐪䛩䜛ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㐪䛧䛯つᐃཬ䜃㐪䛩䜛
䛻⮳䛳䛯⌮⏤䜢ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䜢㏻䛨䛶䛣䛾つ⣙䛾䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻┤䛱䛻㏻▱䛩䜛䚹᭦䛻䚸㐪

➨᮲㻌

䛜⤊䛩䜛᪥䛻䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䜢㏻䛨䛶䛭䛾᪨㏻▱䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

31

➨᮲㻌

㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ᣝၥཪ䛿ṧ䛺䚸㠀ே㐨ⓗ䛺ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ရ䜢യ䛴䛡䜛ྲྀᢅ䛔ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ฮ⨩䜢ཷ䛡䛺䛔䚹
≉䛻䚸ఱே䜒䚸䛭䛾⮬⏤䛺ྠព䛺䛧䛻་Ꮫⓗཪ䛿⛉Ꮫⓗᐇ㦂䜢ཷ䛡䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛つᐃ䜒䚸㻌 ᅜ䚸㞟ᅋཪ䛿ಶே䛜䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒཬ䜃⮬
⏤䜢◚ቯ䛧ⱝ䛧䛟䛿䛣䛾つ⣙䛻ᐃ䜑䜛ไ㝈䛾⠊ᅖ䜢㉸䛘䛶ไ㝈䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛άື䛻ᚑ

➨ඵ᮲㻌

䛧㻌 ཪ䛿䛭䛾䜘䛖䛺䛣䛸䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛⾜Ⅽ䜢⾜䛖ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ព䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸ゎ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛿䛷
䛝䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ያ㞔䛾≧ែ䛻⨨䛛䜜䛺䛔䚹䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾ያ㞔ไᗘཬ䜃ያ㞔ྲྀᘬ䛿䚸⚗Ṇ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾䛔䛪䜜䛛䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶ἲᚊ䚸᮲⣙䚸つ๎ཪ䛿័⩦䛻䜘䛳䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜ཪ䛿Ꮡ䛩

㻞㻌 ఱே䜒䚸㞔ᒓ≧ែ䛻⨨䛛䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

䜛ᇶᮏⓗேᶒ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛜䛭䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䛶䛔䛺䛔䛣䛸ཪ䛿䛭䛾ㄆ䜑䜛⠊ᅖ䛜
䜘䜚⊃䛔䛣䛸䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶䚸䛭䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䜢ไ㝈䛧ཪ䛿䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻟㻌 㻌
㻔㼍㻕㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ᙉไປാ䛻᭹䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢せồ䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼎㻕㻌 㻔㼍㻕䛾つᐃ䛿䚸≢⨥䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ฮ⨩䛸䛧䛶ᙉไປാ䜢క䛖ᣊ⚗ฮ䜢⛉䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛

➨୕㒊㻌

ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ุᡤ䛻䜘䜛ฮ⨩䛾ゝΏ䛧䛻䜘䜚ᙉไປാ䜢䛥䛫䜛䛣䛸䜢⚗Ṇ䛩
➨භ᮲㻌

䜛䜒䛾䛸ゎ䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼏㻕㻌 䛣䛾୕䛾㐺⏝ୖ䚸䛂ᙉไປാ䛃䛻䛿䚸ḟ䛾䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜎䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ே㛫䛿䚸⏕䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᅛ᭷䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛻䜘䛳䛶ಖㆤ䛥䜜䜛䚹

㻔㼕㻕㻌 సᴗཪ䛿ᙺົ䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸㻔㼎㻕䛾つᐃ䛻䛚䛔䛶ゝཬ䛥䜜䛶䛚䜙䛪䚸䛛䛴䚸ุᡤ䛾ྜἲ

ఱே䜒䚸ពⓗ䛻䛭䛾⏕䜢ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

ⓗ䛺௧䛻䜘䛳䛶ᢚ␃䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅ཪ䛿䛭䛾ᢚ␃䜢᮲௳䛝䛷ච㝖䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䛻㏻ᖖ
せồ䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 Ṛฮ䜢ᗫṆ䛧䛶䛔䛺䛔ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛿䚸Ṛฮ䛿䚸≢⨥䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯䛻ຠຊ䜢᭷䛧䛶䛚䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸

㻔㼕㼕㻕㻌 ㌷ⓗᛶ㉁䛾ᙺົཬ䜃䚸Ⰻᚰⓗරᙺᣄྰ䛜ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛿䚸Ⰻᚰⓗ

䛣䛾つ⣙䛾つᐃཬ䜃㞟ᅋẅᐖ≢⨥䛾㜵Ṇཬ䜃ฎ⨩䛻㛵䛩䜛᮲⣙㻌 䛾つᐃ䛻ゐ䛧䛺䛔ἲᚊ䛻䜘

රᙺᣄྰ⪅䛜ἲᚊ䛻䜘䛳䛶せồ䛥䜜䜛ᅜẸⓗᙺົ㻌 㻌

䜚䚸᭱䜒㔜䛺≢⨥䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾䜏⛉䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛣䛾ฮ⨩䛿䚸ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ุᡤ䛜ゝ䛔Ώ

㻔㼕㼕㼕㻕㻌 ♫䛾Ꮡ❧ཪ䛿⚟♴䜢⬣䛛䛩⥭ᛴែཪ䛿⅏ᐖ䛾ሙྜ䛻せồ䛥䜜䜛ᙺົ㻌 㻌

䛧䛯☜ᐃุỴ䛻䜘䛳䛶䛾䜏ᇳ⾜䛩䜛㻌 䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⏕䛾ዣ䛜㞟ᅋẅᐖ≢⨥䜢ᵓᡂ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛ᐃ䜒䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙
ᅜ䛜㞟ᅋẅᐖ≢⨥䛾㜵Ṇཬ䜃ฎ⨩䛻㛵䛩䜛᮲⣙䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶㈇䛖⩏ົ䜢᪉ἲ䛾䛔䛛䜣䜢
ၥ䜟䛪ච䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢チ䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䛸ゎ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻠㻌 Ṛฮ䜢ゝ䛔Ώ䛥䜜䛯䛔䛛䛺䜛⪅䜒䚸≉㉧ཪ䛿ῶฮ䜢ồ䜑䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹Ṛฮ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㉧䚸
≉㉧ཪ䛿ῶฮ䛿䛩䜉䛶䛾ሙྜ䛻䛘䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻡㻌 Ṛฮ䛿䚸༑ඵṓᮍ‶䛾⪅䛜⾜䛳䛯≢⨥䛻䛴䛔䛶⛉䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛪䚸䜎䛯䚸ዷፎ୰䛾ዪᏊ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶
ᇳ⾜䛧䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻢㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛つᐃ䜒䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜚Ṛฮ䛾ᗫṆ䜢㐜䜙䛫ཪ䛿ጉ䛢䜛䛯䜑䛻
⏝䛥䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼕㼢㻕㻌 ᕷẸ䛸䛧䛶䛾㏻ᖖ䛾⩏ົ䛸䛥䜜䜛సᴗཪ䛿ᙺົ㻌 㻌
➨᮲㻌
㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸㌟య䛾⮬⏤ཬ䜃Ᏻ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹ఱே䜒䚸ពⓗ䛻㐊ᤕ䛥䜜ཪ
䛿ᢚ␃䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹ఱே䜒䚸ἲᚊ䛷ᐃ䜑䜛⌮⏤ཬ䜃ᡭ⥆䛻䜘䜙䛺䛔㝈䜚䚸䛭䛾⮬⏤䜢ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 㐊ᤕ䛥䜜䜛⪅䛿䚸㐊ᤕ䛾䛻䛭䛾⌮⏤䜢࿌䛢䜙䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸⮬ᕫ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛⿕ᐇ䜢㏿䜔䛛
䛻࿌䛢䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ฮୖ䛾⨥䛻ၥ䜟䜜䛶㐊ᤕ䛥䜜ཪ䛿ᢚ␃䛥䜜䛯⪅䛿䚸ุᐁཪ䛿ྖἲᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜ἲ
ᚊ䛻䜘䛳䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛䛾ᐁ᠇䛾㠃๓䛻㏿䜔㻌 䛛䛻㐃䜜䛶⾜䛛䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ጇᙜ䛺ᮇ㛫ෆ
䛻ุ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒཪ䛿㔘ᨺ䛥䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹ุ䛻䛥䜜䜛⪅䜢ᢚ␃䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜ཎ๎䛷䛒
䛳䛶䛿䛺䜙䛪䚸㔘ᨺ㻌 䛻ᙜ䛯䛳䛶䛿䚸ุ䛭䛾䛾ྖἲୖ䛾ᡭ⥆䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ẁ㝵䛻䛚䛡䜛ฟ㢌ཬ
䜃ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛚䛡䜛ุỴ䛾ᇳ⾜䛾䛯䜑䛾ฟ㢌䛜ಖド䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢᮲௳䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷㻌 䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨᮲㻌
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㻠㻌 㐊ᤕཪ䛿ᢚ␃䛻䜘䛳䛶⮬⏤䜢ዣ䜟䜜䛯⪅䛿䚸ุᡤ䛜䛭䛾ᢚ␃䛜ྜἲⓗ䛷䛒䜛䛛䛹䛖䛛䜢㐜

㻌 ྜἲⓗ䛻䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛾㡿㻌 ᇦෆ䛻䛔䜛እᅜே䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶⾜䜟䜜䛯Ỵᐃ䛻䜘䛳

䛺䛟Ỵᐃ䛩䜛䛣䛸ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᢚ␃䛜ྜἲⓗ䛷䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䛭䛾㔘ᨺ䜢䛪䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛻䚸

䛶䛾䜏ᙜヱ㡿ᇦ䛛䜙㏣ᨺ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ᅜ䛾Ᏻ䛾䛯䜑䛾䜔䜐䜢ᚓ䛺䛔⌮⏤䛜䛒䜛ሙྜ䜢

ุᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶ᡭ⥆䜢䛸䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㝖䛟䜋㻌 䛛䚸ᙜヱእᅜே䛿䚸⮬ᕫ䛾㏣ᨺ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛⌮⏤䜢ᥦ♧䛩䜛䛣䛸ཬ䜃ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛ᶵ㛵ཪ䛿
䛭䛾ᶵ㛵䛜≉䛻ᣦྡ䛩䜛⪅䛻䜘䛳䛶⮬ᕫ䛾䛜ᑂᰝ䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛜ㄆ䜑䜙㻌 䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛣䛾Ⅽ

㻡㻌 㐪ἲ䛻㐊ᤕ䛥䜜ཪ䛿ᢚ␃䛥䜜䛯⪅䛿䚸㈺ൾ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛻䛭䛾ᶵ㛵ཪ䛿䛭䛾⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛௦⌮ே䛾ฟ㢌䛜ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑᮲㻌

➨༑ᅄ᮲㻌

㻝㻌 ⮬⏤䜢ዣ䜟䜜䛯䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ே㐨ⓗ䛻䛛䛴ே㛫䛾ᅛ᭷䛾ᑛཝ䜢ᑛ㔜䛧䛶䚸ྲྀ䜚ᢅ䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ุᡤ䛾๓䛻㻌 ᖹ➼䛸䛩䜛䚹䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸䛭䛾ฮୖ䛾⨥䛾Ỵᐃཪ䛿Ẹ
ୖ䛾ᶒཬ䜃⩏ົ䛾த䛔䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾Ỵᐃ䛾䛯䜑䚸ἲᚊ䛷タ⨨䛥䜜䛯䚸ᶒ㝈䛾䛒䜛䚸⊂❧䛾䚸䛛

㻞㻌 㻌
㻔㼍㻕㻌 ⿕࿌ே䛿䚸እⓗ䛺䛜䛒䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛟䜋䛛᭷⨥䛾ุỴ䜢ཷ䛡䛯⪅䛸䛿ศ㞳䛥䜜
䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸᭷⨥䛾ุỴ䜢ཷ䛡䛶䛔䛺䛔⪅䛸䛧䛶䛾ᆅ䛻┦ᛂ䛩䜛ูಶ䛾ྲྀᢅ䛔䜢ཷ䛡
䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼎㻕㻌 ᑡᖺ䛾⿕࿌ே䛿䚸ᡂே䛸䛿ศ㞳䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛷䛝䜛㝈䜚㏿䜔䛛䛻ุ䛻䛥䜜
䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ⾜ฮ䛾ไᗘ䛿䚸⿕ᣊ⚗⪅䛾▹ṇཬ䜃♫ᖐ䜢ᇶᮏⓗ䛺┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛ฎ㐝䜢ྵ䜐䚹ᑡᖺ䛾≢
⨥⪅䛿䚸ᡂே䛸䛿ศ㞳䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛭䛾ᖺ㱋ཬ䜃ἲⓗᆅ䛻┦ᛂ䛩䜛ྲྀᢅ䛔䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑୍᮲㻌
㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ዎ⣙ୖ䛾⩏ົ䜢ᒚ⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔䛣䛸䛾䜏䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶ᣊ⚗䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌
㻝㻌 ྜἲⓗ䛻䛔䛪䜜䛛䛾ᅜ䛾㡿ᇦෆ䛻䛔䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ᙜヱ㡿ᇦෆ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸⛣ື䛾⮬⏤ཬ
䜃ᒃఫ䛾⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛴䚸බ㻌 ᖹ䛺ุᡤ䛻䜘䜛බṇ䛺බ㛤ᑂ⌮䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹ሗ㐨ᶵ㛵ཬ䜃බ⾗䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䛿䚸
Ẹⓗ♫䛻䛚䛡䜛㐨ᚨ䚸බ䛾⛛ᗎⱝ䛧䛟䛿ᅜ䛾Ᏻ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶䚸ᙜ㻌 ⪅䛾⚾⏕ά䛾┈䛾
䛯䜑ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶ཪ䛿䛭䛾බ㛤䛜ྖἲ䛾┈䜢ᐖ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛸䛺䜛≉ู䛺≧ἣ䛻䛚䛔䛶
ุᡤ䛜┿䛻ᚲせ䛜䛒䜛䛸ㄆ䜑䜛㝈ᗘ䛷䚸ุ㻌 䛾㒊ཪ䛿୍㒊䜢බ㛤䛧䛺䛔䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䜒䛳䛸
䜒䚸ฮッゴཪ䛿䛾ッゴ䛻䛚䛔䛶ゝ䛔Ώ䛥䜜䜛ุỴ䛿䚸ᑡᖺ䛾┈䛾䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛜䛒䜛ሙྜ
ཪ䛿ᙜヱᡭ⥆䛜㻌 ኵ፬㛫䛾த䛔ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ඣ❺䛾ᚋぢ䛻㛵䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛟䜋䛛䚸බ㛤䛩
䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ฮୖ䛾⨥䛻ၥ䜟䜜䛶䛔䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶᭷⨥䛸䛥䜜䜛䜎䛷䛿䚸↓⨥䛸᥎ᐃ䛥
䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸䛭䛾ฮୖ䛾⨥䛾Ỵᐃ䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸༑ศᖹ➼䛻䚸ᑡ䛺䛟䛸䜒ḟ䛾ಖ㞀䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ
䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼍㻕㻌 䛭䛾⌮ゎ䛩䜛ゝㄒ䛷㏿䜔䛛䛻䛛䛴ヲ⣽䛻䛭䛾⨥䛾ᛶ㉁ཬ䜃⌮⏤䜢࿌䛢䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼎㻕㻌 㜵ᚚ䛾‽ഛ䛾䛯䜑䛻༑ศ䛺㛫ཬ䜃౽┈䜢䛘䜙䜜୪䜃䛻⮬䜙㑅௵䛩䜛ᘚㆤே䛸
㐃⤡䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸䛔䛪䜜䛾ᅜ䠄⮬ᅜ䜢ྵ䜐䚹䠅䛛䜙䜒⮬⏤䛻㞳䜜䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼏㻕㻌 ᙜ䛻㐜ᘏ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟ุ䜢ཷ䛡䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼐㻕㻌 ⮬䜙ฟᖍ䛧䛶ุ䜢ཷ䛡ཬ䜃䚸┤᥋䛻ཪ䛿⮬䜙㑅௵䛩䜛ᘚㆤே䜢㏻䛨䛶䚸㜵ᚚ䛩䜛䛣

㻟㻌 㻝 ཬ䜃 㻞 䛾ᶒ䛿䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛ไ㝈䜒ཷ䛡䛺䛔䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸䛭䛾ไ㝈䛜䚸ἲᚊ䛷ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䚸ᅜ䛾Ᏻ䚸

䛸䚹ᘚㆤே䛜䛔䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᘚㆤே䜢ᣢ䛴ᶒ㻌 䜢࿌䛢䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹ྖἲ䛾┈䛾䛯䜑

බ䛾⛛ᗎ䚸බ⾗䛾ᗣⱝ䛧䛟䛿㐨ᚨཪ䛿㻌 䛾⪅䛾ᶒཬ䜃⮬⏤䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛷䛒䜚䚸

䛻ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸༑ศ䛺ᨭᡶᡭẁ䜢᭷䛧䛺䛔䛸䛝䛿⮬䜙䛭䛾㈝⏝䜢㈇ᢸ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟䚸

䛛䛴䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛䛾ᶒ䛸୧❧䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸䛣䛾㝈䜚䛷䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

ᘚㆤே䜢䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼑㻕㻌 ⮬ᕫ䛻䛺ドே䜢ᑜၥ䛧ཪ䛿䛣䜜䛻ᑐ䛧ᑜၥ䛥䛫䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻⮬ᕫ䛻䛺ドே

㻠㻌 ఱே䜒䚸⮬ᅜ䛻ᡠ䜛ᶒ䜢ពⓗ䛻ዣ䜟䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑୕᮲㻌

䛸ྠ䛨᮲௳䛷⮬ᕫ䛾䛯䜑䛾ドே䛾ฟᖍཬ䜃䛣䜜䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᑜၥ䜢ồ䜑䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼒㻕㻌 ุᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶⏝䛥䜜䜛ゝㄒ䜢⌮ゎ䛩䜛䛣䛸ཪ䛿ヰ䛩䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸↓
ᩱ䛷㏻ヂ䛾ຓ䜢ཷ䛡䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼓㻕㻌 ⮬ᕫ䛻┈䛺౪㏙ཪ䛿᭷⨥䛾⮬ⓑ䜢ᙉせ䛥䜜䛺䛔䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
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㻠㻌 ᑡᖺ䛾ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᡭ⥆䛿䚸䛭䛾ᖺ㱋ཬ䜃䛭䛾᭦⏕䛾ಁ㐍䛜ᮃ䜎䛧䛔䛣䛸䜢⪃៖䛧䛯䜒䛾䛸䛩

㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ᛮ䚸Ⰻᚰཬ䜃᐀ᩍ䛾⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛻䛿䚸⮬䜙㑅

䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᢥ䛩䜛᐀ᩍཪ䛿ಙᛕ䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜ཪ䛿᭷䛩䜛⮬⏤୪䜃䛻䚸༢⊂䛷ཪ䛿䛾⪅䛸ඹྠ䛧䛶ཬ䜃බ䛻
ཪ䛿⚾ⓗ䛻䚸♩ᣏ䚸ᘧ䚸⾜ཬ䜃ᩍᑟ䛻䜘䛳䛶䛭䛾᐀ᩍཪ䛿ಙᛕ䜢⾲᫂䛩䜛⮬⏤䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

㻡㻌 ᭷⨥䛾ุỴ䜢ཷ䛡䛯䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛻ᇶ䛵䛝䛭䛾ุỴཬ䜃ฮ⨩䜢ୖ⣭䛾ุᡤ䛻䜘䛳䛶
ᑂ⌮䛥䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ఱே䜒䚸⮬䜙㑅ᢥ䛩䜛᐀ᩍཪ䛿ಙᛕ䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜ཪ䛿᭷䛩䜛⮬⏤䜢ᐖ䛩䜛䛚䛭䜜䛾䛒䜛ᙉไ
䜢ཷ䛡䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻢㻌 ☜ᐃุỴ䛻䜘䛳䛶᭷⨥䛸Ỵᐃ䛥䜜䛯ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛭䛾ᚋ䛻䚸᪂䛯䛺ᐇཪ䛿᪂䛧䛟Ⓨぢ䛥䜜
䛯ᐇ䛻䜘䜚ㄗᑂ䛾䛒䛳䛯䛣䛸䛜Ỵᐃⓗ䛻❧ド㻌 䛥䜜䛯䛣䛸䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶䛭䛾᭷⨥䛾ุỴ䛜◚Რ䛥

㻟㻌 ᐀ᩍཪ䛿ಙᛕ䜢⾲᫂䛩䜛⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛷ᐃ䜑䜛ไ㝈䛷䛒䛳䛶බඹ䛾Ᏻ䚸බ䛾⛛ᗎ䚸

䜜ཪ䛿㉧ච䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯䛸䛝䛿䚸䛭䛾᭷⨥䛾ุỴ䛾⤖ᯝฮ⨩䛻᭹䛧䛯⪅䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶⿵ൾ

බ⾗䛾ᗣⱝ䛧䛟䛿㐨ᚨཪ䛿䛾⪅䛾ᇶᮏⓗ䛺ᶒཬ䜃⮬⏤䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺䜒䛾䛾䜏

䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹䛯䛰㻌 䛧䚸䛭䛾▱䜙䜜䛺䛛䛳䛯ᐇ䛜㐺ᙜ䛺䛻᫂䜙䛛䛻䛥䜜䛺䛛䛳䛯䛣䛸䛾㒊ཪ䛿

䜢ㄢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

୍㒊䛜䛭䛾⪅䛾㈐䜑䛻ᖐ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䛜ド᫂䛥䜜䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸䛣䛾㝈䜚䛷䛺㻌 䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻠㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿∗ẕཬ䜃ሙྜ䛻䜘䜚ἲᐃಖㆤ⪅䛜䚸⮬ᕫ䛾ಙᛕ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶ඣ❺䛾᐀ᩍⓗ
㻣㻌 ఱே䜒䚸䛭䜜䛮䜜䛾ᅜ䛾ἲᚊཬ䜃ฮᡭ⥆䛻ᚑ䛳䛶᪤䛻☜ᐃⓗ䛻᭷⨥ཪ䛿↓⨥䛾ุỴ䜢ཷ

ཬ䜃㐨ᚨⓗᩍ⫱䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛⮬⏤䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ᑛ㔜䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛡䛯⾜Ⅽ䛻䛴䛔䛶䜃ุ䛥䜜ཪ䛿ฎ⨩䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌
➨༑᮲㻌
㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ᖸ΅䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟ពぢ䜢ᣢ䛴ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ᐇ⾜䛾䛻ᅜෆἲཪ㻌 䛿ᅜ㝿ἲ䛻䜘䜚≢⨥䜢ᵓᡂ䛧䛺䛛䛳䛯సⅭཪ䛿సⅭ䜢⌮⏤
䛸䛧䛶᭷⨥䛸䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛿䛺䛔䚹ఱே䜒䚸≢⨥䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯䛻㐺⏝䛥䜜䛶䛔䛯ฮ⨩䜘䜚䜒㔜䛔ฮ⨩

㻞㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸⾲⌧䛾⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛻䛿䚸ཱྀ㢌䚸ᡭ᭩䛝ⱝ䛧䛟䛿༳

䜢㻌 ⛉䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹≢⨥䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯ᚋ䛻䜘䜚㍍䛔ฮ⨩䜢⛉䛩䜛つᐃ䛜ἲᚊ䛻タ䛡䜙䜜䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸

ๅ䚸ⱁ⾡䛾ᙧែཪ䛿⮬䜙㑅ᢥ䛩䜛䛾᪉ἲ䛻䜘䜚䚸ᅜቃ䛸䛾䛛䛛䜟䜚䛺䛟䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛✀㢮䛾ሗ

⨥䜢≢䛧䛯⪅䛿䚸䛭䛾┈䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ཬ䜃⪃䛘䜢ồ䜑䚸ཷ䛡ཬ䜃ఏ䛘䜛⮬⏤䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛つᐃ䜒䚸ᅜ㝿♫䛾ㄆ䜑䜛ἲ䛾୍⯡ཎ๎䛻䜘䜚ᐇ⾜䛾䛻≢⨥䛸䛥䜜䛶䛔

㻟㻌 㻞 䛾ᶒ䛾⾜䛻䛿䚸≉ู䛾⩏ົཬ䜃㈐௵䜢క䛖䚹䛧䛯䛜䛳䛶䚸䛣䛾ᶒ䛾⾜䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸

䛯సⅭཪ䛿సⅭ䜢⌮⏤䛸䛧䛶ุ䛧䛛䛴ฎ⨩䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ጉ䛢䜛䜒䛾䛷䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

୍ᐃ䛾ไ㝈䜢ㄢ䛩䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸䛭䛾ไ㝈䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸ḟ䛾┠ⓗ䛾
䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛䜒䛾䛻㝈䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑භ᮲㻌
㻔㼍㻕㻌 䛾⪅䛾ᶒཪ䛿ಙ⏝䛾ᑛ㔜㻌 㻌
㻔㼎㻕㻌 ᅜ䛾Ᏻ䚸බ䛾⛛ᗎཪ䛿බ⾗䛾ᗣⱝ䛧䛟䛿㐨ᚨ䛾ಖㆤ㻌 㻌

㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸䛩䜉䛶䛾ሙᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ἲᚊ䛾๓䛻ே䛸䛧䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑᮲㻌
➨༑᮲㻌
㻝㻌 ᡓத䛾䛯䜑䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛ᐉఏ䜒䚸ἲᚊ䛷⚗Ṇ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 ఱே䜒䚸䛭䛾⚾⏕ά䚸ᐙ᪘䚸ఫᒃⱝ䛧䛟䛿㏻ಙ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶ពⓗ䛻ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ἲ䛻ᖸ΅䛥䜜ཪ䛿
ྡཬ䜃ಙ⏝䜢ἲ䛻ᨷᧁ䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ᕪู䚸ᩛពཪ䛿ᭀຊ䛾ᡪື䛸䛺䜛ᅜẸⓗ䚸ே✀ⓗཪ䛿᐀ᩍⓗᝏ䛾ၐ㐨䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛷⚗Ṇ䛩
䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸㻝 䛾ᖸ΅ཪ䛿ᨷᧁ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ἲᚊ䛾ಖㆤ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑୍᮲㻌
➨༑ඵ᮲㻌
㻌 ᖹⓗ䛺㞟䛾ᶒ䛿䚸ㄆ䜑㻌 䜙䜜䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛾⾜䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛷ᐃ䜑䜛ไ㝈䛷䛒䛳
䛶ᅜ䛾Ᏻⱝ䛧䛟䛿බඹ䛾Ᏻ䚸බ䛾⛛ᗎ䚸බ⾗䛾ᗣⱝ䛧䛟䛿㐨ᚨ䛾ಖㆤཪ䛿䛾⪅䛾ᶒ
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ཬ䜃㻌 ⮬⏤䛾ಖㆤ䛾䛯䜑Ẹⓗ♫䛻䛚䛔䛶ᚲせ䛺䜒䛾௨እ䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛ไ㝈䜒ㄢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝

➨༑᮲㻌

䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᕷẸ䛿䚸➨᮲䛻つᐃ䛩䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛ᕪู䜒䛺䛟䚸䛛䛴䚸ྜ⌮䛺ไ㝈䛺䛧䛻䚸ḟ䛾䛣䛸
➨༑᮲㻌

䜢⾜䛖ᶒཬ䜃ᶵ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸⤖♫䛾⮬⏤䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛻䛿䚸⮬ᕫ䛾┈䛾ಖㆤ䛾䛯

㻔㼍㻕㻌 ┤᥋䛻䚸ཪ䛿⮬⏤䛻㑅䜣䛰௦⾲⪅䜢㏻䛨䛶䚸ᨻ䛻ཧ䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䜑䛻ປാ⤌ྜ䜢⤖ᡂ䛧ཬ䜃䛣䜜䛻ຍධ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ྵ䜐䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼎㻕㻌 ᬑ㏻䛛䛴ᖹ➼䛾㑅ᣲᶒ䛻ᇶ䛵䛝⛎ᐦᢞ⚊䛻䜘䜚⾜䜟䜜䚸㑅ᣲே䛾ពᛮ䛾⮬⏤䛺⾲
᫂䜢ಖ㞀䛩䜛┿ṇ䛺ᐃᮇⓗ㑅ᣲ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ᢞ⚊䛧ཬ䜃㑅ᣲ䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 㻝 䛾ᶒ䛾⾜䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛷ᐃ䜑䜛ไ㝈䛷䛒䛳䛶ᅜ䛾Ᏻⱝ䛧䛟䛿බඹ䛾Ᏻ䚸බ䛾
⛛ᗎ䚸බ⾗䛾ᗣⱝ䛧䛟䛿㐨ᚨ䛾ಖㆤཪ䛿䛾⪅㻌 䛾ᶒཬ䜃⮬⏤䛾ಖㆤ䛾䛯䜑Ẹⓗ♫䛻

㻔㼏㻕㻌 ୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᖹ➼᮲௳䛾ୗ䛷⮬ᅜ䛾බົ䛻ᦠ䜟䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑භ᮲㻌

䛚䛔䛶ᚲせ䛺䜒䛾௨እ䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛ไ㝈䜒ㄢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔䚹䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛿䚸㻝 䛾ᶒ䛾⾜
䛻䛴䛝䚸㌷㝲ཬ䜃㆙㻌 ᐹ䛾ᵓᡂဨ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶ྜἲⓗ䛺ไ㝈䜢ㄢ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ጉ䛢䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ἲᚊ䛾๓䛻ᖹ➼䛷䛒㻌 䜚䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛ᕪู䜒䛺䛧䛻ἲᚊ䛻䜘䜛ᖹ➼䛾ಖㆤ䜢ཷ䛡䜛
ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾䛯䜑䚸ἲᚊ䛿䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ᕪู䜢⚗Ṇ䛧ཬ䜃ே✀䚸⓶䛾Ⰽ䚸ᛶ䚸ゝㄒ䚸᐀ᩍ䚸

㻟㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛つᐃ䜒䚸⤖♫䛾⮬⏤ཬ䜃ᅋ⤖ᶒ䛾ಖㆤ䛻㛵䛩䜛༓ⓒᅄ༑ඵᖺ䛾ᅜ㝿ປ

ᨻ㻌 ⓗពぢ䛭䛾䛾ពぢ䚸ᅜẸⓗⱝ䛧䛟䛿♫ⓗฟ㌟䚸㈈⏘䚸ฟ⏕ཪ䛿䛾ᆅ➼䛾䛔䛛䛺䜛

ാᶵ㛵䛾᮲⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛜䚸ྠ᮲⣙䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ಖ㞀䜢㜼ᐖ䛩䜛䜘䛖䛺❧ἲᥐ⨨䜢ㅮ䛪䜛䛣䛸ཪ䛿

⌮⏤䛻䜘䜛ᕪู䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䜒ᖹ➼䛾䛛䛴ຠᯝⓗ䛺ಖㆤ䜢䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛻ಖ㞀㻌 䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ྠ᮲⣙䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ಖ㞀䜢㜼ᐖ䛩䜛䜘䛖䛺᪉ἲ䛻䜘䜚ἲᚊ䜢㐺⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢チ䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌
➨༑୕᮲㻌
㻌 ✀᪘ⓗ䚸᐀ᩍⓗཪ䛿ゝㄒⓗᑡᩘẸ᪘䛜Ꮡᅾ䛩䜛ᅜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ᙜヱᑡᩘẸ᪘䛻ᒓ䛩䜛⪅䛿䚸䛭
㻝㻌 ᐙ᪘䛿䚸♫䛾⮬↛䛛䛴ᇶ♏ⓗ䛺༢䛷䛒䜚䚸♫ཬ䜃ᅜ䛻䜘䜛ಖㆤ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩

䛾㞟ᅋ䛾䛾ᵓᡂဨ䛸䛸䜒䛻⮬ᕫ䛾ᩥ䜢ா᭷䛧䚸⮬ᕫ䛾᐀ᩍ䜢ಙ௮䛧䛛䛴ᐇ㊶䛧ཪ䛿⮬ᕫ䛾

䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ゝㄒ䜢⏝䛩䜛ᶒ䜢ྰᐃ䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ፧ጻ䜢䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛ᖺ㱋䛾⏨ዪ䛜፧ጻ䜢䛧䛛䛴ᐙ᪘䜢ᙧᡂ䛩䜛ᶒ䛿䚸ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ㒊㻌

㻟㻌 ፧ጻ䛿䚸୧ᙜ⪅䛾⮬⏤䛛䛴䛺ྜព䛺䛧䛻䛿ᡂ❧䛧䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

➨༑ඵ᮲㻌

㻠㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸፧ጻ୰ཬ䜃፧ጻ䛾ゎᾘ䛾㝿䛻䚸፧ጻ䛻ಀ䜛㓄അ⪅䛾ᶒཬ䜃㈐௵䛾

㻝㻌 ேᶒጤဨ䠄௨ୗ䛂ጤဨ䛃䛸䛔䛖䚹䠅䜢タ⨨䛩䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸༑ඵே䛾ጤဨ䛷ᵓᡂ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧

ᖹ➼䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㐺ᙜ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢䛸䜛䚹䛭䛾ゎᾘ䛾ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ඣ❺䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᚲせ䛺ಖㆤ䛾䛯䜑䚸

䛶䚸䛣䛾㒊䛻ᐃ䜑䜛௵ົ䜢⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌

ᥐ⨨䛜䛸䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸㧗₩䛺ே᱁䜢᭷䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸ேᶒ䛾ศ㔝䛻䛚䛔䛶⬟ຊ䜢ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛯䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙
➨༑ᅄ᮲㻌
㻝㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ඣ❺䛿䚸ே✀䚸⓶䛾Ⰽ䚸ᛶ䚸ゝㄒ䚸᐀ᩍ䚸ᅜẸⓗⱝ䛧䛟䛿♫ⓗฟ㌟䚸㈈⏘ཪ䛿ฟ
⏕䛻䜘䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛ᕪู䜒䛺䛧䛻䚸ᮍᡂᖺ⪅䛸䛧䛶䛾ᆅ䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛ಖㆤ䛾ᥐ⨨䛷䛒䛳䛶ᐙ᪘䚸

ᅜ䛾ᅜẸ䛷ᵓᡂ䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ἲᚊ㛵ಀ䛾⤒㦂䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛾ཧຍ䛜᭷┈䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䛻
⪃៖䜢ᡶ䛖䚹㻌 㻌
㻟㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ಶே䛾㈨᱁䛷䚸㑅ᣲ䛥䜜ཬ䜃⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

♫ཬ䜃ᅜ䛻䜘䜛ᥐ⨨䛻䛴䛔䛶ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨༑᮲㻌
㻞㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ඣ❺䛿䚸ฟ⏕䛾ᚋ┤䛱䛻Ⓩ㘓䛥䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸Ặྡ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸๓᮲䛻ᐃ䜑䜛㈨᱁䜢᭷䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜚㑅ᣲ䛾䛯䜑䛻ᣦ
㻟㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ඣ❺䛿䚸ᅜ⡠䜢ྲྀᚓ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ྡ䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾ྡ⡙䛾୰䛛䜙⛎ᐦᢞ⚊䛻䜘䜚㑅ฟ䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌
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㻞㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸୍ேཪ䛿ே䜢ᣦྡ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ᣦྡ䛥䜜䜛⪅䛿䚸ᣦྡ䛩䜛ᅜ

➨୕༑୕᮲㻌

䛾ᅜẸ䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛜୍ⓗ䛺ᅾ௨እ䛾⌮⏤䛾䛯䜑䛭䛾⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛟䛺䛳䛯䛣
㻟㻌 䛔䛪䜜䛾⪅䜒䚸ᣦྡ䛥䜜䜛㈨᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛸䜢䛾ጤဨ䛜୍⮴䛧䛶ㄆ䜑䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ㛗䛿ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻䛭䛾᪨䜢㏻▱
䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ᙜヱጤဨ䛾⫋䛜✵ᖍ䛸䛺䛳䛯䛣䛸䜢ᐉゝ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌
㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛜Ṛஸ䛧ཪ䛿㎡௵䛧䛯ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ጤဨ㛗䛿䚸┤䛱䛻ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻䛭䛾
㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾᭱ึ䛾㑅ᣲ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ຠຊⓎ⏕䛾᪥䛾ᚋභ⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ➨୕༑ᅄ᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶✵ᖍ䠄➨୕༑୕᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ᐉゝ䛥䜜䛯✵ᖍ䜢䛔䛖䚹䠅䜢⿵䛩
䜛䛯䜑䛾㑅ᣲ䛾ሙྜ䜢㝖䛟䜋䛛䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ጤဨ㻌 䛾ጤဨ䛾㑅ᣲ䛾᪥䛾㐜䛟䛸䜒ᅄ

᪨䜢㏻▱䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛿䚸Ṛஸ䛧ཪ䛿㎡௵䛧䛯᪥䛛䜙ᙜヱጤဨ䛾⫋䛜✵ᖍ䛸䛺䛳䛯
䛣䛸䜢ᐉゝ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
➨୕༑ᅄ᮲㻌

⟠᭶๓䜎䛷䛻䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛻ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾Ặྡ䜢୕⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻
ᥦฟ䛩䜛䜘䛖᭩㠃䛷せㄳ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ๓᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚✵ᖍ䛜ᐉ㻌 ゝ䛥䜜䛯ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ᙜヱᐉゝ䛾䛛䜙භ⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻௦䛥
䜜䜛ጤဨ䛾௵ᮇ䛜‶䛧䛺䛔䛸䛝䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䛭䛾᪨䜢㏻

㻟㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸㻞 䛻䛔䛖ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾䜰䝹䝣䜯䝧䝑䝖㡰䛻䜘䜛ྡ⡙䠄䛣䜜䜙䛾⪅䜢ᣦྡ

▱䛩㻌 䜛䚹ྛ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸✵ᖍ䜢⿵䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻➨༑᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛯

䛧䛯⥾⣙ᅜྡ䜢⾲♧䛧䛯ྡ⡙䛸䛩䜛䚹䠅䜢సᡂ䛧䚸ྡ⡙䜢ྛ㑅ᣲ䛾᪥䛾㐜䛟䛸䜒୍⟠᭶๓䜎䛷䛻䛣

⪅䛾Ặྡ䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸㻝 䛻䛔䛖ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾䜰䝹䝣䜯䝧䝑䝖㡰䛻䜘䜛ྡ⡙䜢సᡂ䛧䚸䛣䛾つ⣙
㻠㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾㑅ᣲ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻䜘䜚ᅜ㝿㐃ྜᮏ㒊䛻ᣍ㞟䛥䜜䜛䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾

䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹✵ᖍ䜢⿵䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㑅ᣲ䛿䚸䛣䛾㒊䛾㛵㐃つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌

⣙ᅜ䛾ྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶⾜䛖䚹䛣䛾ྜ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾㻌 ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾୕ศ䛾䜢䜒䛳䛶ᐃ㊊ᩘ䛸䛩䜛䚹䛣
䛾ྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛿䚸ฟᖍ䛧䛛䛴ᢞ⚊䛩䜛⥾⣙ᅜ䛾௦⾲䛻䜘䛳䛶ᢞ䛨䜙䜜䛯⚊䛾᭱ከᩘ䛷䚸䛛䛴䚸

㻟㻌 ๓᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ᐉゝ䛥䜜䛯✵ᖍ䜢⿵䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻㑅ฟ䛥䜜䛯ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ྠ᮲䛾つᐃ

㐣༙ᩘ䛾⚊䜢ᚓ䛯ᣦ㻌 ྡ䛥䜜䛯⪅䜢䜒䛳䛶ጤဨ䛻㑅ฟ䛥䜜䛯ጤဨ䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛻䜘䜚ጤဨ䛻䛚䛡䜛⫋䛜✵ᖍ䛸䛺䛳䛯ጤဨ䛾ṧవ䛾ᮇ㛫ᅾ௵䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑୍᮲㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌

㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸㻝 䛾ᅜ䛾ᅜẸ䜢ே௨ୖྵ䜐䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ⥲䛜ጤဨ䛾௵ົ䛾㔜せᛶ䜢⪃៖䛧䛶Ỵᐃ䛩䜛᮲௳䛻ᚑ䛔䚸ྠ
⥲䛾ᢎㄆ䜢ᚓ䛶䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾㈈※䛛䜙ሗ㓘䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛾㑅ᣲ䛻ᙜ䛯䛳䛶䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾㓄ศ䛜ᆅ⌮ⓗ䛻⾮ᖹ䛻⾜䜟䜜䜛䛣䛸୪䜃䛻␗䛺䜛ᩥ᫂ᙧ
ែཬ䜃せ䛺ἲయ⣔䛜௦⾲䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢⪃៖䛻ධ䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨୕༑භ᮲㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌

㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ጤဨ䛜䛣䛾つ⣙䛻ᐃ䜑䜛௵ົ䜢ຠᯝⓗ䛻㐙⾜䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺⫋ဨ
ཬ䜃౽┈䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ᅄᖺ䛾௵㻌 ᮇ䛷㑅ฟ䛥䜜䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛯ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸㑅䛥䜜䜛㈨
᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸᭱ึ䛾㑅ᣲ䛻䛚䛔䛶㑅ฟ䛥䜜䛯ጤဨ䛾䛖䛱ே䛾ጤဨ䛾௵ᮇ䛿䚸ᖺ䛷⤊㻌

➨୕༑᮲㻌

䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ே䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸᭱ึ䛾㑅ᣲ䛾ᚋ┤䛱䛻䚸➨୕༑᮲ 㻠 䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ྜ䛻
䛚䛔䛶㆟㛗䛻䜘䜚䛟䛨ᘬ䛷㑅䜀䜜䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾᭱ึ䛾ྜ䜢ᅜ㝿㐃ྜᮏ㒊䛻ᣍ㞟䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ௵ᮇ‶䛾㝿䛾㑅ᣲ䛿䚸䛣䛾㒊䛾๓ㅖ᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌

㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸᭱ึ䛾ྜ䛾ᚋ䛿䚸ᡭ⥆つ๎䛻ᐃ䜑䜛ᮇ䛻ྜ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
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㻟㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸㏻ᖖ䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜᮏ㒊ཪ䛿䝆䝳䝛䞊䝤䛻䛒䜛ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶ྜ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛟⩏ົ䛜䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᒚ⾜䛥䜜䛶䛔䛺䛔᪨䜢
ᙇ䛩䜛䛔䛪䜜䛛䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛛䜙䛾㏻ሗ䜢ጤဨ䛜ཷ⌮䛧䛛䛴᳨ウ䛩㻌 䜛ᶒ㝈䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ㄆ䜑䜛

➨୕༑ඵ᮲㻌
㻌 ጤဨ䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸⫋ົ䛾㛤ጞ䛻ඛ❧䛱䚸බ㛤䛾ጤဨ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸⫋ົ䜢බᖹ䛛䛴Ⰻ
ᚰⓗ䛻㐙⾜䛩䜛᪨䛾ཝ⢔䛺ᐉㄋ䜢⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌
➨୕༑᮲㻌
㻝㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸ᙺဨ䜢ᖺ䛾௵ᮇ䛷㑅ฟ䛩䜛䚹ᙺဨ䛿䚸㑅䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛣䛸䜢䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶䛔䛴䛷䜒ᐉゝ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛟㏻ሗ䛿䚸
ጤဨ䛾ᙜヱᶒ㝈䜢⮬ᅜ䛻䛴䛔䛶㻌 ㄆ䜑䜛ᐉゝ䜢⾜䛳䛯⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜛㏻ሗ䛷䛒䜛ሙྜ䛻㝈䜚䚸ཷ
⌮䛧䛛䛴᳨ウ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸ᐉゝ䜢⾜䛳䛶䛔䛺䛔⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㏻ሗ䜢ཷ⌮䛧
䛶䛿㻌 䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ཷ⌮䛥䜜䜛㏻ሗ䛿䚸ḟ䛾ᡭ⥆䛻ᚑ䛳䛶ྲྀ䜚ᢅ䛖䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼍㻕㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛜䛣䛾つ⣙䜢ᐇ䛧䛶䛔䛺䛔䛸ㄆ䜑䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸
᭩㠃䛻䜘䜛㏻▱䛻䜘䜚䚸䛭䛾ែ䛻䛴䛝ᙜヱ䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ὀ㻌 ព䜢ႏ㉳䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹
㏻▱䜢ཷ㡿䛩䜛ᅜ䛿䚸㏻▱䛾ཷ㡿䛾ᚋ୕⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻䚸ᙜヱែ䛻䛴䛔䛶ㄝ᫂䛩䜛ᩥ᭩

㻞㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸ᡭ⥆つ๎䜢ᐃ䜑䜛䚹䛣䛾ᡭ⥆つ๎䛻䛿䚸≉䛻ḟ䛾䛣䛸䜢ᐃ䜑䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛭䛾䛾ᩥ᭩䜢䚸㏻▱䜢㏦䛧䛯ᅜ䛻ᥦ౪䛩㻌 䜛䚹䛣䜜䜙䛾ᩥ᭩䛿䚸ᙜヱែ䛻䛴䛔䛶᪤
䛻䛸䜙䜜䚸⌧ᅾ䛸䛳䛶䛚䜚ཪ䛿ᑗ᮶䛸䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛ᅜෆⓗ䛺ᡭ⥆ཬ䜃ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䛻䚸ྍ⬟

㻔㼍㻕㻌 ༑ே䛾ጤဨ䜢䜒䛳䛶ᐃ㊊ᩘ䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

䛛䛴㐺ᙜ䛺⠊ᅖ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ゝ㻌 ཬ䛧䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼎㻕㻌 ጤဨ䛾Ỵᐃ䛿䚸ฟᖍ䛩䜛ጤဨ䛜ᢞ䛪䜛⚊䛾㐣༙ᩘ䛻䜘䛳䛶⾜䛖䛣䛸䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼎㻕㻌 ᭱ึ䛾㏻▱䛾ཷ㡿䛾ᚋභ⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻ᙜヱ䛜㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾᪉䛾‶㊊䛩䜛䜘

➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌

䛖䛻ㄪᩚ䛥䜜䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛔䛪䜜䛾୍᪉䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䜒䚸ጤဨཬ䜃᪉䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏻
࿌䛩䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚ᙜヱ䜢ጤဨ䛻ク䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸㻔㼍㻕ᙜヱ⥾⣙㻌 ᅜ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛣䛾つ⣙䛜ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䛛䜙୍ᖺ௨ෆ䛻䚸
㻔㼎㻕䛭䛾ᚋ䛿ጤဨ䛜せㄳ䛩䜛䛸䛝䛻䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ᶒ䛾ᐇ⌧䛾䛯䜑䛻䛸䛳䛯
ᥐ⨨ཬ㻌 䜃䛣䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䛾ாཷ䛻䛴䛔䛶䜒䛯䜙䛥䜜䛯㐍Ṍ䛻㛵䛩䜛ሗ࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢⣙᮰䛩
䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ሗ࿌䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻ᥦฟ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛿䚸᳨ウ䛾䛯䜑䚸䛣䜜䜙
䛾ሗ࿌䜢ጤဨ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹ሗ࿌䛻䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ᐇ䛻ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩せᅉཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䛜Ꮡᅾ䛩
䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾せᅉཬ䜃㞀ᐖ䜢グ㍕䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼏㻕㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸ク䛥䜜䛯䛻䛴䛔䛶⏝䛧ᚓ䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ᅜෆⓗ䛺ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䛜䛸䜙䜜
䛛䛴ᑾ䛟䛥䜜䛯䛣䛸䜢☜ㄆ䛧䛯ᚋ䛻㝈䜚䚸୍⯡ⓗ䛻ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛯ᅜ㝿ἲ䛾ཎ๎䛻ᚑ䛳䛶䚸
ク䛥䜜䛯䜢ྲྀ䜚ᢅ䛖䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸ᩆ῭ᥐ⨨䛾ᐇ䛜ᙜ䛻㐜ᘏ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸䛣䛾㝈䜚䛷
䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼐㻕㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚㏻ሗ䜢᳨ウ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸㠀බ㛤䛾ྜ䜢㛤ദ䛩
䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼑㻕㻌 㻔㼏㻕䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛖䛣䛸䜢᮲௳䛸䛧䛶䚸ጤဨ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ேᶒཬ䜃
ᇶᮏⓗ⮬⏤䛾ᑛ㔜䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧䛶䜢ዲⓗ䛻ゎỴ䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䛒䛳

㻟㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ጤဨ䛸䛾༠㆟䛾ᚋ䚸ሗ࿌䛻ྵ䜎䜜䜛䛔䛪䜜䛛䛾ᑓ㛛ᶵ㛵䛾ᶒ㝈䛾

᪕䜢⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌

⠊ᅖෆ䛻䛒䜛㡯䛻㛵䛩䜛㒊ศ䛾䛧䜢ᙜヱᑓ㛛ᶵ㛵䛻㏦䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼒㻕㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸ク䛥䜜䛯䛔䛪䜜䛾䛻䛴䛔䛶䜒䚸㻔㼎㻕䛻䛔䛖㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸䛒䜙䜖
䜛㛵㐃ሗ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻠㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ᥦฟ䛩䜛ሗ࿌䜢᳨ウ䛩䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾ሗ࿌ཬ䜃㐺ᙜ

㻔㼓㻕㻌 㻔㼎㻕䛻䛔䛖㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ጤဨ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛜᳨ウ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛㛫䛻䛚䛔䛶௦⾲䜢ฟ

䛸ㄆ䜑䜛୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛ពぢ䜢⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦㻌 䛧䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛪䚸䜎䛯䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙

ᖍ䛥䛫䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䜎䛯䚸ཱྀ㢌ཪ䛿᭩㠃䛻䜘䜚ពぢ䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩

ᅜ䛛䜙ཷ㡿䛧䛯ሗ࿌䛾䛧䛸䛸䜒䛻ᙜヱ୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛ពぢ䜢⤒῭♫⌮䛻㏦䛩

䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

㻔㼔㻕㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸㻔㼎㻕䛾㏻࿌䜢ཷ㡿䛧䛯᪥䛾ᚋ༑⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻䚸ሗ࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䚹ሗ࿌䛿䚸
ྛ䛤䛸䛻䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻡㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᅄ䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚㏦䛥䜜䜛୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᛶ᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛ពぢ䛻㛵䛩䜛ぢゎ䜢

㻔㼕㻕㻌 㻔㼑㻕䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ゎỴ䛻฿㐩䛧䛯ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ጤဨ䛿䚸ᐇཬ䜃฿㐩䛧䛯ゎỴ䛻䛴䛔

ጤဨ䛻ᥦ♧䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛶⡆₩䛻グ㏙䛧䛯䜒䛾䜢ሗ࿌䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ༑୍᮲㻌
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㻔㼕㼕㻕㻌 㻔㼑㻕䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ゎỴ䛻฿㐩䛧䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ጤဨ䛿䚸ᐇ䛻䛴䛔䛶⡆₩䛻グ㏙䛧

㻔㼍㻕㻌 ༑⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻䛾᳨ウ䜢⤊䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ㄪጤဨ䛿䚸

䛯䜒䛾䜢ሗ࿌䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ᙜヱሗ࿌䛻㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ཱྀ㢌䛻䜘䜛ពぢ䛾グ㘓ཬ䜃᭩㠃䛻

䛾᳨ウ≧ἣ䛻䛴䛔䛶⡆₩䛻グ㏙䛧䛯䜒䛾䜢ሗ࿌䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䜘䜛ពぢ䜢ῧ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻔㼎㻕㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛻䛚䛔䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䜛ேᶒ䛾ᑛ㔜䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧䛶䛾ዲⓗ䛺ゎỴ䛻฿㐩䛧

㻞㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾༑䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛜 㻝 䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛟ᐉゝ䜢⾜䛳䛯䛻ຠຊ䜢⏕䛪䜛䚹

䛯ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ㄪጤဨ䛿䚸ᐇཬ䜃฿㐩䛧䛯ゎỴ䛻䛴䛔䛶⡆₩䛻グ㏙䛧䛯䜒䛾䜢ሗ࿌

ᐉゝ䛿䚸⥾⣙ᅜ䛜ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛻ᐤ㻌 ク䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛿䚸䛭䛾䛧䜢䛾⥾⣙

䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᅜ䛻㏦䛩䜛䚹ᐉゝ䛿䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㏻࿌䛻䜘䜚䛔䛴䛷䜒᧔ᅇ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹᧔ᅇ䛿䚸

㻔㼏㻕㻌 㻔㼎㻕䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ゎỴ䛻฿㐩䛧䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ㄪጤဨ䛾ሗ࿌䛻䛿䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ㛫

䛣䛾᮲䛾㻌 つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶᪤䛻㏦䛥䜜䛯㏻ሗ䛻䛚䛡䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛䛾᳨ウ䜢䜒ጉ䛢䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺

䛾ಀதၥ㢟䛻ಀ䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ᐇ㛵ಀ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾㻌 ㄪᰝ⤖ᯝཬ䜃ᙜヱ䛾ዲⓗ䛺ゎ

䛔䚹ᐉゝ䜢᧔ᅇ䛧䛯⥾⣙ᅜ䛻䜘䜛᪂䛯䛺㏻ሗ䛿䚸ྠົ⥲㛗䛜䛭䛾ᐉゝ䛾᧔㻌 ᅇ䛾㏻࿌䜢ཷ㡿䛧

Ỵ䛾ྍ⬟ᛶ䛻㛵䛩䜛ពぢ䜢グ㍕䛩䜛䛸䛸䜒䛻㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ཱྀ㢌䛻䜘䜛ពぢ䛾グ㘓ཬ䜃

䛯ᚋ䛿䚸ᙜヱ⥾⣙ᅜ䛜᪂䛯䛺ᐉゝ䜢⾜䜟䛺䛔㝈䜚䚸ཷ⌮䛧䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

᭩㠃䛻䜘䜛ពぢ䜢ῧ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼐㻕㻌 㻔㼏㻕䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ㄪጤဨ䛾ሗ࿌䛜ᥦฟ䛥䜜䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸䛭䛾ሗ

➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌 㻌

࿌䛾ཷ㡿䛾ᚋ୕⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻䚸ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ㛗䛻ᑐ䛧䚸ㄪጤဨ䛾ሗ࿌䛾ෆᐜ䜢ཷㅙ
䛩䜛䛛䛹䛖䛛䜢㏻࿌䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻝㻌 㻌
㻔㼍㻕㻌 ๓᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ጤဨ䛻ク䛥䜜䛯䛜㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾‶㊊䛩䜛䜘䛖䛻ゎỴ䛥䜜

㻤㻌 䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛿䚸๓᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛟ጤဨ䛾௵ົ䛻ᙳ㡪䜢ཬ䜌䛩䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ጤဨ䛿䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾๓䛾ྠ㻌 ព䜢ᚓ䛶䚸≉ูㄪጤဨ䠄௨ୗ䛂ㄪ

㻥㻌 㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛜సᡂ䛩䜛ぢ✚䜚䛻ᚑ䛳䛶䚸ㄪጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛻ಀ䜛䛩䜉

ጤဨ䛃䛸䛔䛖䚹䠅䜢タ⨨䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ㄪጤဨ䛿䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ᑛ㔜䜢ᇶ♏䛸䛧

䛶䛾⤒㈝䜢ᖹ➼䛻ศᢸ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䛶ᙜヱ䜢ዲⓗ䛻ゎỴ䛩䜛㻌 䛯䜑䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䛒䛳᪕䜢⾜䛖䚹㻌 㻌
㻔㼎㻕㻌 ㄪጤဨ䛿䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛜ᐜㄆ䛩䜛ே䛾⪅䛷ᵓᡂ䛩䜛䚹ㄪጤဨ䛾ᵓᡂ䛻

㻝㻜㻌 ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗䛿䚸ᚲせ䛺䛸䛝䛿䚸㻥 䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜛㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛾⤒㈝䛾ศᢸ䛻ඛ❧䛳䛶ㄪ

䛴䛔䛶୕⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛜ྜព䛻㐩䛧䛺䛔㻌 ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ྜព䛜ᚓ䜙䜜䛺䛔ㄪጤ

ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾⤒㈝䜢ᨭᡶ䛖ᶒ㝈䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ဨ䛾ጤဨ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸ጤဨ䛾⛎ᐦᢞ⚊䛻䜘䜚䚸୕ศ䛾௨ୖ䛾ከᩘ䛻䜘䜛㆟Ỵ䛷䚸
ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛾୰䛛䜙㑅ฟ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㻞㻌 ㄪጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ಶே䛾㈨᱁䛷䚸⫋ົ䜢㐙⾜䛩䜛䚹ጤဨ䛿䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾
⣙ᅜ䛷䛺䛔ᅜཪ䛿๓᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛟ᐉゝ䜢⾜䛳䛶䛔䛺䛔⥾⣙ᅜ䛾ᅜẸ䛷䛒䛳䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ༑୕᮲㻌
㻌 ጤဨ䛾ጤဨཬ䜃๓᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶タ⨨䛥䜜䜛ㄪጤဨ䛾ጤဨ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾≉ᶒ
ཬ䜃ච㝖䛻㛵䛩䜛᮲⣙䛾㛵㐃つᐃ䛻つᐃ䛩䜛ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾䛯䜑䛾⫋ົ䜢⾜䛖ᑓ㛛ᐙ䛾౽┈䚸≉

㻟㻌 ㄪጤဨ䛿䚸ጤဨ㛗䜢㑅ฟ䛧ཬ䜃ᡭ⥆つ๎䜢᥇ᢥ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ᶒཬ䜃ච㝖䜢ாཷ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻠㻌 ㄪጤဨ䛾ྜ䛿䚸㏻ᖖ䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜᮏ㒊ཪ䛿䝆䝳䝛䞊䝤䛻䛒䜛ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶㛤

➨ᅄ༑ᅄ᮲㻌

ദ䛩䜛䚹䜒䛳䛸䜒䚸䛣䛾ྜ䛿䚸ㄪጤဨ䛜ᅜ㝿㐃ྜົ⥲㛗ཬ䜃㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛸䛾༠㆟䛾ୖ
Ỵᐃ䛩䜛䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ሙᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶㛤ദ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛾ᐇ䛻㛵䛩䜛つᐃ㻌 䛿䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜཬ䜃ᑓ㛛ᶵ㛵䛾ᇶᮏᩥ᭩୪䜃䛻ᅜ㝿㐃ྜཬ䜃ᑓ
㛛ᶵ㛵䛻䛚䛔䛶సᡂ䛥䜜䛯ㅖ᮲⣙䛻䜘䜚ཪ䛿䛣䜜䜙䛾ᇶᮏᩥ᭩ཬ䜃ㅖ᮲⣙䛻ᇶ䛵䛝ேᶒ䛾ศ㔝

㻡㻌 ➨୕༑භ᮲䛾つᐃ䛻䜘䜚ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛ົᒁ䛿䚸䜎䛯䚸䛣䛾᮲䛾つᐃ䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶タ⨨䛥䜜䜛ㄪ

䛻㛵䛧㻌 ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䛯ᡭ⥆䜢ጉ䛢䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟㐺⏝䛩䜛䜒䛾䛸䛧䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾⣙ᅜ䛾㛫䛷ຠຊ䜢᭷䛩

ጤဨ䛾䛯䜑䛻ᙺົ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

䜛୍⯡ⓗ䛺ཪ䛿≉ู䛾ᅜ㝿ྲྀᴟ䛻䜘䜛⣮த䛾ゎỴ䛾䛯䜑䚸䛣䛾つ⣙䛾⥾㻌 ⣙ᅜ䛜䛾ᡭ⥆䜢
⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ጉ䛢䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌 㻌

㻢㻌 ጤဨ䛜ཷ㡿䛧䛛䛴ྲྀ䜚䜎䛸䜑䜛ሗ䛿䚸ㄪጤဨ䛾⏝䛻౪䛧䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛪䚸䜎䛯䚸ㄪ
ጤဨ䛿䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻ᑐ䛧䚸䛾䛒䜙䜖䜛㛵㐃ሗ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜘䛖せㄳ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ༑᮲㻌

㻣㻌 ㄪጤဨ䛿䚸䜢༑ศ䛻᳨ウ䛧䛯ᚋ䛻䚸䛛䛴䚸᳨ウ䛾䛯䜑䜢ྲྀ䜚ୖ䛢䛯ᚋ䛔䛛䛺䜛

㻌 ጤဨ䛿䚸䛭䛾άື䛻㛵䛩䜛ᖺḟሗ࿌䜢⤒῭♫⌮䜢㏻䛨䛶ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ⥲䛻ᥦฟ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

ሙྜ䛻䜒༑⟠᭶௨ෆ䛻䚸㛵ಀ⥾⣙ᅜ䛻㏻▱䛩䜛䛯䜑䚸ጤဨ䛾ጤဨ㛗䛻ሗ࿌䜢ᥦฟ䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
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➨㒊㻌

㻌 䛣䛾つ⣙䛿䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛ไ㝈ཪ䛿እ䜒䛺䛧䛻䚸㐃㑥ᅜᐙ䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᆅᇦ䛻䛴䛔䛶㐺⏝䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌

➨ᅄ༑භ᮲㻌
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Preamble

(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall
have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons
acting in an official capacity;

The States Parties to the present Covenant,
Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United
Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person,
Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ideal of
free human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear and want can only
be achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and political rights,
as well as his economic, social and cultural rights,
Considering the obligation of States under the Charter of the United Nations to promote
universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and freedoms,
Realizing that the individual, having duties to other individuals and to the community to which
he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of the rights
recognized in the present Covenant,
Agree upon the following articles:

PART I
Article 1
1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.
2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources
without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based
upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived
of its own means of subsistence.
3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the
right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations.

PART II
Article 2
1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all
individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present
Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, each State Party to
the present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its
constitutional processes and with the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such laws or
other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present
Covenant.
3. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:

(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined
by competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent
authority provided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of
judicial remedy;
(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.

Article 3
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and
women to the enjoyment of all civil and political rights set forth in the present Covenant.

Article 4
1 . In time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the existence of which
is officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant may take measures
derogating from their obligations under the present Covenant to the extent strictly required by
the exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with their
other obligations under international law and do not involve discrimination solely on the ground
of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin.
2. No derogation from articles 6, 7, 8 (paragraphs I and 2), 11, 15, 16 and 18 may be made
under this provision.
3. Any State Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the right of derogation shall
immediately inform the other States Parties to the present Covenant, through the intermediary
of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, of the provisions from which it has derogated
and of the reasons by which it was actuated. A further communication shall be made, through
the same intermediary, on the date on which it terminates such derogation.

Article 5
1. Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or
person any right to engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of
the rights and freedoms recognized herein or at their limitation to a greater extent than is
provided for in the present Covenant.
2. There shall be no restriction upon or derogation from any of the fundamental human rights
recognized or existing in any State Party to the present Covenant pursuant to law, conventions,
regulations or custom on the pretext that the present Covenant does not recognize such rights
or that it recognizes them to a lesser extent.

PART III
Article 6
1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence of death may be imposed
only for the most serious crimes in accordance with the law in force at the time of the
commission of the crime and not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This penalty can only
be carried out pursuant to a final judgement rendered by a competent court.
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3. When deprivation of life constitutes the crime of genocide, it is understood that nothing in
this article shall authorize any State Party to the present Covenant to derogate in any way from
any obligation assumed under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
4. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation of the
sentence. Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may be granted in all
cases.
5. Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes committed by persons below eighteen
years of age and shall not be carried out on pregnant women.
6. Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of capital
punishment by any State Party to the present Covenant.

Article 7

3. Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought promptly before a judge or
other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a
reasonable time or to release. It shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be
detained in custody, but release may be subject to guarantees to appear for trial, at any other
stage of the judicial proceedings, and, should occasion arise, for execution of the judgement.
4. Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be entitled to take
proceedings before a court, in order that that court may decide without delay on the lawfulness
of his detention and order his release if the detention is not lawful.
5. Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have an enforceable
right to compensation.

Article 10
1. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the
inherent dignity of the human person.

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific
experimentation.

2.

Article 8

(a) Accused persons shall, save in exceptional circumstances, be segregated from convicted
persons and shall be subject to separate treatment appropriate to their status as unconvicted
persons;

1. No one shall be held in slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all their forms shall be
prohibited.

(b) Accused juvenile persons shall be separated from adults and brought as speedily as possible
for adjudication.

2. No one shall be held in servitude.
3.
(a) No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour;
(b) Paragraph 3 (a) shall not be held to preclude, in countries where imprisonment with hard
labour may be imposed as a punishment for a crime, the performance of hard labour in
pursuance of a sentence to such punishment by a competent court;

3. The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of prisoners the essential aim of which shall
be their reformation and social rehabilitation. Juvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults
and be accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status.

Article 11
No one shall be imprisoned merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a contractual obligation.

Article 12
(c) For the purpose of this paragraph the term "forced or compulsory labour" shall not include:
(i) Any work or service, not referred to in subparagraph (b), normally required of a person who
is under detention in consequence of a lawful order of a court, or of a person during conditional
release from such detention;
(ii) Any service of a military character and, in countries where conscientious objection is
recognized, any national service required by law of conscientious objectors;
(iii) Any service exacted in cases of emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of
the community;

1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to
liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence.
2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own.
3. The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject to any restrictions except those which are
provided by law, are necessary to protect national security, public order (ordre public), public
health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others, and are consistent with the other rights
recognized in the present Covenant.
4. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country.

(iv) Any work or service which forms part of normal civil obligations.

Article 9
1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected to
arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and
in accordance with such procedure as are established by law.
2. Anyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of arrest, of the reasons for his arrest
and shall be promptly informed of any charges against him.

Article 13
An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to the present Covenant may be expelled
therefrom only in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with law and shall, except
where compelling reasons of national security otherwise require, be allowed to submit the
reasons against his expulsion and to have his case reviewed by, and be represented for the
purpose before, the competent authority or a person or persons especially designated by the
competent authority.

Article 14
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1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any
criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be
entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal
established by law. The press and the public may be excluded from all or part of a trial for
reasons of morals, public order (ordre public) or national security in a democratic society, or
when the interest of the private lives of the parties so requires, or to the extent strictly
necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice
the interests of justice; but any judgement rendered in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall
be made public except where the interest of juvenile persons otherwise requires or the
proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of children.
2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law.
3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the
following minimum guarantees, in full equality: (a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a
language which he understands of the nature and cause of the charge against him;
(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to communicate
with counsel of his own choosing;
(c) To be tried without undue delay;
(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of
his own choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal assistance, of this right; and to have
legal assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests of justice so require, and
without payment by him in any such case if he does not have sufficient means to pay for it;
(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and
examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;
(f) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court;
(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.

2. Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or
omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general
principles of law recognized by the community of nations.

Article 16
Everyone shall have the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 17
1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, or
correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 18
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right shall
include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either
individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or
belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching.
2. No one shall be subject to coercion which would impair his freedom to have or to adopt a
religion or belief of his choice.
3. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only to such limitations as are
prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the
fundamental rights and freedoms of others.
4. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for the liberty of
parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to ensure the religious and moral education of
their children in conformity with their own convictions.

Article 19

4. In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as will take account of their age
and the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation.

1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.

5. Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and sentence being
reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.

2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally,
in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.

6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence and when
subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned on the ground that a
new or newly discovered fact shows conclusively that there has been a miscarriage of justice,
the person who has suffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall be compensated
according to law, unless it is proved that the non-disclosure of the unknown fact in time is
wholly or partly attributable to him.
7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has already
been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each
country.

Article 15

3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special
duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall
only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or
morals.

Article 20
1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.

1 . No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which
did not constitute a criminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was
committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time
when the criminal offence was committed. If, subsequent to the commission of the offence,
provision is made by law for the imposition of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit
thereby.

2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.

Article 21
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The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restrictions may be placed on the
exercise of this right other than those imposed in conformity with the law and which are
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or public safety, public
order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others.

Article 22
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, including the right to
form and join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those which are
prescribed by law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security or public safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or
the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. This article shall not prevent the imposition
of lawful restrictions on members of the armed forces and of the police in their exercise of this
right.
3. Nothing in this article shall authorize States Parties to the International Labour Organisation
Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize
to take legislative measures which would prejudice, or to apply the law in such a manner as to
prejudice, the guarantees provided for in that Convention.

Article 26
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal
protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to
all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth
or other status.

Article 27
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to
such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their
group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own
language.

PART IV
Article 28
1. There shall be established a Human Rights Committee (hereafter referred to in the present
Covenant as the Committee). It shall consist of eighteen members and shall carry out the
functions hereinafter provided.

Article 23
1. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection
by society and the State.

2. The Committee shall be composed of nationals of the States Parties to the present Covenant
who shall be persons of high moral character and recognized competence in the field of human
rights, consideration being given to the usefulness of the participation of some persons having
legal experience.

2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to found a family shall be
recognized.

3. The members of the Committee shall be elected and shall serve in their personal capacity.

3. No marriage shall be entered into without the free and full consent of the intending spouses.

Article 29

4. States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate steps to ensure equality of
rights and responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. In
the case of dissolution, provision shall be made for the necessary protection of any children.

1. The members of the Committee shall be elected by secret ballot from a list of persons
possessing the qualifications prescribed in article 28 and nominated for the purpose by the
States Parties to the present Covenant.

Article 24

2. Each State Party to the present Covenant may nominate not more than two persons. These
persons shall be nationals of the nominating State.

1. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion,
national or social origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are
required by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the State.

3. A person shall be eligible for renomination.

Article 30
2. Every child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have a name.
3. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality.

Article 25
Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned
in article 2 and without unreasonable restrictions:
(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen
representatives;
(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the
electors;
(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his country.

1. The initial election shall be held no later than six months after the date of the entry into force
of the present Covenant.
2. At least four months before the date of each election to the Committee, other than an
election to fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 34, the Secretary-General of the
United Nations shall address a written invitation to the States Parties to the present Covenant to
submit their nominations for membership of the Committee within three months.
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all the
persons thus nominated, with an indication of the States Parties which have nominated them,
and shall submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant no later than one month before
the date of each election.
4. Elections of the members of the Committee shall be held at a meeting of the States Parties to
the present Covenant convened by the Secretary General of the United Nations at the
Headquarters of the United Nations. At that meeting, for which two thirds of the States Parties
to the present Covenant shall constitute a quorum, the persons elected to the Committee shall
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be those nominees who obtain the largest number of votes and an absolute majority of the
votes of the representatives of States Parties present and voting.

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall provide the necessary staff and facilities for
the effective performance of the functions of the Committee under the present Covenant.

Article 31

Article 37

1. The Committee may not include more than one national of the same State.

1. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall convene the initial meeting of the
Committee at the Headquarters of the United Nations.

2. In the election of the Committee, consideration shall be given to equitable geographical
distribution of membership and to the representation of the different forms of civilization and of
the principal legal systems.

Article 32
1. The members of the Committee shall be elected for a term of four years. They shall be
eligible for re-election if renominated. However, the terms of nine of the members elected at the
first election shall expire at the end of two years; immediately after the first election, the names
of these nine members shall be chosen by lot by the Chairman of the meeting referred to in
article 30, paragraph 4.

2. After its initial meeting, the Committee shall meet at such times as shall be provided in its
rules of procedure.
3. The Committee shall normally meet at the Headquarters of the United Nations or at the
United Nations Office at Geneva.

Article 38
Every member of the Committee shall, before taking up his duties, make a solemn declaration in
open committee that he will perform his functions impartially and conscientiously.

2. Elections at the expiry of office shall be held in accordance with the preceding articles of this
part of the present Covenant.

Article 39

Article 33

1. The Committee shall elect its officers for a term of two years. They may be re-elected.

1. If, in the unanimous opinion of the other members, a member of the Committee has ceased
to carry out his functions for any cause other than absence of a temporary character, the
Chairman of the Committee shall notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall
then declare the seat of that member to be vacant.

2. The Committee shall establish its own rules of procedure, but these rules shall provide, inter
alia, that:
(a) Twelve members shall constitute a quorum;

2. In the event of the death or the resignation of a member of the Committee, the Chairman
shall immediately notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall declare the seat
vacant from the date of death or the date on which the resignation takes effect.

(b) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by a majority vote of the members present.

Article 34

1. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to submit reports on the measures
they have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on the progress made
in the enjoyment of those rights: (a) Within one year of the entry into force of the present
Covenant for the States Parties concerned;

1. When a vacancy is declared in accordance with article 33 and if the term of office of the
member to be replaced does not expire within six months of the declaration of the vacancy, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations shall notify each of the States Parties to the present
Covenant, which may within two months submit nominations in accordance with article 29 for
the purpose of filling the vacancy.
2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of the
persons thus nominated and shall submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant. The
election to fill the vacancy shall then take place in accordance with the relevant provisions of
this part of the present Covenant.
3. A member of the Committee elected to fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 33
shall hold office for the remainder of the term of the member who vacated the seat on the
Committee under the provisions of that article.

Article 35
The members of the Committee shall, with the approval of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, receive emoluments from United Nations resources on such terms and conditions as the
General Assembly may decide, having regard to the importance of the Committee's
responsibilities.

Article 36

Article 40

(b) Thereafter whenever the Committee so requests.
2. All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall
transmit them to the Committee for consideration. Reports shall indicate the factors and
difficulties, if any, affecting the implementation of the present Covenant.
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations may, after consultation with the Committee,
transmit to the specialized agencies concerned copies of such parts of the reports as may fall
within their field of competence.
4. The Committee shall study the reports submitted by the States Parties to the present
Covenant. It shall transmit its reports, and such general comments as it may consider
appropriate, to the States Parties. The Committee may also transmit to the Economic and Social
Council these comments along with the copies of the reports it has received from States Parties
to the present Covenant.
5. The States Parties to the present Covenant may submit to the Committee observations on
any comments that may be made in accordance with paragraph 4 of this article.

Article 41
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1. A State Party to the present Covenant may at any time declare under this article that it
recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and consider communications to the
effect that a State Party claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations under the
present Covenant. Communications under this article may be received and considered only if
submitted by a State Party which has made a declaration recognizing in regard to itself the
competence of the Committee. No communication shall be received by the Committee if it
concerns a State Party which has not made such a declaration. Communications received under
this article shall be dealt with in accordance with the following procedure:
(a) If a State Party to the present Covenant considers that another State Party is not giving
effect to the provisions of the present Covenant, it may, by written communication, bring the
matter to the attention of that State Party. Within three months after the receipt of the
communication the receiving State shall afford the State which sent the communication an
explanation, or any other statement in writing clarifying the matter which should include, to the
extent possible and pertinent, reference to domestic procedures and remedies taken, pending,
or available in the matter;
(b) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction of both States Parties concerned within six
months after the receipt by the receiving State of the initial communication, either State shall
have the right to refer the matter to the Committee, by notice given to the Committee and to
the other State;
(c) The Committee shall deal with a matter referred to it only after it has ascertained that all
available domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted in the matter, in conformity with
the generally recognized principles of international law. This shall not be the rule where the
application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged;
(d) The Committee shall hold closed meetings when examining communications under this
article;
(e) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (c), the Committee shall make available its good
offices to the States Parties concerned with a view to a friendly solution of the matter on the
basis of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in the present
Covenant;
(f) In any matter referred to it, the Committee may call upon the States Parties concerned,
referred to in subparagraph (b), to supply any relevant information;
(g) The States Parties concerned, referred to in subparagraph (b), shall have the right to be
represented when the matter is being considered in the Committee and to make submissions
orally and/or in writing;
(h) The Committee shall, within twelve months after the date of receipt of notice under
subparagraph (b), submit a report:
(i) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is reached, the Committee shall confine its
report to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached;
(ii) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is not reached, the Committee shall
confine its report to a brief statement of the facts; the written submissions and record of the
oral submissions made by the States Parties concerned shall be attached to the report. In every
matter, the report shall be communicated to the States Parties concerned.
2. The provisions of this article shall come into force when ten States Parties to the present
Covenant have made declarations under paragraph I of this article. Such declarations shall be
deposited by the States Parties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall
transmit copies thereof to the other States Parties. A declaration may be withdrawn at any time
by notification to the Secretary-General. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration
of any matter which is the subject of a communication already transmitted under this article; no
further communication by any State Party shall be received after the notification of withdrawal
of the declaration has been received by the Secretary-General, unless the State Party concerned
has made a new declaration.

Article 42
1.
(a) If a matter referred to the Committee in accordance with article 41 is not resolved to the
satisfaction of the States Parties concerned, the Committee may, with the prior consent of the
States Parties concerned, appoint an ad hoc Conciliation Commission (hereinafter referred to as
the Commission). The good offices of the Commission shall be made available to the States
Parties concerned with a view to an amicable solution of the matter on the basis of respect for
the present Covenant;
(b) The Commission shall consist of five persons acceptable to the States Parties concerned. If
the States Parties concerned fail to reach agreement within three months on all or part of the
composition of the Commission, the members of the Commission concerning whom no
agreement has been reached shall be elected by secret ballot by a two-thirds majority vote of
the Committee from among its members.
2. The members of the Commission shall serve in their personal capacity. They shall not be
nationals of the States Parties concerned, or of a State not Party to the present Covenant, or of
a State Party which has not made a declaration under article 41.
3. The Commission shall elect its own Chairman and adopt its own rules of procedure.
4. The meetings of the Commission shall normally be held at the Headquarters of the United
Nations or at the United Nations Office at Geneva. However, they may be held at such other
convenient places as the Commission may determine in consultation with the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and the States Parties concerned.
5. The secretariat provided in accordance with article 36 shall also service the commissions
appointed under this article.
6. The information received and collated by the Committee shall be made available to the
Commission and the Commission may call upon the States Parties concerned to supply any
other relevant information.
7. When the Commission has fully considered the matter, but in any event not later than twelve
months after having been seized of the matter, it shall submit to the Chairman of the
Committee a report for communication to the States Parties concerned:
(a) If the Commission is unable to complete its consideration of the matter within twelve
months, it shall confine its report to a brief statement of the status of its consideration of the
matter;
(b) If an amicable solution to the matter on tie basis of respect for human rights as recognized
in the present Covenant is reached, the Commission shall confine its report to a brief statement
of the facts and of the solution reached;
(c) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (b) is not reached, the Commission's report
shall embody its findings on all questions of fact relevant to the issues between the States
Parties concerned, and its views on the possibilities of an amicable solution of the matter. This
report shall also contain the written submissions and a record of the oral submissions made by
the States Parties concerned;
(d) If the Commission's report is submitted under subparagraph (c), the States Parties
concerned shall, within three months of the receipt of the report, notify the Chairman of the
Committee whether or not they accept the contents of the report of the Commission.
8. The provisions of this article are without prejudice to the responsibilities of the Committee
under article 41.
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9. The States Parties concerned shall share equally all the expenses of the members of the
Commission in accordance with estimates to be provided by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
10. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be empowered to pay the expenses of the
members of the Commission, if necessary, before reimbursement by the States Parties
concerned, in accordance with paragraph 9 of this article.

Article 43
The members of the Committee, and of the ad hoc conciliation commissions which may be
appointed under article 42, shall be entitled to the facilities, privileges and immunities of experts
on mission for the United Nations as laid down in the relevant sections of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.

5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States which have signed this
Covenant or acceded to it of the deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession.

Article 49
1. The present Covenant shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit with
the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or
instrument of accession.
2. For each State ratifying the present Covenant or acceding to it after the deposit of the thirtyfifth instrument of ratification or instrument of accession, the present Covenant shall enter into
force three months after the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification or
instrument of accession.

Article 50

Article 44
The provisions for the implementation of the present Covenant shall apply without prejudice to
the procedures prescribed in the field of human rights by or under the constituent instruments
and the conventions of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies and shall not prevent
the States Parties to the present Covenant from having recourse to other procedures for settling
a dispute in accordance with general or special international agreements in force between them.

Article 45
The Committee shall submit to the General Assembly of the United Nations, through the
Economic and Social Council, an annual report on its activities.

PART V
Article 46

The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to all parts of federal States without any
limitations or exceptions.

Article 51
1. Any State Party to the present Covenant may propose an amendment and file it with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall
thereupon communicate any proposed amendments to the States Parties to the present
Covenant with a request that they notify him whether they favour a conference of States Parties
for the purpose of considering and voting upon the proposals. In the event that at least one
third of the States Parties favours such a conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the
conference under the auspices of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a majority of
the States Parties present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to the General
Assembly of the United Nations for approval.

Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations and of the constitutions of the specialized agencies which define the
respective responsibilities of the various organs of the United Nations and of the specialized
agencies in regard to the matters dealt with in the present Covenant.

2. Amendments shall come into force when they have been approved by the General Assembly
of the United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority of the States Parties to the present
Covenant in accordance with their respective constitutional processes. 3. When amendments
come into force, they shall be binding on those States Parties which have accepted them, other
States Parties still being bound by the provisions of the present Covenant and any earlier
amendment which they have accepted.

Article 47

Article 52

Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of all
peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources.

1. Irrespective of the notifications made under article 48, paragraph 5, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations shall inform all States referred to in paragraph I of the same article of the
following particulars:

PART VI
Article 48
1. The present Covenant is open for signature by any State Member of the United Nations or
member of any of its specialized agencies, by any State Party to the Statute of the International
Court of Justice, and by any other State which has been invited by the General Assembly of the
United Nations to become a Party to the present Covenant.
2. The present Covenant is subject to ratification. Instruments of ratification shall be deposited
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession by any State referred to in paragraph 1 of
this article.

(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 48;
(b) The date of the entry into force of the present Covenant under article 49 and the date of the
entry into force of any amendments under article 51.

Article 53
1. The present Covenant, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations.
2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified copies of the present
Covenant to all States referred to in article 48.

4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.
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ධᡤ䛧䛶䛔䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ே䜢ྵ䜏䚸㻌
㻌 䛂ಶே௦⌮ே㻔㼜㼑㼞㼟㼛㼚㼍㼘㻌㼞㼑㼜㼞㼑㼟㼑㼚㼠㼍㼠㼕㼢㼑㻕䛃䛸䛿≉ᐃ䛾㡯䛻㛵䛧䛶ᝈ⪅䛾┈䜢௦⌮
䛧䚸ཪ䛿ᝈ⪅䛻௦䜟䛳䛶≉ᐃ䛾ᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛⩏ົ䜢ἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶ㄢ䛫䜙䜜䛯⪅䜢ព
䛧䚸ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶ู䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䛺䛔㝈䜚䛻䛚䛔䛶ᮍᡂᖺ⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ぶཪ䛿
ἲⓗᚋぢே䜢ྵ䜏䚸㻌

䜢↓ຠཪ䛿ẋᦆ䛩䜛ຠᯝ䜢ᣢ䛴䛒䜙䜖䜛༊ู䚸㝖䚸ཪ䛿㑅ู䜢ព䛩䜛䚹㻌 ⢭⚄
ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛾ᶒ䛾ಖㆤ䚸ཪ䛿ᨵၿ䛾☜ಖ䜢ᑓ䜙䛭䛾┠ⓗ䛸䛩䜛≉ู䛺ᡭẁ䛿䚸
ᕪูⓗ䛸ぢ䛺䛥䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶᥇⏝䛥䜜䚸㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢
᭷䛩䜛⪅䜔䛭䛾䛾⪅䛾ேᶒ䜢Ᏺ䜛䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛༊ู䚸㝖䚸ཪ䛿㑅ู䛿䚸
ᕪู䛻ྵ䜎䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠑㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛿䛩䜉䛶䚸ୡ⏺ேᶒᐉゝ䚸⤒῭ⓗ䞉♫ⓗཬ䜃ᩥⓗㅖᶒ
䛻㛵䛩䜛ᅜ㝿つ⣙䚸ᕷẸⓗཬ䜃ᨻⓗᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ᅜ㝿つ⣙䚸㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ᶒᐉ
ゝ䚸୪䜃䛻䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙧែ䛾ᢚ␃ཪ䛿ᣊ⚗䛾ୗ䛻䛒䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ཎ
๎䛺䛹䚸㛵㐃䛩䜛ᩥ᭩䛻ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛䛒䜙䜖䜛ᕷẸⓗ䚸ᨻⓗ䚸⤒῭ⓗ䚸♫ⓗཬ
䜃ᩥⓗᶒ䜢⾜䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
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䠒㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䛾䛯䜑䛻ἲⓗ⬟ຊ䜢Ḟ䛟䛸䛔䛖Ỵᐃ䚸ཬ䜃ἲⓗ⬟ຊ䜢Ḟ䛟䛯䜑䛻ಶேⓗ
௦⌮ே䛜ᣦྡ䛥䜜䜛䛸䛔䛖Ỵᐃ䛿䛩䜉䛶䚸ᅜෆἲ䛜つᐃ䛩䜛⊂❧䛛䛴බᖹ䛺ᐃᶵ
㛵㻔㼠㼞㼕㼎㼡㼚㼍㼘㻕䛻䜘䜛බṇ䛺⫈⪺䜢⤒䛶䛺䛥䜜䜛䚹⬟ຊ䛾᭷↓䛜ၥ㢟䛸䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䛿䚸

䠏㻌 ᐙ᪘ⱝ䛧䛟䛿⫋ᴗୖ䛾ⴱ⸨ཪ䛿ᡤᒓ䛩䜛ᆅᇦ♫䛻䛚䛔䛶ᨭ㓄ⓗ䛺㐨ᚨⓗ䚸♫
ⓗ䚸ᩥⓗ䚸ᨻⓗ౯್ほⱝ䛧䛟䛿᐀ᩍⓗಙ᮲䛸䛾୍⮴䛿䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䜢デ᩿䛩
䜛㝿䛾Ỵᐃせᅉ䛸䛥䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌

ᘚㆤே䛻䜘䛳䛶௦⌮䛥䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹⬟ຊ䛾᭷↓䛜ၥ㢟䛸䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䛜䚸⮬䜙
䛭䛾䜘䛖䛺௦⌮䜢☜ಖ䛷䛝䛺䛔ሙྜ䛿䚸䛭䛾⪅䛻䛭䜜䜢ᨭᘚ䛩䜛㈨ຊ䛜↓䛔⠊ᅖ䛻
䛚䛔䛶䚸↓ൾ䛷௦⌮䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ᙜヱᘚㆤே䛿䚸ᐃᶵ㛵䛜┈䛾⾪
✺䛜䛺䛔䛸ㄆ䜑䛺䛔㝈䜚䚸ྠ୍䛾ᡭ⥆䛝䛻䛚䛔䛶⢭⚄ಖタ䜎䛯䛿䛭䛾⫋ဨ䜢௦

䠐㻌 ᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶㐣ཤ䛻⒪䜢ཷ䛡䚸ཪ䛿ධ㝔䛧䛯䛣䛸䛿䚸䛭䛾⮬య䛷䚸䛭䛾⪅䛜⌧
ᅾཪ䛿ᑗ᮶䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛸䛔䛖䛔䛛䛺䜛ุ᩿䜢䜒ṇᙜ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌

⌮䛧䚸ྠ୍䛾ᡭ⥆䛝䛻䛚䛔䛶⬟ຊ䛾᭷↓䛜ၥ㢟䛸䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䛾ᐙ᪘䜢௦⌮䛩䜛䛣
䛸䛿䛷䛝䛺䛔䚹⬟ຊ䛾᭷↓ཬ䜃ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䛾ᚲせᛶ䛻㛵䛩䜛Ỵᐃ䛿䚸ᅜෆἲ䛜ᐃ
䜑䜛ྜ⌮ⓗ䛺㛫㝸䛷᳨ウ䛥䜜䜛䚹⬟ຊ䛾᭷↓䛜ၥ㢟䛸䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䚸ಶேⓗ௦⌮
ே䛜ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䛭䛾௦⌮ே䚸ཬ䜃䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᐖ㛵ಀ⪅䛿䚸䛣䛾ၥ
㢟䛻㛵䛩䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛Ỵᐃ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䜒ୖ⣭ุᡤ䛻ୖッ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
䠓㻌 ุᡤཪ䛿ᶒ㝈䜢᭷䛩䜛䛾ᐃᶵ㛵䛜䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛜⮬ᕫ䛻㛵䛩䜛
ㅖ䜢⟶⌮䛩䜛⬟ຊ䛻Ḟ䛟䛸ุ᩿䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛭䛾⪅䛾≧ែ䛻↷䜙䛧䛶ᚲせ䛛䛴
㐺ษ䛺⠊ᅖ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸䛭䛾⪅䛾┈䛾ಖㆤ䜢ಖド䛩䜛ᡭẁ䛜ㅮ䛨䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠎䠖ᮍᡂᖺ⪅䛾ಖㆤ㻌
㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛾┠ⓗཬ䜃ᮍᡂᖺ⪅䛾ಖㆤ䛻㛵䛩䜛ᅜෆἲ䛾᪨䛾⠊ᅖෆ䛷䚸ᮍᡂ
ᖺ⪅䛾ᶒ䛾ಖㆤ䛾䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᐙ᪘௨እ䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䛾ᣦྡ䜢ྵ
䜐䚸≉ู䛺㓄៖䛜ᡂ䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠏䠖ᆅᇦ♫䛻䛚䛡䜛⏕ά㻌
㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛿䚸ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚ᆅᇦ♫䛻ఫ䜏䚸ཬ䜃䛭䛣䛷ാ䛟ᶒ
䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠐䠖⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䛾ุᐃ㻌
䠍㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛸䛔䛖ุᐃ䛿䚸ᅜ㝿ⓗ䛻ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛯་Ꮫⓗᇶ‽䛻䜘䜛䚹㻌
䠎㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛸䛔䛖ุᐃ䛿䚸ᨻⓗ䚸⤒῭ⓗⱝ䛧䛟䛿♫ⓗᆅ䚸ᩥⓗ䚸
ே✀ⓗⱝ䛧䛟䛿᐀ᩍⓗ㞟ᅋ䛻ᡤᒓ䛩䜛䛣䛸ཪ䛿┤᥋⢭⚄≧ែ䛻㛵ಀ䛧䛺䛔䛾ఱ䜙
䛛䛾⏤䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶䛿䛺䛥䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌

䠑㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ཪ䛿䛔䛛䛺䜛බⓗᶵ㛵䜒䚸⢭⚄ᝈཪ䛿⢭⚄ᝈ䛾⤖ᯝ⏕䛨䛯䛻
┤᥋㛵㐃䛩䜛┠ⓗ௨እ䛷䚸ே䜢⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛸䛧䛶㢮ู䛧䚸䛒䜛䛔䛿䛭䛾⪅
䛜⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ᣦ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠑䠖་Ꮫⓗデᐹ㻌
㻌 ఱே䜒䚸ᅜෆἲ䛷ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䛯ᡭ⥆䛝䛻䜘䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛝䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛䛛ྰ䛛䜢
ุ᩿䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻་Ꮫⓗデᐹ䜢ᙉไ䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠒䠖⛎ᐦ䛾ಖᣢ㻌
㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛜㐺⏝䛥䜜䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ே䛻㛵䛧䛶䚸ሗ䜢⛎ᐦ䛻䛩䜛ᶒ䛿ᑛ㔜䛥䜜
䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠓䠖ᆅᇦ♫䛸ᩥ䛾ᙺ㻌
䠍㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚⮬ᕫ䛾ᒃఫ䛩䜛ᆅᇦ♫䛻䛚䛔䛶⒪ཬ䜃䜿䜰䜢
ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
䠎㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタෆ䛷⒪䛜⾜䜟䜜䜛ሙྜ䚸ᝈ⪅䛿䚸ྍ⬟䛺ሙྜ䛿ᖖ䛻䚸⮬ᕫ䛾ᒃ
ఫ䛩䜛ሙᡤཪ䛿ᐙ᪘䚸ே䛾ᒃఫ䛩䜛ሙᡤ䛾㏆䛟䛷⒪䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䚸ཬ䜃
ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚㏿䜔䛛䛻ᆅᇦ♫䛻ᡠ䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
䠏㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸⮬ᕫ䛾ᩥⓗ⫼ᬒ䛻㐺䛧䛯⒪䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠔䠖䜿䜰䛾ᇶ‽㻌
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䠍㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸⮬ᕫ䛾ᗣୖ䛾ᚲせᛶ䛻↷䜙䛧䛶㐺ษ䛺ಖ་⒪ⓗཬ䜃♫
ⓗ䜿䜰䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䚸䛾ᝈ䜢ᣢ䛴⪅䛸ྠ䛨ᇶ‽䛻๎䛧䛯䜿䜰ཬ䜃⒪䜢ཷ
䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
䠎㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸㐺ษ䛺⸆≀⒪ἲ䛻䜘䜛༴ᐖ䚸䛾ᝈ⪅䚸⫋ဨ䚸ⱝ䛧䛟䛿䛾
⪅䛻䜘䜛ᚅ䚸ཪ䛿⢭⚄ⓗⱞ③ⱝ䛧䛟䛿㌟యⓗᛌឤ䜢ច䛝㉳䛣䛩䛭䛾䛾⾜Ⅽ䛛

䠍㻌 ௨ୗ䛾➨ 㻢䚸㻣䚸㻤䚸㻝㻟 ཬ䜃 㻝㻡 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛝䚸ᝈ⪅䛾䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮
䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛺䛧䛻䛿䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛⒪䜒⾜䜟䜜䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠎㻌 䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛸䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾⌮ゎ䛧䛖䜛᪉ἲ䛸ゝㄒ䛻䜘䛳䛶䚸௨ୗ䛾ሗ
䜢䚸༑ศ䛻䚸䛛䛴䚸ᝈ⪅䛻⌮ゎ䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛻ఏ㐩䛧䛯ᚋ䚸ᝈ⪅䛾⮬⏤ពᚿ䛻䜘䜚䚸⬣㏕
ཪ䛿ᙜ䛺ㄏᑟ䛺䛧䛻ᚓ䜙䜜䛯ྠព䜢䛔䛖䚹㻌

䜙ಖㆤ䛥䜜䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
㼍㻕㻌 デ᩿ୖ䛾ホ౯㻌

ཎ๎䠕䠖⒪㻌

㼎㻕㻌 ᥦ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⒪䛾┠ⓗ䚸᪉ἲ䚸ண

䠍㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸᭱䜒ไ㝈䛾ᑡ䛺䛔⎔ቃୗ䛷䚸䛛䛴䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ಖୖ䛾ᚲせᛶ䛸
䛾ே䛾㌟యⓗᏳ䛾ಖㆤ䛾ᚲせᛶ䛻↷䜙䛧䛶㐺ษ䛺䚸᭱䜒ไ㝈䛜ᑡ䛺䛔䚸䛒䜛䛔
䛿᭱䜒くⓗ䛷䛺䛔⒪䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

㼏㻕㻌 䜘䜚くᛶ䛾ᑡ䛺䛔᪉ἲ䜢ྵ䜐䛻⪃䛘䜙䜜䜛⒪ἲ㻌

䠎㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛾⒪ཬ䜃䜿䜰䛿䚸ಶูⓗ䛻❧䛥䜜䛯⒪ィ⏬䛻ᇶ䛵䛔䛶⾜䜟
䜜䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛭䛾⒪ィ⏬䛿ᝈ⪅䛸᳨ウ䛥䜜䚸ᐃᮇⓗ䛻ぢ┤䛥䜜䚸ᚲせ䛻
ᛂ䛨䛶ኚ᭦䛥䜜䚸㈨᱁䛾䛒䜛ᑓ㛛⫋ဨ䛻䜘䛳䛶సᡂ䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠏㻌 䝯䞁䝍䝹䝦䝹䝇䜿䜰䛿䚸ᖖ䛻䚸ᅜ㐃⥲䛷᥇ᢥ䛥䜜䛯་⒪⌮ཎ๎䛺䛹䛾ᅜ㝿ⓗ
䛻ᢎㄆ䛥䜜䛯ᇶ‽䜢ྵ䜐䚸⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛻㐺⏝䛥䜜䜛⌮つ⠊䛻๎䛧䛶ᥦ౪䛥䜜
䜛䚹⢭⚄ಖ䛾▱㆑ཬ䜃ᢏ⾡䛿℃⏝䛥䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠐㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛾⒪䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾⮬❧ᛶ䜢ಖᣢཬ䜃ቑ㐍䛥䛫䜛᪉ྥ䛷䛺䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌

䛥䜜䜛ᮇ㛫ཬ䜃ᮇᚅ䛥䜜䜛ຠᯝ㻌

㼐㻕㻌 ᥦ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⒪䛻䛚䛔䛶⪃䛘䜙䜜䜛ⱞ③䚸ᛌ䚸༴㝤ཬ䜃స⏝㻌
䠏㻌 ᝈ⪅䛿ྠព䛩䜛ᡭ⥆䛝䛾㛫䚸ᝈ⪅䛾㑅䜣䛰୍ேཪ䛿」ᩘ䛾ே䛾ྠᖍ䜢せồ䛩䜛
䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌
䠐㻌 ➨ 㻢䚸㻣䚸㻤䚸㻝㻟 ཬ䜃 㻝㻡 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛝䚸ᝈ⪅䛿⒪䜢ᣄྰ䛧䚸ཪ䛿
୰Ṇ䛥䛫䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹⒪䛾ᣄྰ䛒䜛䛔䛿୰Ṇ䛻䜘䛳䛶⏕䛨䜛⤖ᯝ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸
ᝈ⪅䛻ㄝ᫂䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠑㻌 ᝈ⪅䛿䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛾ᶒ䜢ᨺᲠ䛩䜛䜘䛖່䜑䜙䜜䛯䜚ㄏᑟ䛥䜜䛯䜚䛧
䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹ᝈ⪅䛜䛭䜜䜢ᨺᲠ䛧䜘䛖䛸䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛺䛧
䛻䛿⒪䛜⾜䛖䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䛺䛔䛣䛸䛜ㄝ᫂䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠌䠖⸆≀ᢞ㻌

䠒㻌 ➨ 㻣䚸㻤䚸㻝㻞䚸㻝㻟䚸㻝㻠 ཬ䜃 㻝㻡 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛝䚸௨ୗ䛾᮲௳䛜䛩䜉䛶
‶䛯䛥䜜䜜䜀䚸ᝈ⪅䛾䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛜䛺䛟䛶䜒䚸ᥦ䛥䜜䛯⒪ィ⏬䜢ᐇ

䠍㻌 ⸆≀ᢞ䛿ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣୖ䛾᭱ၿ䛾ᚲせᛶ䜢‶䛯䛩䛯䜑䛻⾜䜟䜜䚸⒪ཪ䛿デ
ᐹୖ䛾┠ⓗ䛷䛾䜏⾜䜟䜜䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䛳䛶䚸ᠬ⨩䜔䛾ே䛾౽ᐅ䛾䛯䜑䛻䛺䛥䜜䛶䛿
䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹ཎ๎ 㻝㻝 ➨ 㻝㻡 㡯䛾つᐃ䛻ᚑ䛔䚸⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛿䚸ຠ⬟䛜䛩䛷䛻▱䜙䜜
䛶䛔䜛䛛䚸ཪ䛿ᐇド䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⸆≀䛾䜏䜢ฎ᪉䛩䜛䚹㻌

䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

䠎㻌 䛒䜙䜖䜛⸆≀ᢞ䛿䚸ἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶䛭䛾ᶒ㝈䜢䛥䜜䛯⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛻䜘䛳䛶
ฎ᪉䛥䜜䚸ᝈ⪅䛾デ⒪㘓䛻グ㘓䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠍䠖⒪䜈䛾ྠព㻌

㼍㻕㻌 ᝈ⪅䛜䚸䛭䛾Ⅼ䛷䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛷䛒䜚䚸㻌
㼎㻕㻌 㻌 ⊂❧䛧䛯ᶵ㛵䛜䚸ୖグ➨ 㻞 㡯䛻つᐃ䛧䛯ሗ䜢ྵ䜐䚸㛵㐃䛩䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾ሗ
䜢ᚓ䛯ୖ䛷䚸䛭䛾Ⅼ䛷ᝈ⪅䛜ᥦ䛥䜜䛯⒪ィ⏬䛻䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䜢㻌
䛘䚸ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ᣄ⤯䛩䜛⬟ຊ䜢Ḟ䛟䛸ุ᩿䛧䚸ཪ䛿ᅜෆἲ䛜つᐃ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅
⮬㌟䛾Ᏻཪ䛿䛾ே䛾Ᏻ䜢⪃៖䛩䜛䛸䚸ᝈ⪅䛜ᙜ䛻䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉
䞁䝖䜢ᣄ⤯䛧䛶䛔䜛䛸ุ᩿䛧䚸䛛䛴㻌
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㼏㻕㻌 ⊂❧ᶵ㛵䛜䚸ᥦ䛥䜜䛯⒪ィ⏬䛜ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣୖ䛾ᚲせ䛻↷䜙䛧䛶᭱ၿ䛾
┈䛷䛒䜛䛸ุ᩿䛩䜛ሙྜ䚹㻌

䞁䝖䜢䛘䜛⬟ຊ䛜䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸⊂❧䛧䛯ᑂᰝ䛾⤖ᯝ䚸䛭䛾⒪䛜ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛯
ሙྜ䛿䛣䛾㝈䜚䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌

䠓㻌 ➨ 㻢 㡯䛿䚸ἲ䛻䜘䜚ᝈ⪅䛻௦䜟䛳䛶⒪䛻ྠព䛩䜛ᶒ㝈䜢䛘䜙䜜䛯ಶேⓗ௦⌮
ே䛜䛔䜛ᝈ⪅䛻㐺⏝䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹䛯䛰䛧䚸௨ୗ䛾➨ 㻝㻞䚸㻝㻟䚸㻝㻠 ཬ䜃 㻝㻡 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶
䛔䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛝䚸䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺ᝈ⪅䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸ୖグ➨ 㻞 㡯䛻♧䛧䛯ሗ䜢䛘䜙䜜䛯

䠍䠐㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛⢭⚄እ⛉ᡭ⾡ཬ䜃䛾くⓗ䛛䛴ྍ㏫ⓗ⒪䛿䚸⢭⚄ಖ
タ䛻ධ㝔୰䛾㠀⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛻䛿⾜䛳䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹ᅜෆἲ䛜䛭䛾ᐇ䜢ㄆ䜑
䛶䛔䜛⠊ᅖෆ䛷䚸ᝈ⪅䛜䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䜢䛘䚸እ㒊䛾⊂❧䛧䛯ᶵ㛵䛜䛭䛾

ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䛜௦䜟䛳䛶ྠព䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛺䛧䛻
⾜䜟䜜䛖䜛䚹㻌

䜲㻌 䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛜┿䛻᭷ຠ䛺䜒䛾䛷䛒䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸䛭䛾⒪䛜ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣୖ
䛾ᚲせᛶ䛻᭱ၿ䛾䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䛸ㄆ䜑䛯ሙྜ䛻㝈䜚䚸䛭䜜௨እ䛾ᝈ⪅䛻ᐇ䛩䜛㻌 䛣䛸
䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

䠔㻌 ➨ 㻝㻞䚸㻝㻟䚸㻝㻠 ཬ䜃 㻝㻡 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛝䚸ἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᶒ㝈䜢䛘䜙䜜
䛯㈨᱁䛾䛒䜛⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛜䚸ᝈ⪅⮬㌟ཪ䛿䛾ே䛻ᑐ䛩䜛༶䛾ཪ䛿ษ㏕䛧

䠍䠑㻌 ⮫ᗋヨ㦂ཬ䜃ᐇ㦂ⓗ䛺⒪䛿䚸䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䜢䛘䛺䛔ᝈ⪅䛻䛿⾜

䛯༴ᐖ䜢㜵䛠䛯䜑䛻ᚲせ䛰䛸ุ᩿䛧䛯ሙྜ䚸䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛾䛺䛔䚸䛔䛛䛺
䜛ᝈ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䜒⒪䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛣䛾ሙྜ䛾⒪䛿䚸䛣䛾┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛻ཝ
ᐦ䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛ᮇ㛫䜢㉸䛘䛶⾜䜟䜜䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌

䛳䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮㻌 䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䜢䛘䜛⬟ຊ䜢Ḟ䛟ᝈ⪅䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸䛣䛾
┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛻≉ู䛻タ⨨䛥䜜䛯䚸ᶒ㝈䜢᭷䛩䜛⊂❧䛧䛯ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛜ᢎㄆ䜢䛘䛯ሙ
ྜ䛻㝈䜚䚸⮫ᗋヨ㦂䜔ᐇ㦂ⓗ⒪䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

䠕㻌 ᝈ⪅䛾䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䛺䛧䛻⒪䜢⾜䛖ᶒ㝈䛜䛘䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛
ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸ᝈ⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶⒪䛾ᛶ㉁䚸ྍ⬟䛺䛒䜙䜖䜛௦᭰⒪䛻䛴䛔䛶ሗ

㻝㻢㻚㻌 ➨ 㻢䚸㻣䚸㻤䚸㻝㻟䚸㻝㻠 ཬ䜃 㻝㻡 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛯ሙྜ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸ᝈ⪅ⱝ䛧䛟䛿䛭䛾ಶே
ⓗ௦⌮ேཪ䛿䛾ᐖ㛵ಀ⪅䛿ㄡ䛷䜒䚸䛭䛾⒪䛻㛵䛧䛶䚸ุᡤཪ䛿䛾⊂❧

䜢䛘䚸ཬ䜃ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚⒪ィ⏬䛾㐍ᒎ䛻ᝈ⪅䜢㛵䛥䛫䜛䜘䛖䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ດຊ䛜ᡶ
䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌

ᶵ㛵䛻ッ䛘䜢㉳䛣䛩ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

䠍䠌㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⒪䛿䚸䛭䜜䛜ᝈ⪅䛾⮬Ⓨⓗ䛺ពᛮ䛻䜘䜛䜒䛾䛛䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ䛺䜒䛾䛛
䜢グ䛧䛯ୖ䛷䚸ᝈ⪅䛾デ⒪㘓䛻┤䛱䛻グ㘓䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠍䠍㻌 ᝈ⪅䛾㌟యⓗᣊ᮰ཪ䛿㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ䛺㝸㞳䛿䚸⢭⚄ಖタ䛻㛵䛧䛶බⓗ䛻ㄆ䜑
䜙䜜䛯ᡭ⥆䛝䛻ᚑ䛔䚸䛛䛴䚸䛭䜜䛜ᝈ⪅ⱝ䛧䛟䛿䛾ே䛻ᑐ䛩䜛༶䛾ཪ䛿ษ㏕䛧
䛯༴ᐖ䜢㜵䛠䛯䜑䛻၏୍䛾ྍ⬟䛺ᡭẁ䛷䛒䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛔䛶䛿䚸⾜䛳䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛣
䜜䛿䚸䛭䛾┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛻ཝᐦ䛻ᚲせ䛸䛥䜜䜛ᮇ㛫䜢㉸䛘䛶⾜䜟䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㌟
యⓗᣊ᮰ཪ䛿㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ㝸㞳䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯ሙྜ䛿䛩䜉䛶䚸䛭䛾⌮⏤ཬ䜃䛭䛾ᛶ㉁䛸⛬
ᗘ䛜ᝈ⪅䛾デ⒪㘓䛻グ㍕䛥䜜䜛䚹ᣊ᮰䛥䜜䚸ཪ䛿㝸㞳䛥䜜䛯ᝈ⪅䛿䚸ே㐨ⓗ䛺⎔ቃ
ୗ䛻⨨䛛䜜䚸㈨᱁䛾䛒䜛⫋ဨ䛻䜘䜛䜿䜰ཬ䜃ධᛕ䛺ᐃᮇⓗ┘╩ୗ䛻⨨䛛䜜䜛䚹ᝈ⪅
䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䛜Ꮡᅾ䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸䜅䛥䜟䛧䛔⪅䛷䛒䜜䜀䚸ᝈ⪅䛾㌟యⓗᣊ᮰ཪ䛿㠀
⮬Ⓨⓗ㝸㞳䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸䛭䛾௦⌮ே䛻ᑐ䛧䛶㎿㏿䛺㏻▱䛜䛺䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠍䠎㻌 ዷᡭ⾡䛿⢭⚄ᝈ䛾⒪䛸䛧䛶䛿⾜䜟䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠍䠏㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㔜䛺ෆ⛉ⓗ⒪ཪ䛿እ⛉ⓗ⒪䛿䚸ᅜෆἲ䛜
䛭䜜䜢ㄆ䜑䚸䛭䜜䛜ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣୖ䛾ᚲせᛶ䛻᭱䜒㐺䛧䛶䛚䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸ᝈ⪅䛜䜲䞁㻌 䝣
䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉䞁䝖䜢䛘䛯ሙྜ䛻㝈䜚⾜䛖䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹ᝈ⪅䛻䜲䞁䝣䜷䞊䝮䝗䝁䞁䝉

ཎ๎䠍䠎䠖ᶒ䛾࿌▱

㻌

䠍㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタෆ䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸ධ㝔ᚋྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚㏿䜔䛛䛻䚸ᮏㅖཎ๎ཬ䜃ᅜෆἲ䛻
つᐃ䛥䜜䛯䛩䜉䛶䛾ᶒ䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸ᝈ⪅䛜⌮ゎ䛷䛝䜛᪉ᘧ䛷䚸⌮ゎ䛷䛝䜛ゝㄒ䛻䜘䛳
䛶࿌▱䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹࿌▱䛥䜜䜛ሗ䛻䛿䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ᶒ䛻㛵䛩䜛ㄝ᫂ཬ䜃ᶒ䜢⾜
䛩䜛᪉ἲ䛜ྵ䜎䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠎㻌 ᝈ⪅䛜䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺ሗ䜢⌮ゎ䛷䛝䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸⌮ゎ䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛻䛺䜛䜎䛷䛾㛫䚸
ᝈ⪅䛾ᶒ䛿䚸䛭䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䛜Ꮡᅾ䛧䚸䛛䛴䚸䛭䜜䛜㐺ษ䛷䛒䜛䛺䜙䜀䛭䛾ಶ
ேⓗ௦⌮ேཬ䜃ᝈ⪅䛾┈䜢᭱䜒䜘䛟௦⌮䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䚸䛛䛴௦⌮䛩䜛ពᚿ䛾䛒
䜛ಶேཪ䛿」ᩘ䛾ಶே䛻ఏ㐩䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠏㻌 ᚲせ䛺⬟ຊ䜢᭷䛩䜛ᝈ⪅䛿䚸⮬ศ䛻௦䜟䛳䛶࿌▱䜢ཷ䛡䜛⪅ཬ䜃⮬ᕫ䛾┈䜢
タ⟶⌮⪅䛻ᑐ䛧䛶௦⌮䛩䜛䜒䛾䜢ᣦྡ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠏䠖⢭⚄ಖタ䛻䛚䛡䜛ᶒ䛸᮲௳

㻌
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䠍㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタෆ䛾䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸≉䛻௨ୗ䛾㡯䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸᭱㝈䛾ᑛ㔜䜢
ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌
㼍㻕㻌 䛹䛣䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸ἲ䛾ୗ䛾ே᱁䛸䛧䛶ᢎㄆ䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸㻌

䛪䜜䛾ሙྜ䜒䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ാ䛝䛻ᑐ䛧䛶⢭⚄ಖタ䛜ཷ䛡ྲྀ䜛ሗ㓘䛾୰䛛㻌 䜙ṇᙜ䛺
ྲྀ䜚ศ䜢ཷ䛡ྲྀ䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠐䠖⢭⚄ಖタ䛾䛯䜑䛾㈨※㻌

㼎㻕㻌 䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊㻌
㼏㻕㻌 㻌 䝁䝭䝳䝙䜿䞊䝅䝵䞁䛾⮬⏤䚹䛣䜜䛻䛿タෆ䛾䛾ே䛸䛾䝁䝭䝳䝙䜿䞊䝅䝵䞁䛾
⮬⏤䚸᳨㜀䜢ཷ䛡䜛䛣䛸䛺䛟ಶேⓗ㏻ಙ䜢Ⓨཷ䛩䜛⮬⏤䚸ᘚㆤேཪ䛿ಶேⓗ௦⌮
ே䛛䜙䛾ゼၥ䜢ಶேⓗ䛻ཷ䛡ධ䜜䚸䛭䛾䛾ゼၥ⪅䛾ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸㐺ษ䛺㛫䛷
䛒䜜䜀䛔䛴䛷䜒ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜛⮬⏤䚸ཬ䜃㒑౽䚸㟁ヰ䝃䞊䝡䝇䚸୪䜃䛻᪂⪺䚸䝷䝆䜸䚸
䝔䝺䝡䜢⏝䛩䜛⮬⏤䜢ྵ䜐㻌
㼐㻕㻌 ᐀ᩍཪ䛿ಙ௮䛾⮬⏤㻌
䠎㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタෆ䛾⎔ቃཬ䜃⏕ά≧ἣ䛿ྠᖺ㱋䛾ே䛾㏻ᖖ䛾⏕ά䛻䛷䛝䜛㝈䜚
㏆䛔䜒䛾䛷䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛪䚸≉䛻௨ୗ䛾᮲௳䜢ྵ䜎䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌

䠍㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタ䛷䛿䛾ಖタ䛸ྠ䛨Ỉ‽䛾㈨※䚸≉䛻௨ୗ䛾㈨※䜢ഛ䛘䜛䜒
䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌 㻌
㼍㻕㻌 ༑ศ䛺ᩘ䛾䚸㈨᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛་Ꮫ䛭䛾䛾㐺ᙜ䛺ᑓ㛛ᢏ⬟䜢ᣢ䛴⫋ဨ୪䜃䛻䛭
䜜䛮䜜䛾ᝈ⪅䛻䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊ཬ䜃㐺ษ䛷✚ᴟⓗ䛺⒪䝥䝻䜾䝷䝮䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䛾䛻
༑ศ䛺ᗈ䛥㻌
㼎㻕㻌 ᝈ⪅䛾デ᩿ཬ䜃⒪ᶵჾ㻌
㼏㻕㻌 㐺ษ䛺ᑓ㛛ⓗ䜿䜰㻌
㼐㻕㻌 ⸆≀ᢞ䜢ྵ䜐㐺ษ䛷䚸ᐃᮇⓗ䛛䛴ໟᣓⓗ䛺⒪㻌

㼍㻕㻌 䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁䚸䝺䝆䝱䞊⏝タ㻌
㼎㻕㻌 ᩍ⫱タ㻌

䠎㻌 䛩䜉䛶䛾⢭⚄ಖタ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾≧ἣཬ䜃⒪䚸䜿䜰䛜䚸䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛻㐺ྜ䛩
䜛䛛䛹䛖䛛䜢☜ㄆ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛻䚸ᶒ㝈䜢ᣢ䛴බⓗᶵ㛵䛻䜘䜚䚸༑ศ䛺㢖ᗘ䛷┘ᰝ䜢ཷ䛡
䜛䚹㻌

㼏㻕㻌 ᪥ᖖ䛾⏕ά䚸䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁ཬ䜃䝁䝭䝳䝙䜿䞊䝅䝵䞁䛻ᚲせ䛺≀ရ䜢㉎ධ䛧䚸
ཪ䛿ཷ㡿䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾タ㻌
㼐㻕㻌 㻌 ᝈ⪅䛾♫ⓗཬ䜃ᩥⓗ⫼ᬒ䛻䜅䛥䜟䛧䛔✚ᴟⓗ䛺άື䛻ཧຍ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䚸
୪䜃䛻ᆅᇦ♫䜈䛾ᖐ䜢ಁ㐍䛩䜛㐺ษ䛺⫋ᴗⓗ䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛾ᡭẁ䛸䛩
䜛䛯䜑䛾タ䚹୪䜃䛻䛭䜜䜙䛾タ䜢⏝䛩䜛䜘䛖䛻ዡບ䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹䛣䜜䜙䛾ᡭ
ẁ䛻䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛜ᆅᇦ♫䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸㞠⏝䜢☜ಖཪ䛿⥔ᣢ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾⫋ᴗ䜺䜲䝎䞁
䝇䚸⫋ᴗカ⦎ཬ䜃ᑵ⫋⤂䛺䛹䛜ྵ䜎䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠏㻌 䛔䛛䛺䜛≧ἣ䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸ᝈ⪅䛿ᙉไປാ䛻ᚑ䛥䛫䜙䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹ᝈ⪅䛾
ᚲせཬ䜃タ㐠⏝ୖ䛾ᚲせ䛻㐺ྜ䛩䜛⠊ᅖ䛷䚸ᝈ⪅䛿⮬ᕫ䛾ᕼᮃ䛩䜛✀㢮䛾
䜢㑅ᢥ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠑䠖ධ㝔䛾ཎ๎

㻌

䠍㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタ䛷⒪䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᚲせ䛜䛒䜛ሙྜ䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔䜢㑊䛡䜛䜘䛖䚸䛒䜙
䜖䜛ດຊ䛜ᡶ䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠎㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタ䜈䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇䛿䚸䛾ᝈ䛻㛵䛩䜛䛾タ䜈䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇䛸ྠᵝ
䛻⾜䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠏㻌 㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ䛻ධ㝔䛧䛯䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻢 䛻つᐃ䛩䜛㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ
㝔ᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶㏥㝔䜢ไ㝈䛩䜛ᇶ‽䛜‶䛯䛥䜜䛺䛔㝈䜚䚸䛔䛴䛷䜒⢭⚄ಖタ䛛䜙
㏥ཤ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䚸ᝈ⪅䛻䛿䛣䛾ᶒ䛜࿌▱䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌

䠐㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタෆ䛻䛚䛡䜛ᝈ⪅䛾ປാ䛿ᦢྲྀ䛥䜜䛶䛿䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䚸
ᅜෆἲ䜔⩦័䛻ᚑ䛳䛶䚸ᚑ䛧䛯䛔䛛䛺䜛ປാ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䜒䚸ᝈ⪅䛷䛺䛔⪅䛜㻌 ྠ䛨ປ
ാ䜢䛧䛯ሙྜ䛻ᚓ䜙䜜䜛䛾䛸ྠ䛨ሗ㓘䜢ཷ䛡ྲྀ䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛩䜉䛶䛾ᝈ⪅䛿䛔

ཎ๎䠍䠒䠖㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔

㻌
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䠍㻌 ᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ䛻⢭⚄ಖタ䛻ධ㝔䛧䚸ཪ䛿᪤䛻ᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶⮬Ⓨⓗ䛻⢭⚄
ಖタ䛻ධ㝔䛧䛯ᚋ䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔ᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶㏥㝔ไ㝈䛥䜜䜛䛾䛿䚸䛣䛾┠ⓗ䛾
䛯䜑䛻ἲᚊ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᶒ㝈䜢䛘䜙䜜䛯㈨᱁䜢᭷䛩䜛⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛜䚸ཎ๎ 㻠 䛻ᚑ

䜚㏿䜔䛛䛻ᐇ䛥䜜䚸ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⡆༢䛛䛴㎿㏿䛺ᡭ⥆䛝䛻ᚑ䛳
䛶⾜䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌

䛳䛶䚸䛭䛾⪅䛜⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛧䛶䛚䜚䚸䛛䛴䚸௨ୗ䛾䜘䛖䛻ุ᩿䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻㝈䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌

䠏㻌 ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛿䚸ᅜෆἲ䛷つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ྜ⌮ⓗ䛺㛫㝸䜢䛚䛔䛶䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛾
䜢ᐃᮇⓗ䛻ᑂᰝ䛩䜛䚹㻌

㼍㻕㻌 䛭䛾⢭⚄ᝈ䛾䛯䜑䛻䚸༶䛾ཪ䛿ษ㏕䛧䛯⮬ᕫⱝ䛧䛟䛿䛾ே䜈䛾༴ᐖ䛜
ཬ䜆ྍ⬟ᛶ䛜䛝䛔䛣䛸䚸ཪ䛿㻌

䠐㻌 㠀⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛿䚸ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ྜ⌮ⓗ䛺㛫㝸䜢䛚䛔䛶䚸ᑂᰝᶵ
㛵䛻ᑐ䛧䚸㏥㝔ཪ䛿⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛸䛺䜛䛯䜑䛾ᑂᰝ䜢せồ䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

㼎㻕㻌 㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䛜㔜⠜䛷䛒䜚䚸ุ᩿ຊ䛜㜼ᐖ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䚸䛭䛾⪅䜢ධ㝔䛥䛫䛪䚸
ཪ䛿ධ㝔䜢⥅⥆䛥䛫䛺䛡䜜䜀䚸῝้䛺≧ែ䛾ᝏ䛜㉳䛣䜛ぢ㎸䜏䛜䛒䜚䚸᭱ᑠつ㻌
ไ䛾௦᭰ཎ๎䛻ᚑ䛳䛶䚸⢭⚄ಖタ䛻ධ㝔䛥䛫䜛䛣䛸䛻䜘䛳䛶䛾䜏ᚓ䜙䜜䜛㐺

䠑㻌 䛔䛪䜜䛾ᑂᰝ䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛿䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻢 ➨ 㻝 㡯䛻つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛㠀⮬Ⓨ

ษ䛺⒪䛜ጉ䛢䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䚹㻌
㻌 㼎㻕䛾ሙྜ䚸ྍ⬟䛺ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸➨୍䛾⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛸䛿⊂❧䛧䛯➨䛾⢭⚄ಖ
ᚑ⪅䛾デᐹ䜢ồ䜑䜛䜉䛝䛷䛒䜛䚹䛣䛖䛧䛯デᐹ䛜⾜䜟䜜䛯ሙྜ䚸➨䛾⢭⚄ಖ
ᚑ⪅䛜ྠព䛧䛺䛡䜜䜀䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔䚸ཪ䛿㏥㝔ไ㝈䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䛿䛷䛝䛺䛔䚹㻌

ⓗධ㝔䛾ᇶ‽䛜౫↛䛸䛧䛶‶䛯䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛䛛ྰ䛛䛾᳨ウ䜢⾜䛔䚸䜒䛧䛭䜜䛜‶䛯䛥
䜜䛶䛔䛺䛡䜜䜀䚸ᙜヱᝈ⪅䛿㠀⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶䛾❧ሙ䛛䜙ゎᨺ䛥䜜䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙
䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠒㻌 ᝈ⪅䛾⒪䛻㈐௵䜢ᣢ䛴⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛜䚸ᙜヱᝈ⪅䛾≧ែ䛜䜒䛿䜔㠀⮬Ⓨ
ⓗᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶㏥㝔ไ㝈䛩䜉䛝≧ែ䛷䛿䛺䛔䛸ุ᩿䛧䛯ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸䛭䛾⪅䜢㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ
ᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶ฎ㐝䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢Ṇ䜑䜛䜘䛖ᣦ♧䛩䜛䚹㻌

㻞㻚㻌 㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔ཪ䛿㏥㝔ไ㝈䛿䚸ᙜึ䛿䚸ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛻䜘䜛㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔ཪ䛿㏥㝔
ไ㝈䛻㛵䛩䜛ᑂᰝ䜢ᚅ䛴㛫䛾䚸ほᐹཬ䜃ணഛⓗ䛺⒪䜢⾜䛖䛯䜑䛾䚸ᅜෆἲ䛾ᐃ䜑
䜛▷䛔ᮇ㛫䛻㝈䜙䜜䜛䚹ධ㝔䛾⌮⏤䛿㐜䛺䛟ᝈ⪅䛻ఏ䛘䜙䜜䜛䚹ධ㝔䛾ᐇཬ䜃
䛭䛾⌮⏤䛿䚸ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䛜ᣦྡ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜜䜀䛭䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮
ேཬ䜃ᝈ⪅䛜ᣄྰ䛧䛺䛡䜜䜀䛭䛾ᐙ᪘䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䚸㎿㏿䛛䛴ヲ⣽䛻ఏ㐩䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
㻟㻚㻌 ⢭⚄ಖタ䛿䚸ᅜෆἲ䛷つᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ᶒ㝈䜢᭷䛩䜛බⓗᶵ㛵䛻䜘䛳䛶䚸㠀⮬
Ⓨⓗධ㝔䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜛䜘䛖ᣦᐃ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙྜ䛻㝈䜚䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗධ㝔䜢ཷ䛡ධ䜜䜛
䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠓䠖ᑂᰝᶵ㛵㻌

䠓㻌 ᝈ⪅ⱝ䛧䛟䛿䛭䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ேཪ䛿䛭䛾䛾ᐖ㛵ಀ⪅䛿䚸ᙜヱᝈ⪅䜢⢭⚄ಖ
タ䛻ධ㝔䛥䛫䚸ཪ䛿㏥㝔ไ㝈䜢䛩䜛Ỵᐃ䛻ᑐ䛧䛶䚸ୖ⣭ุᡤ䛻ッ䛘䜛ᶒ䜢
ᣢ䛴䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠔䠖ᡭ⥆䛝ⓗಖ㞀㻌
䠍㻌 ᝈ⪅䛿᭹⏦❧䛶ཪ䛿ッ䛘䛻䛚䛡䜛௦⌮䜢ྵ䜐㡯䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸ᝈ⪅䜢௦⌮䛩䜛
ᘚㆤே䜢㑅௵䛧䚸ᣦྡ䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䜒䛧䚸ᝈ⪅䛜䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢ᚓ䜙䜜䛺
䛔ሙྜ䛻䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛜䛭䜜䜢ᨭᘚ䛩䜛㈨ຊ䛜↓䛔⠊ᅖ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸↓ൾ䛷ᘚㆤே䜢⏝
䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

䠍㻌 ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛿ྖἲⓗཪ䛿䛭䛾䛾⊂❧䛧䛯බṇ䛺ᶵ㛵䛷䚸ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶タ⨨䛥
䜜䚸ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䛯ᡭ⥆䛝䛻䜘䛳䛶ᶵ⬟䛩䜛䚹ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛿䚸䛭䛾Ỵᐃ䜢⾜
䛖䛻㝿䛧䚸୍ே௨ୖ䛾䚸㈨᱁䛾䛒䜛䚸⊂❧䛧䛯⢭⚄ಖᚑ⪅䛾ពぢ䜢ồ䜑䚸䛭䛾ຓ
ゝ䜢຺䛩䜛䚹㻌

䠎㻌 ᝈ⪅䛿ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛿㏻ヂ䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䛾ຓ䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾䝃䞊䝡
䝇䛜ᚲせ䛷䛒䜚䚸ᝈ⪅䛜䛭䜜䜢ᚓ䜙䜜䛺䛔ሙྜ䚸ᝈ⪅䛜䛭䜜䜢ᨭᘚ䛩䜛㈨ຊ䛜↓䛔
⠊ᅖ䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸↓ൾ䛷䛣䛾䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

䠎㻌 ཎ๎ 㻝㻢 ➨ 㻞 㡯䛾せồ䛩䜛䛸䛣䜝䛻ᚑ䛔䚸㠀⮬Ⓨⓗᝈ⪅䛸䛧䛶䛾ධ㝔ཪ䛿㏥㝔ไ
㝈䛾Ỵᐃ䛻㛵䛩䜛ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䛾᭱ึ䛾ᑂᰝ䛿䚸ධ㝔ཪ䛿㏥㝔ไ㝈䛾Ỵᐃᚋྍ⬟䛺㝈

䛭䛾䛾ሗ࿌᭩୪䜃䛻䚸ドゝ䚸᭩ド䛭䛾䛾㛵㐃ᛶ䜢᭷䛧䚸チᐜ䛥䜜ᚓ䜛ドᣐ䜢せ
ồ䛧䚸୪䜃䛻ᥦฟ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹㻌

䠏㻌 ᝈ⪅ཬ䜃ᝈ⪅䛾ᘚㆤே䛿䛔䛛䛺䜛⫈⪺䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸⊂❧䛧䛯⢭⚄ಖሗ࿌ཬ䜃
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䠐㻌 ᥦฟ䛥䜜䜛ᝈ⪅䛾グ㘓୪䜃䛻䛩䜉䛶䛾ሗ࿌᭩ཬ䜃ᩥ᭩䛾䛧䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛻㛤♧䛩
䜛䛣䛸䛜ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣ䛻㔜䛺ᐖ䜢ཬ䜌䛧䚸ཪ䛿䛾ே䛾Ᏻ䛻༴㝤䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛸ุ᩿
䛥䜜䜛≉ู䛺ሙྜ䜢㝖䛔䛶䚸ᝈ⪅ཬ䜃ᝈ⪅䛾ᘚㆤே䛻䛘䜙䜜䜛䚹ᅜෆἲ䛾つᐃ䛻

䛻䛿䚸ᝈ⪅ཪ䛿ᝈ⪅䛾ᘚㆤே䛜䛔䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䛭䛾ᘚㆤே䛻䚸ᕪ䛧Ṇ䜑䛾ᐇཬ䜃
䛭䛾⌮⏤䛜㏻▱䛥䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸ྖἲⓗᑂᰝ䛜⾜䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌

ᚑ䛔䚸ᝈ⪅䛾䛘䜙䜜䛺䛔ᩥ᭩䛿䚸䛭䜜䛜⛎ᐦ⿹䛻⾜䛔䛖䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ
௦⌮ேཬ䜃ᘚㆤே䛻ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䚹ᩥ᭩䛾୍㒊䛜ᝈ⪅䛻㛤♧䛥䜜䛺䛔ሙྜ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅ཪ
䛿ᝈ⪅䛾ᘚㆤே䛜Ꮡᅾ䛩䜛ሙྜ䛿䛭䛾ᘚㆤே䛻䚸ᕪ䛧Ṇ䜑䛾ᐇཬ䜃䛭䛾⌮⏤䛜
㏻▱䛥䜜䚸䛛䛴䚸ྖἲⓗᑂᰝ䛜⾜䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌

䠎㻌 ᝈ⪅ཪ䛿ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䚸ⱝ䛧䛟䛿ᘚㆤே䛾ᩥ᭩䛻䜘䜛䛔䛛䛺䜛ពぢ䜒䚸せ
ồ䛜䛒䜜䜀䚸ᝈ⪅䛾䝣䜯䜲䝹䛻ຍ䛘䜙䜜䜛䚹㻌

䠑㻌 ᝈ⪅୪䜃䛻ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䚸ཬ䜃ᘚㆤே䛿䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛⫈⪺䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸䛣䜜
䛻ฟᖍ䛧䚸ཧຍ䛧䚸ಶேⓗ䛻⫈⪺䜢ཷ䛡䜛ᶒ䛜䛒䜛䚹㻌
䠒㻌 ᝈ⪅ཪ䛿ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ேⱝ䛧䛟䛿ᘚㆤே䛜䚸≉ᐃ䛾ே≀䛾⫈⪺䜈䛾ฟᖍ䜢
ồ䜑䛯ሙྜ䚸䛭䛾⪅䛾ฟᖍ䛜ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣ䛻㔜䛺ᐖ䜢ཬ䜌䛧䚸ཪ䛿䛾ே䛾Ᏻ
䛻༴㝤䜢ཬ䜌䛩ྍ⬟ᛶ䛜䛒䜛䛸ุ᩿䛥䜜䜛ሙྜ䜢㝖䛔䛶䚸䛭䛾⪅䛾ฟᖍ䛿ㄆ䜑䜙䜜
䜛䚹㻌
䠓㻌 ⫈⪺ཪ䛿䛭䛾୍㒊䛜බ㛤䛥䜜䜛䛛ⱝ䛧䛟䛿㠀බ㛤䛻䛥䜜䜛䛛䚸ཬ䜃䛭䛾⤖ᯝ䜢බ
䛻ሗ䛨䛖䜛䛛ྰ䛛䛾Ỵᐃ䛻㝿䛧䛶䛿䚸ᝈ⪅⮬㌟䛾ᕼᮃ䚸ᝈ⪅ཬ䜃䛾ே䛾䝥䝷䜲䝞
䝅䞊ಖㆤ䛾ᚲせᛶ୪䜃䛻ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣ䛻㔜䛺ᐖ䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛣䛸䜢㜵䛞䚸䛾ே䛻༴㝤
䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛣䛸䜢㑊䛡䜛ᚲせᛶ䛻䛴䛔䛶༑ศ䛺⪃៖䛜ᡶ䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠔㻌 ⫈⪺䛾⤖ᯝᚓ䜙䜜䛯Ỵᐃ䛸䛭䛾⌮⏤䛿ᩥ᭩䛻䜘䛳䛶♧䛥䜜䜛䚹䛭䛾䛧䛿ᝈ⪅୪
䜃䛻ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ேཬ䜃ᘚㆤே䛻䛘䜙䜜䜛䚹⤖ㄽ䛾㒊ཪ䛿୍㒊䜢බ⾲䛩
䜛䛛ྰ䛛䛾Ỵᐃ䛻㝿䛧䛶䛿䚸ᝈ⪅⮬㌟䛾ᕼᮃ䚸ᝈ⪅ཬ䜃䛾ே䛾䝥䝷䜲䝞䝅䞊ಖㆤ
䛾ᚲせᛶ䚸ྖἲᡭ⥆䛝䛾බ㛤䛻䜘䜛බඹ䛾┈୪䜃䛻ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣ䛻㔜䛺ᐖ䜢ཬ
䜌䛩䛣䛸䜢㑊䛡䚸䜎䛯䛿䛾ே䛻༴㝤䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛣䛸䜢㑊䛡䜛ᚲせᛶ䛻䛴䛔䛶༑ศ䛺⪃
៖䛜ᡶ䜟䜜䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠎䠌䠖ฮ≢⨥⪅㻌
䠍㻌 䛣䛾ཎ๎䛿䚸ฮ≢⨥䛾䛯䜑䛻⮬⏤ฮ䛻᭹䛧䛶䛔䜛⪅ཪ䛿ฮッゴⱝ䛧䛟䛿ᤚᰝ
䛾䛯䜑䛻ᣊ␃䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䛷䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䛜䛒䜛䛸ุ᩿䛥䜜䚸ཪ䛿䛭䛾ྍ⬟ᛶ䛜䛒䜛䛸
ಙ䛨䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛⪅䛻䜒㐺⏝䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌
䠎㻌 䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺⪅䛿䛩䜉䛶䚸ཎ๎ 㻝 䛻♧䛧䛯䜘䛖䛻᭱䜒᭷ຠ䛺䝯䞁䝍䝹䝦䝹䝇䜿䜰䜢ா
ཷ䛩䜉䛝䛷䛒䜛䚹䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛿䚸䛣䛖䛧䛯䛾ୗ䛷ᚲせ䛺᭱ᑠ㝈䛾ಟṇ䛸እ䜢㝖
䛔䛶䚸ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚᭱㝈䛻㐺⏝䛥䜜䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹䛣䛾ಟṇ䛸እ䛿ཎ๎ 㻝 ➨ 㻡
㡯䛻ᣲ䛢䛯ㅖᩥ᭩䛻䜘䜛ಶே䛾ᶒ䜢ᐖ䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠏㻌 ᅜෆἲ䛿䚸ุᡤཪ䛿ᶒ㝈䜢᭷䛩䜛䛾බⓗᶵ㛵䛜䚸ⓗ☜䛺⊂❧䛧䛯་Ꮫⓗ䛺
ຓゝ䛻ᚑ䛳䛶䚸䛣䛾䜘䛖䛺⪅䛜⢭⚄ಖタ䛻ධ㝔䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛨䜛䛣䛸䜢つᐃ䛷䛝
䜛䚹㻌
䠐㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䛷䛒䜛䛸ุ᩿䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾⒪䛿䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛ሙྜ䜒ཎ๎ 㻝㻝 䛻๎䛩䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠎䠍䠖᭹㻌
㻌 ᝈ⪅ཬ䜃௨๓ᝈ⪅䛷䛒䛳䛯⪅䛿䛩䜉䛶䚸ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶ᐃ䜑䜙䜜䛯ᡭ⥆䛝䛻䜘䛳䛶
᭹⏦❧䛶䜢䛩䜛ᶒ䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠍䠕䠖ሗ䜈䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇㻌
ཎ๎䠎䠎䠖┘╩䛸ᩆ῭㻌
䠍㻌 ᝈ⪅䠄䛣䛾ཎ๎䛻䛚䛔䛶䛿௨๓ᝈ⪅䛷䛒䛳䛯⪅䜒ྵ䜐䠅䛿䚸⢭⚄ಖタෆ䛻ಖ
Ꮡ䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣཬ䜃ಶேグ㘓䛾䛖䛱䚸ᙜヱᝈ⪅䛻㛵䛩䜛ሗ䛻᥋䛩䜛ᶒ

㻌 ྛᅜ䛿䚸䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛾ᐇ⌧䛾䛯䜑䛻䚸⢭⚄ಖタ䛾┘ᰝ䚸᭹⏦❧䛶䛾ཷ⌮䚸

䜢᭷䛩䜛䚹䛣䛾ᶒ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ᗣ䛻㔜䛺ᐖ䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛣䛸䜢㜵䛞䚸ཪ䛿䛾ே䛾
Ᏻ䛻༴㝤䜢ཬ䜌䛩䛣䛸䜢㜵䛠䛯䜑䛻ไ㝈䛥䜜䛖䜛䚹ᅜෆἲ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛻㛤♧䛥䜜䛺䛔

ㄪᰝ䚸ゎỴཬ䜃⫋ᴗୖ䛾㐪⾜Ⅽཪ䛿ᝈ⪅䛾ᶒ䛾ᐖ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛㐺ษ䛺ᠬᡄⱝ䛧
䛟䛿ྖἲᡭ⥆䛝䛾䛯䜑䛻䚸㐺ᙜ䛺ไᗘ䜢☜ಖ䛩䜛䚹㻌

ሗ䛿䚸䛭䜜䛜⛎ᐦ⿹䛻⾜䛔ᚓ䜛ሙྜ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ಶேⓗ௦⌮ேཬ䜃ᘚㆤே䛻䛘
䜙䜜䜛䜉䛝䛣䛸䜢つᐃ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䚹䛹䛾䜘䛖䛺ሗ䜒䚸ᝈ⪅䛻ᥦ౪䛥䜜䛺䛔ሙྜ

ཎ๎䠎䠏䠖ᐇ㻌
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䠍㻌 ྛᅜ䛿䚸㐺ษ䛺❧ἲ䚸ྖἲ䚸⾜ᨻ䚸ᩍ⫱ཬ䜃䛭䛾䛾㐺ษ䛺ᥐ⨨䜢㏻䛨䛶䛣䛾ㅖ
ཎ๎䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜉䛝䛷䛒䜚䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ᥐ⨨䛿ᐃᮇⓗ䛺ぢ┤䛧䜢ཷ䛡䜛䚹㻌

䠍㻌 ⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛾⒪䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᅜ㝿ⓗ䛺㛵ᚰ䛜䚸㏆ᖺ䚸ቑ䛧䛶䛝䛶䛔䜛䚹
ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛿㛗ᖺ䛻䜟䛯䛳䛶䚸䛭䛾ேᶒ䛜䛧䜀䛧䜀ไ㝈䛥䜜䜛㞀ᐖ⪅䛾ಖㆤ䛻㛵ᚰ䜢
ᡶ䛳䛶䛝䛯䚹⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛿䚸≉䛻യ䛴䛝䜔䛩䛟䚸≉ู䛾ಖㆤ䜢ᚲせ䛸䛧䛶䛔

䠎㻌 ྛᅜ䛿䚸㐺ษ䛷✚ᴟⓗ䛺ᡭẁ䛻䜘䛳䛶䚸䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䜢࿘▱䛥䛫䜛䜒䛾䛸䛩䜛䚹㻌

䜛䚹ᅜ㝿ேᶒつ⣙䛻๎䛳䛶䛣䛖䛧䛯⪅䛾ᶒ䜢᫂☜䛻ᐃ⩏䛧䚸☜❧䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜⫢せ䛷
䛒䜛䚹㻌

㻌㻌

ཎ๎䠎䠐䠖⢭⚄ಖタ䛻㛵䛩䜛ㅖཎ๎䛾⠊ᅖ㻌
㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛿䚸⢭⚄ಖタ䛻ධ㝔䛧䛶䛔䜛䛩䜉䛶䛾⪅䛻㐺⏝䛥䜜䜛䚹㻌

ཎ๎䠎䠑䠖᪤ᚓᶒ䛾␃ಖ㻌
㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛜ᶒ䜢ㄆ䜑䛶䛔䛺䛔䚸ཪ䛿㝈ᐃ䛥䜜䛯⠊ᅖ䛻䛚䛔䛶䛾䜏ㄆ䜑䛶䛔䜛
䛻䛩䛞䛺䛔䛸䛔䛖⌮⏤䛻䜘䛳䛶䚸㐺⏝ྍ⬟䛺ᅜ㝿ἲཪ䛿ᅜෆἲ䛻䜘䛳䛶ㄆ䜑䜙䜜䛶䛔
䜛ᶒ䜢ྵ䜐䚸ᝈ⪅䛾᪤ᚓ䛾ᶒ䛜ไ㝈䛥䜜䚸ཪ䛿ᦆ䛺䜟䜜䜛䛣䛸䛿䛺䛔䚹㻌
㻌
䛆ヂ⪅䛻䜘䜛⣴ᘬ䛇㻌

ಶேⓗ௦⌮ே䠖ᐃ⩏䚸ཎ๎䠍➨ 㻢 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻞䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻝 ➨ 㻣 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻝㻝 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻝㻢 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻞 ➨ 㻞 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻟 ➨ 㻝 㡯䚸ཎ๎

䠎㻌 ⛉Ꮫ䛸ᢏ⾡䛾Ⓨᒎ䛿䚸⏕ά≧ἣ䜢䜘䜚䜘䛔䜒䛾䛻䛩䜛ᶵ䜢ቑ䛥䛫䛶䛔䜛䚹䛧䛛
䛧䛺䛜䜙䚸⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡䛿♫ၥ㢟䜢ຓ㛗䛩䜛ྍ⬟ᛶ䜢ᣢ䛳䛶䛚䜚䚸ᇶᮏⓗ䛺⮬⏤䜔ே
ᶒ䜈䛾⬣ጾ䛸䜒䛺䜚䛖䜛䚹ྠᵝ䛻䚸་⒪䜔ᚰ⌮⒪ἲ䛾ᢏ⾡䛿䚸ಶே䛾㌟యⓗ䚸▱ⓗ㧗
₩䛥䜈䛾⬣ጾ䛸䛺䜚䛖䜛䚹㻌
䠏㻌 ⛉Ꮫ䜔ᢏ⾡䛜⏕䜏ฟ䛧䛯⏘≀䜔᪉ἲ䛜ㄗ䛳䛯┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛻䜟䜜䛶䛔䜛䚹≉䛻
⢭⚄ᝈ䛾䛯䜑䛻ᙉไධ㝔䛥䛫䜙䜜䛶䛔䜛ே䚻䛾⒪ᡭẁ䛸䛧䛶ㄗ䛳䛶⏝䛔䜙䜜䛶
䛔䜛䛸䛔䛖Ẽ䛜䛛䜚䛺ሗ࿌䛜⾜䜟䜜䛶䛝䛯䚹㻌
䠐㻌 ⊂❧䛧䛯බᖹ䛺ᶵ㛵䜈䛾䜰䜽䝉䝇䛾᪉ἲ䛻㛵䛩䜛つᐃ䜢ྵ䜑䚸⢭⚄ಖἲ䛻ᐃ
䜑䜙䜜䛯᪉ἲ䛿䚸ᝈ⪅䛾⮬⏤䛻䛸䛳䛶Ỵᐃⓗ䛻㔜せ䛺䜒䛾䛷䛒䜚䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ேᶒ䛸ἲ
ⓗᶒ䛿䛒䜙䜖䜛ᡭẁ䜢ㅮ䛨䛶ಖㆤ䛥䜜䛺䛡䜜䜀䛺䜙䛺䛔䚹㻌
䠑㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛿ᝈ⪅䛾タ䜈䛾ධ㝔䚸ᙉไᐜ䚸⒪䚸ᆅᇦ♫䜈䛾㏥㝔䛸䝸䝝
䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛻㛵㐃䛩䜛䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ἲⓗ䚸་Ꮫⓗ䚸♫ⓗ䚸㐨ᚨⓗၥ㢟䜢䜹䝞䞊䛧䜘
䛖䛸䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䚹ᅜ㝿♫䛻䛚䛡䜛ἲⓗ䚸་Ꮫⓗ䚸♫ⓗ䚸⤒῭ⓗ䚸ᆅໃᏛⓗ
≧ἣ䛾䛝䜟䜑䛶ኚ䛻ᐩ䜣䛰≧ἣ䜢຺䛩䜜䜀䚸䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛜䚸䛒䜙䜖䜛ᅜ䛷䛒䜙
䜖䜛௦䛻┤䛱䛻㐺ᛂ䛥䜜䛖䜉䛝䜒䛾䛷䛿䛺䛔䛣䛸䛿᫂䜙䛛䛷䛒䜛䚹㻌

㻝㻢 ➨ 㻞 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻣 ➨ 㻣 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻤 ➨ 㻠 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻡 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻢 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻤 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻥 ➨ 㻞 㡯㻌

ᑂᰝᶵ㛵䠖ᐃ⩏䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻝 ➨ 㻝㻡 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻢 ➨ 㻞 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻣 ➨ 㻝 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻞 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻟 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻠 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻢 㡯㻌

⊂❧ᶵ㛵䠖ᐃ⩏䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻝 ➨ 㻢 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻝㻢 㡯㻌

ᐃᶵ㛵䠖ཎ๎ 㻝 ➨ 㻢 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻣 㡯㻌

ᘚㆤே䠖ᐃ⩏䚸ཎ๎ 㻝 ➨ 㻢 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻟 ➨ 㻝 㡯䚸ཎ๎ 㻝㻤 ➨ 㻝 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻟 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻠 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻡 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻢 㡯䚸ྠ➨ 㻤 㡯㻌

㻌

䠒㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛿䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛾ಖㆤ䚸䛚䜘䜃䝯䞁䝍䝹䝦䝹䝇䜿䜰䛾㐍Ṍ䛻
㛵䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䚹≉䛻䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䛾䛯䜑䛻䚸⢭⚄ಖタ䛻㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ䛻ධ㝔䛧䛶
䛔䜛ᑡᩘ䛾ᝈ⪅䛻↔Ⅼ䜢⨨䛔䛶䛔䜛䚹⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛧䚸⒪䜢ཷ䛡䛶䛔䜛⪅䛾㒊
ศ䛿㝔䛻ධ㝔䛧䛶䛔䛺䛔䚹ᑡᩘ䛜ධ㝔䛧䚸䛭䛾㒊ศ䛿⮬Ⓨⓗ䛺ධ㝔䛷䛒䜛䚹䛤䛟
ᑡᩘ䛜㠀⮬Ⓨⓗ䛺ධ㝔䜢ᚲせ䛸䛧䛶䛔䜛䚹⢭⚄ᝈ䛻䛥䜜䛯⪅䛾䜿䜰䚸ᨭ䚸
⒪䚸䝸䝝䝡䝸䝔䞊䝅䝵䞁䛾䛯䜑䛾タ䛿䚸ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚䚸ᝈ⪅䛾ఫ䜐ᆅᇦ♫䛻⨨䛛䜜
䜛䜉䛝䛷䛒䜛䚹䛧䛯䛜䛳䛶䚸⢭⚄ಖタ䜈䛾ධ㝔䛿䚸䛭䛖䛧䛯ᆅᇦ♫䛾タ䛜
㐺ษ䛷䛒䜛䛛䚸ᚓ䜙䜜䛺䛔ሙྜ䛻㝈䛳䛶⾜䜟䜜䜛䜉䛝䛷䛒䜛䚹䜘䜚ከ䛟䛾䚸䜘䜚ᣊ᮰䛾
ᑡ䛺䛔䚸௦᭰⢭⚄ಖ䝃䞊䝡䝇䜢ᚓ䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛䜘䛖䛺㈨※䜢‽ഛ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䚸䛣䛾
ㅖཎ๎䛾㐺⏝䜢䚸䜘䜚䛯䜔䛩䛔䜒䛾䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢☜ᐇ䛻䛩䜛ຓ䛡䛸䛺䜛䛷䛒䜝䛖䚹㻌

⢭⚄ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛾ಖㆤཬ䜃䝯䞁䝍䝹䝦䝹䝇䜿䜰䛾㐍Ṍ䛾䛯䜑䛾㻌
ㅖཎ๎ᮏᩥ䜈䛾ᗎᩥ㻌
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ᝈ䜢᭷䛩䜛⪅䛜ぢᤞ䛶䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢㜵䛞䚸䜿䜰䛸⒪䛾ᚲせᛶ䚸≉䛻ᆅᇦ♫䛻⤫ྜ

Principles for the protection of persons with mental illness and
the improvement of mental health care

䛥䜜䛯ே䚻䛾䜿䜰䛸⒪䛾ᚲせᛶ䛜‶䛯䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢ಖ㞀䛩䜛䛣䛸䜒ྠᵝ䛻㔜せ䛷䛒
䜛䚹㻌

Adopted by General Assembly resolution 46/119 of 17 December 1991

Application

䠔㻌 䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛿䛸䜚䜟䛡䚸ྛᅜᨻᗓ䚸ᑓ㛛ⓗ䛺ᶵ㛵䚸ᅜෆᅋయ䚸ᆅᇦෆᅋయ䚸ᅜ㝿
ᅋయ䚸チྍ䛥䜜䛯㠀ᨻᗓᅋయ䠄㻺㻳㻻㼟䠅䚸ཬ䜃ಶே䛾ᡭᘬ䛝䛸䛺䜚䚸䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䜢᥇⏝
䛧䚸䛣䜜䜙䜢㐺⏝䛧䛶䛔䛟ୖ䛾⤒῭ⓗ䛒䜛䛔䛿䛭䛾䛾⌧ᐇⓗᅔ㞴䛻ᡴ䛱䛴䛯䜑䛾
᩿䛾ດຊ䜢᥎ዡ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢┠ᣦ䛧䛶䛔䜛䚹䛺䛬䛺䜙䚸䛣䜜䜙䛾ཎ๎䛿䚸⢭⚄ᝈ䜢
᭷䛩䜛⪅䛾ᇶᮏⓗ䛺⮬⏤䛸ேᶒ䛸ἲⓗᶒ䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾䚸ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾᭱ప㝈
䛾ᇶ‽䛰䛛䜙䛷䛒䜛䚹㻌
䠕㻌 䛧䛯䛜䛳䛶䚸ྛᅜᨻᗓ䛿䚸ᚲせ䛺䜙䚸ᅜෆἲ䜢䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛻ྜ䜟䛫䜛䜘䛖⪃៖䛩䜉
䛝䛷䛒䜚䚸᪂䛧䛔㛵㐃ἲつ䜢ᐃ䜑䜛ሙྜ䛻䛿䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛻ἢ䛖つᐃ䜢᥇⏝䛩䜉䛝䛷䛒
䜛䚹䛣䛾ㅖཎ๎䛿ᝈ⪅䜢ಖㆤ䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾ᅜ㝿㐃ྜ䛾᭱ప㝈䛾ᇶ‽䛷䛒䜛䚹㻌

These Principles shall be applied without discrimination of any kind such as on grounds
of disability, race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national,
ethnic or social origin, legal or social status, age, property or birth.

Definitions

In these Principles:

"Counsel" means a legal or other qualified representative;

"Independent authority" means a competent and independent authority prescribed by
domestic law;

"Mental health care" includes analysis and diagnosis of a person's mental condition, and
treatment, care and rehabilitation for a mental illness or suspected mental illness;

"Mental health facility" means any establishment, or any unit of an establishment,
which as its primary function provides mental health care;

"Mental health practitioner" means a medical doctor, clinical psychologist, nurse, social
worker or other appropriately trained and qualified person with specific skills relevant
to mental health care;

"Patient" means a person receiving mental health care and includes all persons who are
admitted to a mental health facility;

"Personal representative" means a person charged by law with the duty of representing
a patient's interests in any specified respect or of exercising specified rights on the
patient's behalf, and includes the parent or legal guardian of a minor unless otherwise
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provided by domestic law;

Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and in other relevant

"The review body" means the body established in accordance with Principle 17 to review

instruments, such as the Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons and the Body of

the involuntary admission or retention of a patient in a mental health facility.

Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or
Imprisonment.

General limitation clause
6. Any decision that, by reason of his or her mental illness, a person lacks legal capacity,
The exercise of the rights set forth in these Principles may be subject only to such

and any decision that, in consequence of such incapacity, a personal representative shall

limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect the health or safety of

be appointed, shall be made only after a fair hearing by an independent and impartial

the person concerned or of others, or otherwise to protect public safety, order, health or

tribunal established by domestic law. The person whose capacity is at issue shall be

morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.

entitled to be represented by a counsel. If the person whose capacity is at issue does not
himself or herself secure such representation, it shall be made available without

Principle 1

payment by that person to the extent that he or she does not have sufficient means to
pay for it. The counsel shall not in the same proceedings represent a mental health

Fundamental freedoms and basic rights

facility or its personnel and shall not also represent a member of the family of the
person whose capacity is at issue unless the tribunal is satisfied that there is no conflict

1. All persons have the right to the best available mental health care, which shall be

of interest. Decisions regarding capacity and the need for a personal representative

part of the health and social care system.

shall be reviewed at reasonable intervals prescribed by domestic law. The person whose
capacity is at issue, his or her personal representative, if any, and any other interested

2. All persons with a mental illness, or who are being treated as such persons, shall be

person shall have the right to appeal to a higher court against any such decision.

treated with humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.
7. Where a court or other competent tribunal finds that a person with mental illness is
3. All persons with a mental illness, or who are being treated as such persons, have the

unable to manage his or her own affairs, measures shall be taken, so far as is necessary

right to protection from economic, sexual and other forms of exploitation, physical or

and appropriate to that person's condition, to ensure the protection of his or her

other abuse and degrading treatment.

interest.

4. There shall be no discrimination on the grounds of mental illness. "Discrimination"

Principle 2

means any distinction, exclusion or preference that has the effect of nullifying or
impairing equal enjoyment of rights. Special measures solely to protect the rights, or

Protection of minors

secure the advancement, of persons with mental illness shall not be deemed to be
discriminatory. Discrimination does not include any distinction, exclusion or preference

Special care should be given within the purposes of these Principles and within the

undertaken in accordance with the provisions of these Principles and necessary to

context of domestic law relating to the protection of minors to protect the rights of

protect the human rights of a person with a mental illness or of other individuals.

minors, including, if necessary, the appointment of a personal representative other than
a family member.

5. Every person with a mental illness shall have the right to exercise all civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights as recognized in the Universal Declaration of

Principle 3
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Principle 6
Life in the community
Confidentiality
Every person with a mental illness shall have the right to live and work, as far as
possible, in the community.

The right of confidentiality of information concerning all persons to whom these
Principles apply shall be respected.

Principle 4
Principle 7
Determination of mental illness
Role of community and culture
1. A determination that a person has a mental illness shall be made in accordance with
internationally accepted medical standards.

1. Every patient shall have the right to be treated and cared for, as far as possible, in the
community in which he or she lives.

2. A determination of mental illness shall never be made on the basis of political,
economic or social status, or membership of a cultural, racial or religious group, or any

2. Where treatment takes place in a mental health facility, a patient shall have the right,

other reason not directly relevant to mental health status.

whenever possible, to be treated near his or her or the of his or her relatives or friends
and shall have the right to return to the community as soon as possible.

3. Family or professional conflict, or non-conformity with moral, social, cultural or
political values or religious beliefs prevailing in a person's community, shall never be a
determining factor in diagnosing mental illness.

3. Every patient shall have the right to treatment suited to his or her cultural
background.

4. A background of past treatment or hospitalization as a patient shall not of itself
justify any present or future determination of mental illness.

Principle 8

5. No person or authority shall classify a person as having, or otherwise indicate that a

Standards of care

person has, a mental illness except for purposes directly relating to mental illness or the
consequences of mental illness.

1. Every patient shall have the right to receive such health and social care as is
appropriate to his or her health needs, and is entitled to care and treatment in

Principle 5

accordance with the same standards as other ill persons.

Medical examination

2. Every patient shall be protected from harm, including unjustified medication, abuse
by other patients, staff or others or other acts causing mental distress or physical

No person shall be compelled to undergo medical examination with a view to

discomfort.

determining whether or not he or she has a mental illness except in accordance with a
procedure authorized by domestic law.

Principle 9
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Treatment

as provided for in paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 13 and 15 below.

1. Every patient shall have the right to be treated in the least restrictive environment

2. Informed consent is consent obtained freely, without threats or improper inducements,

and with the least restrictive or intrusive treatment appropriate to the patient's health

after appropriate disclosure to the patient of adequate and understandable information

needs and the need to protect the physical safety of others.

in a form and language understood by the patient on:

2. The treatment and care of every patient shall be based on an individually prescribed

( a ) The diagnostic assessment;

plan, discussed with the patient, reviewed regularly, revised as necessary and provided
by qualified professional staff.

( b ) The purpose, method, likely duration and expected benefit of the proposed
treatment;

3. Mental health care shall always be provided in accordance with applicable standards
of ethics for mental health practitioners, including internationally accepted standards

( c ) Alternative modes of treatment, including those less intrusive; and

such as the Principles of Medical Ethics adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly. Mental health knowledge and skills shall never be abused.

( d ) Possible pain or discomfort, risks and side-effects of the proposed treatment.

4. The treatment of every patient shall be directed towards preserving and enhancing

3. A patient may request the presence of a person or persons of the patient's choosing

personal autonomy.

during the procedure for granting consent.

Principle 10

4. A patient has the right to refuse or stop treatment, except as provided for in
paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 13 and 15 below. The consequences of refusing or stopping treatment

Medication

must be explained to the patient.

1. Medication shall meet the best health needs of the patient, shall be given to a patient

5. A patient shall never be invited or induced to waive the right to informed consent. If

only for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes and shall never be administered as a

the patient should seek to do so, it shall be explained to the patient that the treatment

punishment or for the convenience of others. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 15

cannot be given without informed consent.

of Principle 11, mental health practitioners shall only administer medication of known
or demonstrated efficacy.

6. Except as provided in paragraphs 7, 8, 12, 13, 14 and 15 below, a proposed plan of
treatment may be given to a patient without a patient's informed consent if the

2. All medication shall be prescribed by a mental health practitioner authorized by law

following conditions are satisfied:

and shall be recorded in the patient's records.
( a ) The patient is, at the relevant time, held as an involuntary patient;
Principle 11
( b ) An independent authority, having in its possession all relevant information,
Consent to treatment

including the information specified in paragraph 2 above, is satisfied that, at the
relevant time, the patient lacks the capacity to give or withhold informed consent to the

1. No treatment shall be given to a patient without his or her informed consent, except

proposed plan of treatment or, if domestic legislation so provides, that, having regard to
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the patient's own safety or the safety of others, the patient unreasonably withholds such
consent; and

12. Sterilization shall never be carried out as a treatment for mental illness.

( c ) The independent authority is satisfied that the proposed plan of treatment is in the

13. A major medical or surgical procedure may be carried out on a person with mental

best interest of the patient's health needs.

illness only where it is permitted by domestic law, where it is considered that it would
best serve the health needs of the patient and where the patient gives informed consent,

7. Paragraph 6 above does not apply to a patient with a personal representative

except that, where the patient is unable to give informed consent, the procedure shall be

empowered by law to consent to treatment for the patient; but, except as provided in

authorized only after independent review.

paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 below, treatment may be given to such a patient without
his or her informed consent if the personal representative, having been given the

14. Psychosurgery and other intrusive and irreversible treatments for mental illness

information described in paragraph 2 above, consents on the patient's behalf.

shall never be carried out on a patient who is an involuntary patient in a mental health
facility and, to the extent that domestic law permits them to be carried out, they may be

8. Except as provided in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 below, treatment may also be

carried out on any other patient only where the patient has given informed consent and

given to any patient without the patient's informed consent if a qualified mental health

an independent external body has satisfied itself that there is genuine informed consent

practitioner authorized by law determines that it is urgently necessary in order to

and that the treatment best serves the health needs of the patient.

prevent immediate or imminent harm to the patient or to other persons. Such treatment
shall not be prolonged beyond the period that is strictly necessary for this purpose.

15. Clinical trials and experimental treatment shall never be carried out on any patient
without informed consent, except that a patient who is unable to give informed consent

9. Where any treatment is authorized without the patient's informed consent, every

may be admitted to a clinical trial or given experimental treatment, but only with the

effort shall nevertheless be made to inform the patient about the nature of the

approval of a competent, independent review body specifically constituted for this

treatment and any possible alternatives and to involve the patient as far as practicable

purpose.

in the development of the treatment plan.
16. In the cases specified in paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 13, 14 and 15 above, the patient or his or
10. All treatment shall be immediately recorded in the patient's medical records, with

her personal representative, or any interested person, shall have the right to appeal to a

an indication of whether involuntary or voluntary.

judicial or other independent authority concerning any treatment given to him or her.

11. Physical restraint or involuntary seclusion of a patient shall not be employed except

Principle 12

in accordance with the officially approved procedures of the mental health facility and
only when it is the only means available to prevent immediate or imminent harm to the

Notice of rights

patient or others. It shall not be prolonged beyond the period which is strictly necessary
for this purpose. All instances of physical restraint or involuntary seclusion, the reasons

1. A patient in a mental health facility shall be informed as soon as possible after

for them and their nature and extent shall be recorded in the patient's medical record. A

admission, in a form and a language which the patient understands, of all his or her

patient who is restrained or secluded shall be kept under humane conditions and be

rights in accordance with these Principles and under domestic law, which information

under the care and close and regular supervision of qualified members of the staff. A

shall include an explanation of those rights and how to exercise them.

personal representative, if any and if relevant, shall be given prompt notice of any
physical restraint or involuntary seclusion of the patient.

2. If and for so long as a patient is unable to understand such information, the rights of
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the patient shall be communicated to the personal representative, if any and if

communication;

appropriate, and to the person or persons best able to represent the patient's interests
and willing to do so.

( d ) Facilities, and encouragement to use such facilities, for a patient's engagement in
active occupation suited to his or her social and cultural background, and for

3. A patient who has the necessary capacity has the right to nominate a person who

appropriate vocational rehabilitation measures to promote reintegration in the

should be informed on his or her behalf, as well as a person to represent his or her

community. These measures should include vocational guidance, vocational training

interests to the authorities of the facility.

and placement services to enable patients to secure or retain employment in the
community.

Principle 13
3. In no circumstances shall a patient be subject to forced labour. Within the limits
Rights and conditions in mental health facilities

compatible with the needs of the patient and with the requirements of institutional
administration, a patient shall be able to choose the type of work he or she wishes to

1. Every patient in a mental health facility shall, in particular, have the right to full

perform.

respect for his or her:
4. The labour of a patient in a mental health facility shall not be exploited. Every such
( a ) Recognition everywhere as a person before the law;

patient shall have the right to receive the same remuneration for any work which he or
she does as would, according to domestic law or custom, be paid for such work to a

( b ) Privacy;

non-patient. Every such patient shall, in any event, have the right to receive a fair
share of any remuneration which is paid to the mental health facility for his or her

( c ) Freedom of communication, which includes freedom to communicate with other

work.

persons in the facility; freedom to send and receive uncensored private communications;
freedom to receive, in private, visits from a counsel or personal representative and, at

Principle 14

all reasonable times, from other visitors; and freedom of access to postal and telephone
services and to newspapers, radio and television;

Resources for mental health facilities

( d ) Freedom of religion or belief.

1. A mental health facility shall have access to the same level of resources as any other
health establishment, and in particular:

2. The environment and living conditions in mental health facilities shall be as close as
possible to those of the normal life of persons of similar age and in particular shall

( a ) Qualified medical and other appropriate professional staff in sufficient numbers

include:

and with adequate space to provide each patient with privacy and a programme of
appropriate and active therapy;

( a ) Facilities for recreational and leisure activities;
( b ) Diagnostic and therapeutic equipment for the patient;
( b ) Facilities for education;
( c ) Appropriate professional care; and
( c ) Facilities to purchase or receive items for daily living, recreation and
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( d ) Adequate, regular and comprehensive treatment, including supplies of medication.

that can only be given by admission to a mental health facility in accordance with the
principle of the least restrictive alternative.

2. Every mental health facility shall be inspected by the competent authorities with
sufficient frequency to ensure that the conditions, treatment and care of patients

In the case referred to in subparagraph ( b ), a second such mental health practitioner,

comply with these Principles.

independent of the first, should be consulted where possible. If such consultation takes
place, the involuntary admission or retention may not take place unless the second

Principle 15

mental health practitioner concurs.

Admission principles

2. Involuntary admission or retention shall initially be for a short period as specified by
domestic law for observation and preliminary treatment pending review of the

1. Where a person needs treatment in a mental health facility, every effort shall be

admission or retention by the review body. The grounds of the admission shall be

made to avoid involuntary admission.

communicated to the patient without delay and the fact of the admission and the
grounds for it shall also be communicated promptly and in detail to the review body, to

2. Access to a mental health facility shall be administered in the same way as access to

the patient's personal representative, if any, and, unless the patient objects, to the

any other facility for any other illness.

patient's family.

3. Every patient not admitted involuntarily shall have the right to leave the mental

3. A mental health facility may receive involuntarily admitted patients only if the

health facility at any time unless the criteria for his or her retention as an involuntary

facility has been designated to do so by a competent authority prescribed by domestic

patient, as set forth in Principle 16, apply, and he or she shall be informed of that right.

law.

Principle 16

Principle 17

Involuntary admission

Review body

1. A person may ( a ) be admitted involuntarily to a mental health facility as a patient;

1. The review body shall be a judicial or other independent and impartial body

or ( b ) having already been admitted voluntarily as a patient, be retained as an

established by domestic law and functioning in accordance with procedures laid down

involuntary patient in the mental health facility if, and only if, a qualified mental

by domestic law. It shall, in formulating its decisions, have the assistance of one or more

health practitioner authorized by law for that purpose determines, in accordance with

qualified and independent mental health practitioners and take their advice into

Principle 4, that that person has a mental illness and considers:

account.

( a ) That, because of that mental illness, there is a serious likelihood of immediate or

2. The review body's initial review, as required by paragraph 2 of Principle 16, of a

imminent harm to that person or to other persons; or

decision to admit or retain a person as an involuntary patient shall take place as soon as
possible after that decision and shall be conducted in accordance with simple and

( b ) That, in the case of a person whose mental illness is severe and whose judgement is

expeditious procedures as specified by domestic law.

impaired, failure to admit or retain that person is likely to lead to a serious
deterioration in his or her condition or will prevent the giving of appropriate treatment

3. The review body shall periodically review the cases of involuntary patients at
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reasonable intervals as specified by domestic law.

be given to the patient and to the patient's counsel, except in special cases where it is
determined that a specific disclosure to the patient would cause serious harm to the

4. An involuntary patient may apply to the review body for release or voluntary status,

patient's health or put at risk the safety of others. As domestic law may provide, any

at reasonable intervals as specified by domestic law.

document not given to the patient should, when this can be done in confidence, be given
to the patient's personal representative and counsel. When any part of a document is

5. At each review, the review body shall consider whether the criteria for involuntary

withheld from a patient, the patient or the patient's counsel, if any, shall receive notice

admission set out in paragraph 1 of Principle 16 are still satisfied, and, if not, the

of the withholding and the reasons for it and shall be subject to judicial review.

patient shall be discharged as an involuntary patient.
5. The patient and the patient's personal representative and counsel shall be entitled to
6. If at any time the mental health practitioner responsible for the case is satisfied that

attend, participate and be heard personally in any hearing.

the conditions for the retention of a person as an involuntary patient are no longer
satisfied, he or she shall order the discharge of that person as such a patient.

6. If the patient or the patient's personal representative or counsel requests that a
particular person be present at a hearing, that person shall be admitted unless it is

7. A patient or his personal representative or any interested person shall have the right

determined that the person's presence could cause serious harm to the patient's health

to appeal to a higher court against a decision that the patient be admitted to, or be

or put at risk the safety of others.

retained in, a mental health facility.
7. Any decision whether the hearing or any part of it shall be in public or in private and
Principle 18

may be publicly reported shall give full consideration to the patient's own wishes, to the
need to respect the privacy of the patient and of other persons and to the need to

Procedural safeguards

prevent serious harm to the patient's health or to avoid putting at risk the safety of
others.

1. The patient shall be entitled to choose and appoint a counsel to represent the patient
as such, including representation in any complaint procedure or appeal. If the patient

8. The decision arising out of the hearing and the reasons for it shall be expressed in

does not secure such services, a counsel shall be made available without payment by the

writing. Copies shall be given to the patient and his or her personal representative and

patient to the extent that the patient lacks sufficient means to pay.

counsel. In deciding whether the decision shall be published in whole or in part, full
consideration shall be given to the patient's own wishes, to the need to respect his or her

2. The patient shall also be entitled to the assistance, if necessary, of the services of an

privacy and that of other persons, to the public interest in the open administration of

interpreter. Where such services are necessary and the patient does not secure them,

justice and to the need to prevent serious harm to the patient's health or to avoid

they shall be made available without payment by the patient to the extent that the

putting at risk the safety of others.

patient lacks sufficient means to pay.
Principle 19
3. The patient and the patient's counsel may request and produce at any hearing an
independent mental health report and any other reports and oral, written and other

Access to information

evidence that are relevant and admissible.
1. A patient (which term in this Principle includes a former patient) shall be entitled to
4. Copies of the patient's records and any reports and documents to be submitted shall

have access to the information concerning the patient in his or her health and personal
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records maintained by a mental health facility. This right may be subject to restrictions
in order to prevent serious harm to the patient's health and avoid putting at risk the

Every patient and former patient shall have the right to make a complaint through

safety of others. As domestic law may provide, any such information not given to the

procedures as specified by domestic law.

patient should, when this can be done in confidence, be given to the patient's personal
representative and counsel. When any of the information is withheld from a patient, the

Principle 22

patient or the patient's counsel, if any, shall receive notice of the withholding and the
reasons for it and it shall be subject to judicial review.

Monitoring and remedies

2. Any written comments by the patient or the patient's personal representative or

States shall ensure that appropriate mechanisms are in force to promote compliance

counsel shall, on request, be inserted in the patient's file.

with these Principles, for the inspection of mental health facilities, for the submission,
investigation and resolution of complaints and for the institution of appropriate

Principle 20

disciplinary or judicial proceedings for professional misconduct or violation of the rights
of a patient.

Criminal offenders
Principle 23
1. This Principle applies to persons serving sentences of imprisonment for criminal
offences, or who are otherwise detained in the course of criminal proceedings or

Implementation

investigations against them, and who are determined to have a mental illness or who it
is believed may have such an illness.

1. States should implement these Principles through appropriate legislative, judicial,
administrative, educational and other measures, which they shall review periodically.

2. All such persons should receive the best available mental health care as provided in
Principle 1. These Principles shall apply to them to the fullest extent possible, with only

2. States shall make these Principles widely known by appropriate and active means.

such limited modifications and exceptions as are necessary in the circumstances. No
such modifications and exceptions shall prejudice the persons' rights under the

Principle 24

instruments noted in paragraph 5 of Principle 1.
Scope of principles relating to mental health facilities
3. Domestic law may authorize a court or other competent authority, acting on the basis
of competent and independent medical advice, to order that such persons be admitted to

These Principles apply to all persons who are admitted to a mental health facility.

a mental health facility.
Principle 25
4. Treatment of persons determined to have a mental illness shall in all circumstances
be consistent with Principle 11.

Saving of existing rights

Principle 21

There shall be no restriction upon or derogation from any existing rights of patients,
including rights recognized in applicable international or domestic law, on the pretext

Complaints

that these Principles do not recognize such rights or that they recognize them to a lesser
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extent.
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